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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

This book is about a most remarkable language scientifically 

designed for efficient use between languages (also referred 

to as an interlanguage).  Note it is not Spanish.  University 

scientific research has shown that Esperanto is the most time 

and cost efficient.  Only 999 word roots provide 99% 

understanding of most conversations and letters.  The 

vocabulary is composed of international word roots.  The 

grammar has just 16 basic rules with no exceptions or 

irregularities and is the most efficient grammar of any 

language.  It is virtually idiom free.  All words are spelled as 

pronounced and pronounced as spelled with each letter 

having only one sound.  Because of the above, basic 

Esperanto can be learned in 1/100 the time of any other 

language and full Esperanto can be learned in 1/10 the time 

of any other language.   This book contains the complete 

basic vocabulary plus additional common words and over 

800 phrases.  Also it is more like English than any other 

language in the world with 50% of the vocabulary 

recognizable to English speakers.    Much of the vocabulary 

is also recognizable to speakers of many other languages.  

This provides an excellent base for international 

understanding.   According to the World Book, "Esperanto 

is the most widely used international language" (285).  It is 

now used in 120 countries.  Helpers are available from most 

of these countries.  Speakers of this language have been 

awarded the Nobel Peace Prize (R. Selten 1994).  
    Scientific investigation has shown that people learn other 

languages better and faster after learning this one (Arnold 

13).  Students even learn English vocabulary and grammar 

better as well as learning words from many languages. 

    There are several interest groups and even governments 

promoting national languages.   But although Esperanto is 
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not advertised, it is beginning to be taught here and around 

the world as more people discover it.  Many esperantists 

were killed by Nazis, and by several other governments in 

the past.  Many governments have until recently suppressed 

its use.  Most governments want to promote their own 

languages.  Also most teachers do not know about Esperanto 

or are making a living teaching some other language.  In 

general most people and even the educational community 

are not informed about it.   

     Most people find speaking their own native language 

easiest and so argue that everyone else should learn theirs.  

But no one can learn 1000 languages.  Most people do not 

have the time or willingness to learn another language, even 

English which takes years to learn.   

     But the fact is that we live on a small blue planet and are 

increasingly more inter-dependent.  The world is becoming 

a global village.  The problem is that about 90% of all 

humans do not understand English and will not have the 

time or inclination to learn it in their lifetime.  

The world needs a common interlanguage now.  

Language chaos reigns with millions being spent on 

translation much of which isn't even read.  The cost in 

human terms is worse with millions of individual tragedies 

ranging from tourists that do not fully enjoy visits and 

hampered trade to thousands of people being injured 

because they couldn't understand instructions and even lives 

lost due to boat & aircraft language related accidents and 

language related violence. 

    Esperanto allows one to communicate, within a short 

time, with speakers of many other languages directly 

without interpreters.   What's wrong with interpreters?  They 

are very expensive.  They make mistakes which may be 

serious and damaging and take a long time to discover.  Ask 

world leaders who in spite of the best interpreters have had 

many near disasters caused by mistranslation.   
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With Esperanto everyone wins.  Everyone can still 

speak and promote their own native language while being 

able to communicate using international words.   Even those 

who want to promote English will be glad to know that 

Esperanto can be stepping stone to English.  Research shows 

that if Esperanto is learned first, learning English is made 

much easier and faster because a regular common 

vocabulary and easy-regular grammar framework is learned 

first along with many English words.   

     Much human suffering and many deaths could be 

prevented with better inter-language understanding.  Each 

human should be able, at least in emergencies, to commun- 

icate with other humans using a common vocabulary.  Basic 

Esperanto can be learned in significantly less time by all 

people not just the language talented.  People can still 

keep and use their own mother tongue.  Esperanto is not 

meant to replace anyone's language rather it is the most 

time efficient and cost efficient solution for inter-

language communication between over 1000 languages 

NOW!  
 

     THE CURRENT WORLD LANGUAGE SITUATION 

The following statistics taken from the World Almanac 

show the TOTAL SPEAKERS IN THE WORLD FLUENT 

IN, millions, (and percent of world) 
CHINESE (China) 1302 21.7%   It is composed of many 

different spoken languages. 

HINDUSTANI (INDIA, PAKISTAN) 602 10% 

ENGLISH (USA, Canada, UK)   514 8.5% 

HINDI (India) 496 8.2% 

SPANISH (Spain, Lat. America) 425 7% 

RUSSIAN (Russia) 275 4.5% 

ARABIC (Middle East) 256 4.2% 

BENGALI (India, Bangladesh) 215  3.5% 
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PORTUGUESE (Brazil) 194  3.2% 

MAYLAY (Indonesia, Malaysia) 176  2.9% 

JAPANESE (Japan) 126  2.2% 

FRENCH (France) 129  2.1% 

GERMAN (Germany) 128  2.1% 

URDU (Pakistan, India) 106  1.8% 

PUNJABI (Pakistan, India) 96  1.7% 

KOREAN (Korea) 78  1.3% 

TELUGU (S.E.India) 75  1.2% 

MARATHI (Maharashtra, India) 72  1.2% 

TAMIL (India, Sri Lanka) 75 1.2% 

WU (Shanghai, China) 71 1.2% 

CANTONESE (China, Hong-Kong) 71  1.2% 

ITALIAN (Italy) 62  1.0% 

JAVANESE (Java, Indonesia) 64 1.1% 

VIETNAMISE (Vietnam) 69 1.1% 

TURKISH (Central Asia) 62 1.0% 

     The following have less than 1% 
MIN (Malaysia, China) 50 THAI (Thailand) 50 

KSWAHILI (Kenya, Tanz, Zaire, Uganda) 48 

UKRAINIAN (Ukraine) 47 POLISH (Poland) 44

 KANNADA (S India) 44   TAGALOG (Philip.) 53  

GUJARATI (India, Pak) 41 HAUSA (Nigeria)  38 

MALAYALAM (India) 35 PERSIAN (Iran,Af) 34 

HAKKA (SE China)  34 ORIYA (India) 32 

BURMESE (Burma) 31      ROMANIAN (Roman.) 26 

SUNDANESE (Indonesia)26 ASAMESE(Assam) 22 

PASHTU (Pakistan, Afgnstn) 21FLEMISH(Nedrld) 21 

YORUBA (Nigeria) 20       AMHARIC Ethiopia 20 

SINDHI (Pakistan) 18                    IGBO (Nigeria) 17 

ZHUANG (S China) 15          AZERI Azerbaijan 15 

HUNGARIAN Hungary 14           NEPALI (Nepal) 16 

UZBEK (Uzbek) 14                CEBUANO (Philip.) 13 

FULA (Cameroon) 13         SINHALESE SriLanka 13 

CZECH (Czechlka.) 12               GREEK (Greece) 12 
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AFRIKAANS (S. Africa) 10 MADURESE (Madura)  10 

OROMO (Ethopia)10  BYELORUSSIAN (Belarus) 10 

KURDISH (Cas sea) 11     BULGARIAN (Bulgra) 9 

CATALAN (Andorra) 9     MALINKE-BAMBARA 9 

SWEDISH (Sweden)  9      KAZAKH (Kazakstan) 8 

QUECHUA (Peru) 8              SHONA (Zimbabwe) 8 

RUANDA (Rwanda) 7                TATAR (Tatar) 8 

ILOCANO (Luzon) 7               KHMER (Cambodia) 8 

SOMALI (Somalia) 5                UIGHUR (Xnjiang) 8 

XHOSA (S. Africa) 8             ZULU(Natal, S. Africa) 9 

EFIK (Nigeria) 6                         LINGALA (Zaire) 7 

The above are just a few of the  over 1000 languages in use 

in the world today.  So as one can see THE WORLD HAS 

A HUGE HINDRANCE TO INTERNATIONAL 

UNDERSTANDING known as the language barrier.  Most 

people in the US are not aware of this problem because they 

can go hundreds of miles in any direction using English.  

Outside of the USA, Canada, the United Kingdom or tourist 

traps one will discover that about  92% of the world's 

people do not understand English.  The exact count of 

English speakers is uncertain and depends on what degree of 

fluency that is counted.  The above figure reflects that all of 

those counted as English speakers are capable of being able 

to understand most conversations.  In fact the percentage of 

people who understand English is declining worldwide 

because of the tremendous population growth in non English 

speaking countries.  Even the US Census bureau reports that 

a growing number of Americans speak a foreign language at 

home with more and more city residents having trouble 

understanding English (15% nation wide).  In New York 

41% ages 5 and up speak a foreign language in their 
homes and half indicated that they did not speak English 

very well.  In Miami 3/4 speak a language other than 

English 

at home and 67% indicated they do not speak English well. 
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Near Dearborn Michigan are 300,000 Arabic speakers many 

of which are not fluent in English. 50% of Paterson NJ, 40% 

Santa Fe NM, 40% Hartford Conn, 30% in Providence RI, 

30% LA students, 26% in Boston etc.  1 in 7 people in the 

USA speak a language other than English at home. (A 35% 

increase since 1980) In California this ratio is 1 in 3.  20% 

of those do not speak English. (S.F. Chronicle 5-83)  Nearly 

18 million people in the US speak Spanish.  Other languages 

in descending order are:  French, German Italian, Chinese, 

Tagalog, Polish, Korean, Vietnamese and Portuguese, 

Japanese, Greek, and Arabic. (World Almanac 600)  

Millions of immigrants from foreign lands keep pouring in.  

The future of English may be in question as the birth 

rate of non English speakers is much higher than that of 

English speakers. In the next two decades over 2 billion 

non-English speakers will be added to the world population. 
 Some countries have tremendous language 

problems.  Haiti's leaders insist that French be the only 

language used in the countries schools even though nearly 

100% of the people speak Creole.  Students do not 

understand what is being taught.  Senegal, Kenya, and 

Nigeria are countries where citizens often do not understand 

each other because of language differences within their own 

country. 

In most parts of the world languages change within 

rather short distances.  In Africa there are over 700 

languages, in India over 800, in Europe dozens, in Asia and 

the Pacific hundreds more.  Guinness states that Papua New 

Guinea has an estimated 869 languages (323).  With travel 

and business by non Americans increasing and with the 

dollar on the decline, English is less in demand.  Although 

English is taught in many countries the situation is similar to 

our high school language teaching.  Most people 

neverachieve true fluency.  Most can say a few phrases of 

English but do not understand most conversations.  This 

researcher  
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has seen this first hand having traveled all over Europe.  

Outside of the tourist traps and big hotels most people one 

meets do not understand English.  Sometimes you get lucky 

and find someone that speaks your language but if one has 

to communicate with people in several countries one will 

discover that just knowing English does not suffice.  

    Unlike the US, people, in most other countries learn more 

than one language.  Only a small percentage of American 

students even try to learn another language and two thirds of 

them find it too difficult and quit.  Less than 1% go on to 

become fluent in another language.    Half the states do not 

require foreign language study and 20% of schools do not 

even offer any. (San Francisco Chronicle 5-91)  Very few 

college students are now taking foreign languages courses.  

An old joke goes  "People that speak three languages are 

called trilingual, people that speak two are called bilingual.  

What are those that speak only one language called?"  The 

answer is "Americans"  Japan has thousands of sales reps 

here who speak fluent English but we have very few reps 

who speak fluent Japanese. (Richardson 5)  Which country 

is selling more products to the other? 
THE PROBLEM WITH TRANSLATIONS! 

   Ask former presidents and world leaders who in spite of 

having the best interpreters had some of their remarks 

mistranslated causing near crises.  Ask an actor who lost an 

Oscar because Time Magazine made a translation error.  

Those that have tried translators know that things go much 

better when both people can understand each other directly 

because translators make mistakes.  The mistakes can be 

serious and yet go undiscovered until too late.  One is at 
their mercy.  And those little pocket translators are just too 

slow.  

Why is an interlanguage needed?  Because people 

the world over need to understand each other.  Pilots, ship 
10 

 

 



captains, train engineers (who cross several language areas), 

air and space traffic controllers, medical, health and safety 

personnel have need for immediate interlanguage under-

standing.  There have been deaths caused by language 

problems with both aircraft and ships.  The Aviation Safety 

Institute at Worthington Ohio has logged many language 

related incidents that were potentially life threatening.  For 

example A Boeing 707 jet pilot who declared an urgency 

but was not permitted a timely emergency landing ran out of 

fuel and crashed (Facts on File 59).  Ralph Nader stated in 

regard to this crash that another cause was the lack of 

standardized understandable terminology for pilots (261). 

The Andrea Doria a new luxury cruise ship took 11 hours to 

sink but yet 51 lives were lost because of  language-related 

non communication.  Children died when parents dropped 

them over board needlessly.   Orders were given over 

loudspeakers in Italian but many of the passengers did not 

understand and panicked (Burgess 172).   As the airways 

and ship routes become more crowded travelers are in 

increasing jeopardy.  In today's world inter-language 

communication is essential for personal safety, world peace, 

security and world trade.  

     Because languages are so different speakers from 

different countries and sometimes even within countries 

frequently cannot understand each other.  There is a need for 

a common easy to learn interlanguage for all mankind.  

Each human being needs to be able to understand other 

human beings.  There are times when ones life depends on 

it.  A man with what appeared to be a gun in his hand at 

night kept running at a frightened homeowner and did not 

stop when told to "freeze" was shot.  He did not know what 

"freeze" meant as he was a Japanese exchange student.  

Police in our cities and soldiers in many foreign lands most 

recently Somalia must make split second decisions.  Put 

yourself in his place.  You catch sight of a person with what 

may be a gun in his hand.  You tell him to put his hands up.  

Instead                              11 



the person begins to point the object at you.  One more 

warning to drop it but he doesn't.  Your life is on the line 

you must either shoot or be killed yourself.  There is no time 

to ponder.  Soldiers are trained to shoot.  If there is a 

language difference someone may die.  Unfortunately today 

around the world many people die or are injured because 

they do not understand someone else's language.  There is 

no time in these situations for interpreters.  Language 

knowledge becomes a life or death matter.  What if you 

were a tourist and a foreign policeman said drop it in some 

language you did not understand.  Imagine if you were 

visiting a shopping mall when suddenly you felt your were 

going into diabetic shock, you fell onto a bench but no one 

understood your pleas for help because they did not speak 

English and they didn't know if you were drunk or sick so 

they ignored you.  Diabetics can die if not treated soon in 

these situations.  There are occasions when it is necessary to 

be able to communicate and be understood.  You would 

want your doctor, fire department, or police to understand 

you especially when you need help.  What if you were 

visiting another city when you notice a gang beginning to 

strip your car.   You go into a local shop and tell the sales 

clerk to call the police but he does not speak English.  At 

Work your boss has received an inquiry about a possible big 

overseas order. He asks you to call the person overseas and 

obtain the order information.  But you do not speak the 

native language of that region and they do not speak 

English.  International trade and business are hindered by 

language difficulties.   
More and more people the world over have the need to 

communicate with each other.  Almost everyone wants 

their own native language used as the international 

language.  Language misunderstandings are occurring more 

often now than in the past in the U.S. because we now have 

large numbers of non-English speakers sometimes as high as 

30-60% in a some city locations.  Sorry to report that  
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English is on the decline around the world.  According to 

the World Almanac English speakers (both native and non 

native) now account for only 8.2 of the world's population.  

That means that 92% of the worlds people do not understand 

English.  In San Diego California I had to ask eight people 

for directions before I found one that spoke English.  

Tourists in Miami often complain that store clerks there do 

not speak English.  Sometimes it is hard to find someone 

who speaks English away from the main tourist traps.   
It is also important to note the human cost of 

language non-understanding.  One example is the 

hundreds of people that died or were seriously poisoned by 

eating insecticide treated grain that was meant for planting 

not cooking.  The bags were clearly marked in English.  If 

groups of people and individuals do not understand each 

other; fears, animosities, misunderstandings often result.  

Ethnic strife is often fueled by misunderstanding. But even 

worse there has been much language related violence 

resulting in the deaths and injury to thousands world wide.  

This is not a pleasant fact but nevertheless it is a fact which 

provides urgency to the search for an easy-to-learn common 

world language for mankind. 
The United States is a virtual desert when it comes to 

language education prior to college.  Of high school graduates 

fewer than 4% have more than two years of a foreign 

language. (Simon, 1980, p. 2)  Less than .1% of American 

students learn a second language prior to college.  In fact 

many American students have a sad revulsion to learning any 

foreign language.  Renown linguist Edward Sapir states:  

"What is needed above all is a language that is as simple, 

as regular, as logical, as rich, and as creative as possible;  a 

language which starts with a minimum of demands on the 

learning capacity of the normal individual and can do the 

maximum amount of work; which is to serve as a sort of 

logical touchstone to all national                         
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languages and as the standard medium of translation.  It 

must ideally, be as superior to any accepted language as the 

mathematical method of expressing quantities and relations 

between quantities is to the more lumbering methods of 

expressing these quantities and relations in verbal form.”  

(Mandelbaum, 1968) 
We need a common language to face common problems.  

We need to understand one another. 
 

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 

to the world language problem.   

Learn everyone else's language?  Impossible not even a 

genius could learn 1000 languages.  Learn the over 200 

languages with over one million speakers?  Again 

impossible.  Learn a selected few languages?  
If you learned French, Spanish and English you 

could understand less than 18% of the world's people.   

However learning any of these national languages is 

difficult, so difficult in fact that most people don't and won't 

do it.  Many try and many give up.  Even Einstein who spent 

the last 20 years of his life in the USA clung to his native 

German.  It takes 4-10 years to become truly fluent in a 

language with the single exception of Esperanto in which 1 

year = 4 years of study. (Thorndike)  Very few adults in the 

U.S. could be convinced to learn more than one language 

and most as adults do not become fluent in another national 

language because all national languages are extremely 

difficult to learn.  And then there is the problem of which 

ones to learn.  Most people refuse to learn any additional 

language at all. 
If you learned 9 languages English, French, 

Spanish, German, Russian, Polish, Swedish, Italian and 

Portuguese you could still understand only about 30% of 

the people on earth.    
     How about learning Chinese the largest language spoken 
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by over 1 billion.  The writing system is extremely hard to 

learn and the writing system has over 40,000 characters.  

One must learn the tone for each word.  Would you dedicate 

ten years of your life to learning Chinese? 

     How about learning Russian?  It is a difficult language to 

learn plus it has a difficult system of inflections.  It is 

spoken by fewer people than English and not widely used 

outside of the former U.S.S.R. 
     How about learning French a language that is in decline?   

French has 85 endings for verbs and the verbs and spelling 

and pronunciation are irregular.  One has to learn hundreds 

of irregular genders.  Who are you going to speak to outside 

of France, Quebec and a few other spots?  And which 

dialect of French should you choose to learn?  Many people 

visiting France are laughed at or insulted when they use 

their school French because to truly speak French correctly 

and fluently takes years of practice.  And you have to learn 

hundreds of needless genders, endings, inflections, irregular 

verb forms, irregularities and exceptions.   
      How about learning German?  Again once having 

learned it who can you speak to outside of parts of Europe?  

Have you got several years to spend learning it?  Also you 

have to learn the sex of every noun in the language and they 

have no bearing on real life.  Skirt is masculine for example.   

And you have to learn hundreds of needless genders, 

endings, inflections, irregular verb forms, irregularities and 

exceptions.   
       How about Spanish?  Knowing Spanish gives you 

Spain or parts of South America depending on the dialect.  

You must learn the gender of each noun.  Verbs are 

irregular.   Then there are hundreds of idioms to memorize.  

And it takes years of study to become truly fluent in it.   

And you have to learn hundreds of needless genders, 

endings, inflections, irregular verb forms, irregularities and 

exceptions.  But the biggest country in South America, 
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Brazil, speaks Portuguese.  And which dialect of Spanish is 

best to learn?  

Why not make English the international language?  After all 

isn't it spoken everywhere?  No.  Although it is in a very 

favored status of being very widespread and widely taught.  

In fact English is the native language of only about 5% of 

the world's population, is actually understood by only a few 

percent more, and that percentage is now declining 

worldwide.  Do you dispute this fact.  Check world 

almanacs see for yourself.   English has become the most 

widely dispersed language seconded now by Esperanto.  

Many people at airports, hotels and tourist traps speak 

English.  But about 92% of all people do not understand or 

speak English fluently even though English has been 

promoted for many years and is taught in many countries.  

But yet most adults find English too difficult to master 

even after years of school.  Here is one example I found on 

the internet  "Me no godly talk the englandish. wordofleet of 

I are unbig. Watt are prizes of I?"  Even though having been 

declared an official language in several countries most 

people still prefer to use their own native languages because 

English has so many irregularities  exceptions and 

ambiguities.    English has failed to a great extent.  In fact it 

holds the record for having the most irregular verbs and the 

worst spelling.  Learners of English have to memorize 

thousands of irregular unlogical spellings and 

pronunciations.  There are practically no spelling rules that 

are true rules.  "I before except after C", for example has 

many exceptions.   Even most native English speakers have 

great difficulty with both spelling and grammar.  Another 

sad fact is that for political reasons English is not popular in 

many places and countries.  English is losing ground in 

Europe, Philippines, Nigeria, and in other places.  Tanzania 

has switched from English to Swahili.  In some areas of the 

world there is even a hatred for English speakers.  The idea 

of forcing people to learn English is as unpopular 
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in many places as is the idea of forcing people to learn 

Chinese or Russian, in North America. 

   And from the non-native-speaker of English's point of 

view why learn English when there is another  language 

which has no exceptions or irregularities is many times 

easier to learn and is more like English than any other 

language.  People who learn Esperanto find that they easily 

learn hundreds of English words in the process and can use 

that as a stepping stone to later learn English in less time.  
      WHAT IS ESPERANTO? 

 Originally it was scientifically designed by linguist Dr. L. 

Zamenhof to be the international language.  He had tried 

many ideas to scientifically discover which language ideas 

worked best.  He learned several languages.  He first tried 

several languages Latin, Greek, Russian and others.  He 

tried a language composed of short syllables and found it 

was impossible to learn even for himself.  He discovered 

that international word roots common to many languages 

were easiest to learn.  He discovered that prefixes and 

suffixes could greatly reduce memorization time.  He used 

pure vowels and clear sounding words with a super efficient 

grammar.  He refined it for efficient inter-language 

communication and poetic usage.  It was published in 1887 

in an obscure part of Poland under severe Russian 

censorship.  It has become a true major international 

language with millions of speakers.  It is the only planned 

language that has survived and passed the test of time to 

become an actual living language.  It has been refined and 

tested for over 100 years.   Now spoken in over 120 

countries around the world, Esperanto is the world's most 

modern and easiest to learn language.  By scientific design 

the grammar has only 16 basic rules.  (These can all be 

written on one sheet of notebook paper.)  There are no 

exceptions or irregularities.  It holds the world's record 

(Guinness 322).   This eliminates hundreds of pages of 

grammar and the hundreds of hours 
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needed to master them in all other languages.  The complete 

present, past and future tense of all verbs in the language can 

be learned in one minute.  No other language even comes 

close to that.  No wonder it has become the people's choice.  

Eastern people find it five times easier to learn than English.  

By using word endings prefixes and suffixes the vocabulary 

has been simplified to the point that it is l/12 the size of most  

languages but this has been accomplished without any loss of 

meaning.  In fact it has even greater potential.   
   Esperanto is based on international word roots of many 

languages.  This makes it easier to learn because many of 

the word roots are already known.  Example "hotel" is the 

root word for "hotel".  By knowing English one can 

recognize thousands of Esperanto words.  For English, 

French, Spanish, German or European speakers Esperanto is 

much easier to learn and one also learns many of the words 

from those languages.  This combined with its scientifically 

designed word building feature makes Esperanto learnable in 

one fifth of the time needed to learn all other languages.  The 

California Esperanto Education Commission states in its 

Esperanto Handbook For Teachers that Esperanto is five 

times as easy to learn as any other language.  It has been 

called The Articulate Language meaning it is clear, effective 

and ready of expression.  Even the 42 member French 

Academy of Sciences stated that Esperanto was "a 

masterpiece of logic and simplicity" and they said it should 

be introduced into the teaching of science, used as the official 

language of international conferences and used in scientific 

publications (Janton 83). 
    Esperanto efficiently uses prefixes and suffixes to 

eliminate memorization of thousands of words.  For 

example the prefix re when placed in front of any word 

creates a new word.  Mal placed in front of any word makes 

it the opposite word.  Even by just learning one little prefix 

one is saved the time consuming effort of learning 
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of words which one would have to learn in any other 

language. 

       The World Almanac and Book of Facts states 

"Esperanto was savaged by Nazism, Stalinism, Fascism, the 

Japanese militarists of the 1930's and chauvinistic groups in 

many other countries.  Not until the late 1950's did the 

number of speakers begin to show the steady increase which 

continues...." (1993 601) It is the greatest success story of 

any language ever as it was spread at the grass roots level by 

people who fell in love with it and not by money or power.  

They learned it because they wanted to not because they 

were forced to.  They took on learning a language on their 

own.   Esperanto works.  It has beat the odds as the people's 

choice in spite of overwhelming odds against it.  Even 

China now has a nation wide TV Esperanto course.  In the 

town of Qing Dao 4,000 people have learned Esperanto.  

After 100 years it has been fully tested, refined and found to 

be completely adequate for all uses.  The Universal 

Esperanto Assn. has been nominated for the Nobel Peace 

Prize several times for its humanitarian services and 

contributions to the cause of international understanding.  In 

1965 no fewer than 253 authorized individuals--all of them 

members of parliaments or governments, or other highly 

prestigious institutions--supported UEA's nomination. 

(Richardson 49)   For many people Esperanto may be the 

only language they can learn as an adult because of time 

limitations or inclination as learning any language in 

adulthood is quite a task.  National languages are especially 

difficult because they are so complex and filled with 

irregularities and exceptions that most adults do not achieve 

fluency in any national language learned after childhood.   
    Esperanto is politically and culturally neutral.  No 

other current language can claim this distinction.  Many 

people resent being forced to learn someone else's national 

language and culture.  As any language student finds out, 
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when one learns any language one also learns the culture 

which goes with it.  When one learns Spanish, one learns 

Spanish culture.  French is permanently linked to the culture 

of France.  Just as the Chinese language is linked to the 

culture of China.  Esperanto frees one from having to learn 

someone else's culture. 

    When one is forced to learn someone else's language they 

are always at a disadvantage compared to native speakers of 

that language.  This is language discrimination.  The non 

native speaker may make embarrassing mistakes and be 

made fun of causing resentment.  The native speakers of any 

language have superior knowledge of the national language 

and can and do take advantage of non native speakers.   

Esperanto successfully ends language discrimination by 

putting all speakers on a neutral and equal footing.  

Speakers are not forced to learn someone else's national 

language or culture. 

        "Esperanto alone became a living language, spoken by 

more people than 95% of the known languages of the 

world...Esperanto stands apart from the ethnic languages in 

that it alone is capable of fully performing the role of an 

international language...all ethnic languages remain 

essentially national, based on national cultures, while 

Esperanto is essentially universal." (Janton 132).   An 

international language should be completely neutral so that 

all speakers are on equal footing.  Esperanto is the only 

international language today that is completely neutral. 
MAGIC 

There is something almost magical about Esperanto 

as people seem to, be friendlier.  Perhaps it is the lack of the 

above resentment, or may be a spirit of brotherhood and 

friendship.  It is marvelous that people from over 120 

countries can fully understand each other without the need 

for any interpreters.  This happens at the annual Esperanto 

conventions and on the internet.   
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PROPOSAL SIGNED BY 73 MILLION 

      The Universal Esperanto Association presented to the 

Secretary General of the United Nations a proposal signed 

by over one million people and 3843 organizations 

representing 73 million people.  The proposal recommends 

that the world language problem could be solved by using 

Esperanto.  UNESCO passed a resolution recognizing 

Esperanto's achievements in "international intellectual 

exchange and mutual understanding of the peoples of the 

world" and called for the increased use of Esperanto in 

schools and in international organizations.   (Lapenna 778) 

 

    Esperanto offers exceptional practical advantages over all 

other languages.  Coordinating these is the worldwide 

organization The Universal Esperanto Association which 

maintains a network of over 2,000 helpers, and 40,000 

members in 120 countries.  If one learns Esperanto one can 

have contacts with people around the world.  One can learn 

directly from people all over the world about their cultures 

and true feelings.  What better way to promote peace and 

understanding worldwide.  Esperanto offers the easiest, 

quickest and best solution to the world language problem.  

There is an international travel Service available to 

Esperanto speakers.  One can write ahead and be met and 

helped by a citizen of that country who speaks the 

international language.  Travelers are no longer confined to 

talking with only the few people who cater to tourists.  

Wherever they go they can find friends who can share 

common interests.  Many international meetings of 

professional people (scientists, journalists, doctors,  

teachers, lawyers) and organizations are held yearly in 

Esperanto without need for interpreters or expensive 

translation services. 
Esperanto was Scientifically designed to be the 

language for international communication.  It is not meant 

to replace any other language but rather to serve as a 
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second language for all people.  It is now spoken by millions 

including scientists and professional people and its 

acceptance by the UN proves that its design works.  The 

idea is for everyone to keep and use their own native 

language with those that know it and to use Esperanto for 

communication with others who do not speak their native 

language.  In that way no one loses.  Everyone wins and no 

one need spend years needlessly learning languages. 
    The world needs a common language not endless 

bickering as to whether Chinese, Spanish or English should 

be used.  Esperanto solves the problem of favoritism and 

nationalism.  Using it puts everyone on equal footing.  We 

won't be forced to learn difficult Russian or Chinese or 

Hindustani.  (populations of which will makeup nearly half 

the world population.)  This ends the endless arguments 

caused by everyone wanting their own native language used.  

The Esperanto solution means that there are no losers. 

Everyone wins!  And they still get to keep, speak and 

promote their own languages. 
    It is possible to create many words from each word root.  

(Janton 85)  "The creation of new words is limited only by 

the limits of meaning"  (Symoens 10).  It is possible for the 

intellectual speaker to create extremely fine shades of 

meaning using very simple words which are easily 

understandable without need to go to a dictionary.   This 

cannot be done in most native languages.   One may say 

things in Esperanto that are not expressible in some other 

languages.  There are words in Esperanto that are missing 

from many other languages including English (Arnold 7)  

For example in French one cannot differentiate in one word 

between "house" and "home." (Bryson 137) "The flexibility 

and variety of compounds in Esperanto allows for 

remarkable lexical economy...it nevertheless provides a 

conciseness and density of expression that many ethnic 

languages cannot match" (Janton 85).   The language has 

been refined for over 
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100 years and fully tested by scientists, and professional 

people and found fully suitable for all uses.  There are 

dictionaries of Esperanto ranging from 300 words to 25,000 

words (from which over 1,000,000 words can be formed).  

"Thousands of works have been translated into Esperanto 

including classical and modern literature and religious and 

scientific books." (World Book 285)   Over 10,000 great 

works of literature from many cultures have been translated 

into Esperanto, allowing people from all cultures to benefit 

from the classics of all nations and increase world 

understanding.   

     Esperanto spelling is a dream.  All words are spelled as 

they are pronounced.  There are no silent letters.  Most 

words are short.  Nouns end in o, adjectives in a adverbs in 

e and most verbs end in s.  Pronunciation is simplified being 

absolutely phonetic.  There is only one sound per letter.  

Esperanto uses both fewer and purer sounds.  Esperanto is 

the world's clearest sounding language because of its simple 

clear, pure sounds. 
 50 POINTS IN FAVOR OF ESPERANTO 

    Why is Esperanto (E-o) called the international language 

besides the fact that it is named "Lingvo Internacia" which 

means international language?   No other language can 

prove that it has even the following qualifications for being 

the international language:  1. E-o is the easiest language to 

learn.  2. More people can learn it because of less demands 

on their time for memorization.  3. E-o is politically neutral.  

4. E-o is culturally neutral.  5. All of the verbs are regular.  

6. Has most efficient grammar the simplest of any language.  

7. All people can learn it not just the intellectually gifted.  8. 

Proven fully capable for scientists and professional people 

as well as for common people.  9. When people are given 

the facts, it is the people's choice.  10. E-o is a major 

international language with speakers in 120 countries. 

(English is spoken in many parts of the world but that does 
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not make it the international language.  English is a native 

language that is spoken internationally.) 11. E-o stops 

language discrimination.  One is no longer forced to learn 

and use someone else's native language.  12. E-o is endorsed 

by UNESCO who recommends that it be taught and used 

everywhere in the world.  13. Has helpers around the 

world available to help you.  14. It can be fun to learn and 

use. 15. It is a stepping stone to English.  16. It helps people 

learn English better.  17. It is more like English than any 

other language. 18. It is 70% English.  19. Basic E-o's first 

288 words provide 90% understanding of most common 

communication.  20. University research has proven that 

Esperanto is the most suitable language for worldwide class-

room use as the international common language for 

mankind.  21. Research proven it helps people learn other 

languages.  22. It is proven that it takes the least time learn.  

It is the most time efficient.  23. Everyone can still keep 

and use their own language.  24. Everyone wins! 25. People 

the world over are learning it.  If a few people in each com-

munity learn it the world will have a easy way for people to 

understand each other which will promote peace, prosperity, 

trust, and international understanding.  Also enhances 

transportation safety and personal safety and security.  26. 

Esperanto has just been recognized as a literary language by 

the international PEN club.  27.  Hundreds of Esperanto 

contacts available in seconds worldwide on the internet.  28.  

Children can learn to correspond with others around the 

world more quickly and effectively using E-o than an any 

other language.   29.  The same is true for adults.  30.  It 

works more efficiently for quick communication between 

speakers of different languages as an inter-language than 

any other language.  31.  Businesses can use it for commun-

ication between languages with considerably less cost and in 

much less time than training people in English.  32.  Busin-

esses can use it anytime especially when expensive inter 
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preters are not available.  33.  Businesses could expand 

worldwide using Esperanto internet contacts.  34.  Better 

world trade could result.  35.  Better world understand could 

result.  36.  Taxpayers could benefit from its use because 

millions of dollars could be saved which are now wasted in 

making translations into multiple languages.  Most of which 

aren't even widely read.  37.  Millions of dollars wasted in 

translations into multiple languages at the UN could be 

saved and/or used to help those in need and for medical 

research against medicine resistant diseases that are 

becoming a threat to all of us, such as Super TB.  38.  

Hundreds of esperantists have e-mail addresses.   39.  This 

provides world wide contacts on the internet.  40.  This is 

the fastest form of international communication next to 

phone service, since it takes only about two seconds to send 

a message.  41.  Using Esperanto on the internet is the 

lowest cost private and business inter-language com-

munications solution world wide.  42.  People and groups 

having differences who do not share the same native 

language could settle disputes with words rather than with 

weapons.  43.  People around the world who do not 

understand each other's language could share information 

and research for the betterment of mankind.  44.  The above 

can be done in less time than with any other language.  45.  

The above can be done with less cost than with any other 

language.  46.  Because of time and learning constraints 

Esperanto can be learned by more people than any other 

language.  47.  If  learned by pilots and air traffic controllers 

world wide air safety could be enhanced.  48.  The same is 

true of ship personnel.  49.  School classes could exchange 

and understand postcards world wide which could boost 

world understanding.  50.  If learned by emergency and 

medical personnel world wide personal safety could be 

enhanced.  Important emergency and medical information 

could be communicated regardless of language differences. 
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BOOKS 

Of the thousands of books and publications in Esperanto the 

annual catalog of the Universal Esperanto Association Lists 

approximately 3200 different books and periodicals that can 

be currently ordered on many subjects ranging from 

children's stories to scientific and technical works.  

Literature from many cultures is available.  The great works 

from many cultures is being recorded so that by just 

knowing one language one can study works from cultures 

representing  hundreds of languages. 

   Books & Periodicals can be ordered from: 
ESPERANTO LEAGUE FOR NORTH AMERICA 

(known also as "ELNA") 

P.O. Box 1129 El Cerrito CA 94530  

 

Bern Wheel  834 Wenonah Ave. Oak Park, Ill 60304 

 

UNIVERSAL ESPERANTO ASSOCIATION (UEA) 

Nieuwe Binnenweg 176, 3015 BJ Rotterdam, Netherlands 

A FREE POSTAL COURSE is available from 

ELNA 
SELF TEACHING TEXTBOOKS are available in 

many languages.  The following are some of the most 

popular texts for English speakers learning E-o.   * = 

especially recommended, p=pages, voc=vocabulary 
    A Practical course in Esperanto.  Textbook by Dr. 

Szilagyi.  99p $2. amusing illustrations, short stories, voc 

about 950 roots. * 
    The Esperanto Teacher by Stuttard. 104p $3.25 fits most 

pockets,  Not illustrated but very concise and well done, voc 

over 1300 roots *  
    Esperanto Por Infanoj (Esperanto for children) by 

Solomon.  68p $2. excellent first reader for everyone,  

extensive illustrations,  No separate voc * 
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    Teach Yourself Esperanto revised by Sullivan  259p $15.  

2 tapes $14. practice exercises, expressions, dialogues, keys 

to the exercises, cassette tape, and 2 way voc about 1589 

roots, indexed. excellent book * 
    Jen Nia Mondo (Behold our world) by Wells.  67p  

$14.50 with tape excellent course available, voc 615 roots * 
    Junul-Kurso (Youth Course) 91p $10. tape $12  

excellent, easy exercises, 20 lessons, no VC, for use with 

any language, illustrated cover most words. * 
    Esperanto the International Language*  A bargain priced 

book that has over 800 phrases, most common, plus a 

vocabulary of over 1200 most common word roots from 

which over 50,000 common words can be formed.  It also 

provides concise up to date information much of which is 

not found in any other book.  From Wesley Arnold.  $2.98 

plus $1.50 shipping. 
   Dek Demandoj* by Charlotte Kohrs who founded 

Children Around the World is an excellent book for children 

7-14 to be used by teachers;  is full sized, lots of drawings, 

songs and an excellent teacher section with good ideas for 

teaching, all in easy to use comb binding. $9.  There is also 

a children's song tape sold separately. 
    Ni Parolu Esperanton Kune (We Speak Esperanto 

Together) by Charlotte Kohrs.  44p $5. excellent, Illustrated.  

For children.  Has voc in each chapter  * 
    Privilegia Vojo al Lingvoscio:  Esperanto (Privileged way 

to Esperanto Language) by Setala 128p $9.  International 

book using only E-o lots of illustrations which make it 

possible to learn E-o without the need for a vocabulary in 

language of learner. 
   Saluton! Esperanto Autodidakte by Mee, 234p $17. Illust 

self teacher, voc 540  For international use.  Uses only 

Esperanto and drawings.  Tape $9. 
    Fundamento De Esperanto (Fundamentals of E-o) by 

Zamenhof 356p $18. explains E-o in 5 languages French, 
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English, German, Russian & Polish 

    Step by Step in Esperanto by Butler 280p  $13. thorough 

authoritative usage, indexed excellent * 
   Esperanto Learning and Using The International 

Language by Richardson 368p $15. excellent illustrated 
history of E-o, 10 lessons, readings, expressions, E-o to 

English voc. 5000 words  highly recommended * 

 

       BOOKS IN ENGLISH ABOUT ESPERANTO 

  Important Esperanto Research with References Facts to 

Promote The International Language.  Every Esperantist 

should be aware of the information in this book such as 

important notes from experiments and experts such as: 

Piron, Janton, Symoens, Tisljar, Setala, Zipf, Thorndike, 

Pei, Berlitz and others.  No other  book has this important 

information.  The highest utility words from Kontakto, Juna 

Amiko, internet, and other sources are also listed.  Also the 

massive failure of English teaching is reported direct from 

the Teachers of English Journal.   $4.98 from Wesley 

Arnold 3972 Dallas Warren MI 48091* 
                     DICTIONARIES 

   Esperanto Pocket Dictionary* English to Esperanto 

contains over 16,500 entries with 40,000 total words, most 

common words, provides for over 90% understanding, 

inexpensive  $2.98 plus $1.50 shipping from Wesley Arnold 

3972 Dallas, Warren MI 48091 telephone orders accepted 

810 754 8134  
  Esperanto to English Pocket Dictionary* low cost, has 

10,500 entries, high utility words listed also. $2.98 plus 

$1.50 shipping from Wesley Arnold 3972 Dallas Warren MI 

48091. Telephone orders accepted (810) 754 8134.  
   Esperanto Vest Pocket Learners Dictionary   Estimated 

15,000 total words.  Wesley Arnold publisher.  Has the most 

common words. Masters are free to teachers.  Shipping 

$1.50 
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    Basic (or Internet) Inter-Language Vocabulary For Quick 

Understanding Between Languages is an alphabetized 

collection of five groups of high utility high frequency roots 

based on analysis of Esperanto words used on the internet 

and other sources.  Over 1200 words total.  Also included is 

a list of common truly international words & list of 

countries with internet two letter country codes.  From 

Wesley Arnold $2.98 plus $1.50 shipping. 
   Teach Yourself Esperanto Dictionary by John Wells 419p 

$17 excellent the Esperanto-English has 9000 entries & the 

English-Esperanto section has 19,500 * 
   Comprehensive English-Esperanto Dictionary by Peter 

Benson 607p over 32,000 entries estimated, is most 

comprehensive $27. hardbound $20 paper *excellent 
    Pocket Esperanto Dictionary by Andrew McLinnen 8,360 

Esperanto entries, over 23,000 English entries. $19.* 
   Esperanto-English Dictionary by Butler. 450p  $15.  is a 

detailed Esperanto-English dict. 35,000 derived Esperanto 

words and many examples of usage  
   Praktika Bildvortaro de Esperanto (Practical Picture 

Dictionary of Esperanto) Oxford University Press 96p  $12. 

shows 1830 items in full color, 73 verbs, 32 adjectives, 29 

prepositions * excellent 
    The Nixon Esperanto English Vocabulary.  196p $7 two 

way large print beginners voc 3300 entries in the E-o, and 

4200 in the English section. 
   Esperanta Bildvortaro  E-o Picture Dict. "of the inter 

language"  $48. thick picture dictionary. of 25,000 objects, 

some color pictures based on Duden picture dictionary. 
  Plena Vortaro de Esperanto kun Suplemento    (Full Dict. 

of E-o with Supplement)  575p  $22.  8000 entries all in 

Esperanto, many examples of standard usage. 
   Plena Ilustrita Vortaro De Esperanto (Full Ilust. Dict of 

E-o) 1341p $112. 16,000 roots, 30,000 words, 150,000 

applications, 30 p of illusts.  most comprehensive dictionary 
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   Opportuna Vortaro De Ordinara Esperanto 3,000 entries.  

96p  $7.  All in Esperanto. 
                PHRASE BOOKS 

   KIEL DIRI?  Praktika Esperanta Frazeologio.  148p many 

practical phrases and expressions by category.  $7. * 
  English Phrases and Expressions in Esperanto by  Woolf 

119p  $5. 500 English expressions translated into E-o.  
There are Esperanto dictionaries to many languages and 160 

Specialized dictionaries & technical vocabularies. 

                   DUAL LANGUAGE READER  

  Esperanto in the Modern World. 600p $33. contains: an E-

o to English voc 2000 roots, many articles on the history and 

current status of E-o, the world language problem, speech 

synthesis, language, the cost of translation and the right to 

communicate much more. excellent book,  articles are in 

both E-o & English. * 
        There are many easy reading books  Because of space 

only a few are listed.   cb=comic book style 
  Kiu Estas Jozefo? (Who is Joe?) cb 18 pages  $2. * 
  Lata Vekhorioo (Loud Alarm clock) by Macgill  200p  

$12. amusing * 
  Salmisto de Hamelin, La (The Pied Piper of Hamlin) 

illustrated 20p Great for children. $3. * 
  Adventuroj De Tom Sawyer by Twain cb 28p $3.  
  Adventuroj De Huckleberry Finn cb 32p  $3. 
  Mary and Sulo 15p $2.  easy reading letters between two 

young people  
  Lonqa Maro (Long Hike) by Sullivan 24p $1  adventures 

of two boys on a ten day hike. 
  Gerda Malaperis (Gerda Disappears) by Piron 48p $5. 

mystery * 
  Fajro! Fajro! 23p $.40  9 amusing skits * 
  Petro by Bartelmes  ll2p $2.  short novel 
  Orana Ombrelo 40 stories 152p $2.25 
  Karlo by Privat 47p  $1.50. * 
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           INTERMEDIATE READERS  

 La Nova Testamento (The New Testament) 225p $6.  

Excellent for learning especially when one has the English 

version nearby.  Compare what Jesus said in two languages.  
  La Sankta Biblio (Holy Bible)  998 pages $8.50 
  Oriento kaj Okcidento (East and West)  50p. $.50  

UNESCO's project to foster world understanding  
  Faktoj kaj Fantazioj (Facts and Fantasy) by Boulton 431p 

$25. stories, fables, articles  
  Pasoj al Plena Posedo (Steps to Full Possession) by Auld 

229p  $15. Popular, stories, plays and poetry. 
  Vere aŭ Fantazie by Claude Piron $18. 
  D-ro Jekyll & S-ro Hyde (Jekyll & Hyde) 96p $7 
  Proverbaro. interesting proverbs $6. 
  La Profeto by G. Gilbran.  famous work. $8. 
    There are thousands of other books, records, tapes  See 

the book lists and catalogs put out by ELNA.  New books 

and Cd's are appearing yearly. 

    Notes on English Grammar For Students of Esperanto 

48p IN ENGLISH $2.50 * 
  The Life of Zamenhof by Edmond Privat l60p $5.  An 

excellent biography of the Humanitarian founder of 

Esperanto, & history of the movement.  In English  Must 

reading!  * 
  Zamenhof Creator of Esperanto by Marjorie Boulton 224p  

$20.  more detailed history in English. 
     PERIODICALS IN ESPERANTO (write ELNA)  

More than 100 magazines and newspapers are published in 

Esperanto (World Book 285). 
ESPERANTO USA the ELNA Newsletter in both English 

and E-o, very informative, pen pals, must reading!  This is 

the best source of information in the USA.  ELNA offers a 

FREE POSTAL COURSE. 
  Join your local club get their newsletter! 
  El Popola Cinio excellent monthly COLOR magazine 
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China, pen pals, averages 76 pages 

  Heroldo De Esperanto international newspaper published 

16 times a year from Madrid Spain. 
  Monato.  Excellent monthly news magazine like newsweek 

has world news.  From Belgium. 
  La Espero is a COLOR magazine from Korea 
  Dia Regno, Christian Esperantists International from the 

Netherlands 12/year. 
  Espero Katolika, International Catholic Esperantists from 

Rome Italy 12/yr.  
  Fonto international literary review, Brazil 12/yr. 
  Internacia Komputado International Computing 
  La Migranto, friends of nature, Zurich Switzerland. 
  La Mevo, bird watchers international. 
  La Brita Esperantisto, from London England  
  Homo Kaj Kosmo, Astronomical Review. 
  Interligilo, Internatl Postal & Telecommunications 
  Kulturaj Kajeroj, review from France  
  Lerta Leganto from New Zealand 
  Literatura Foiro, literary review from Genevia 
  Lumo, review from Sidney British Columbia 
  Oomoto, Universal Humanitarian Assn. Japan 
  Paco, World Peace Esperantist Movement, France 
  Simpozio, philosophy review, Scotland 
  Voice of The Handicapped, Yugoslavia  
  U.N. kaj Ni, United Nations news 

Young peoples and beginners magazines 

  Juna Amiko.  excellent Very well illustrated. 
  Kontakto, also excellent,  well illustrated 

Miscellaneous Books and Pamphlets 

  Esperanto Handbook for teachers and Guide to the 

International Language. 31p  $1.25  has many good ideas 

and other information. 
   Adventures of Tincho-The Black Island 
62p $10.65 Beautifully color illustrated, well bound, large 
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size book, in comic format.  Excellent. 

  Paroladoj de Dro L.L. Zamenhof. 80p  An excellent little 

book for general reading. 
  Dek Fabeloj (10 Fables). by Charlotte Kohrs and Dorothy 

Kruger.  36p $5.  Based on popular fables. 
Gulivers Travels by Jonathan Swift 2.45 63 pages 
  Amusing Dialogs in Esperanto 216p $8 100 short amusing 

stories 2000 questions and answers, illust. 
Kato en la Sako 135p $2.25 short stories, poetry, easy 
  Legolibreto (little reading book) 47 pages  $.50  short 

stories, anecdotes, fables 
  Taskfolioj por Komencantoj 33 bound 8x11 ditto like 

illustrated exercises for beginning students. 
  Pensoj de Zamenhof. (in five languages) 31 pages  

         CHILDREN'S BOOKS 

  Brava Kolombido 20p $1.50 illustrated in color.  A fable 

from China. 
  asado kun Avjo 22p $1.50  Illust in color. 
evalido Transiras Riveron 16p $1.50 Easy, color. 

Esperanto-Spanish there are many texts.  Send to 

ELNA for ELNA's catalog. 

          LEARNING GAMES 

  Ludi kaj Lerni $4  Learning game, 56 cards of pictures and 

phrases for 4-8 players. 

  u vi gardas Sekreton? $2.50 questions and answers for 2 to 

50 players, builds comprehension. Amusing. 
  Difin-Defino $3. 200 cards. Definition game. 
  Language Dominos, in sets: animals, common nouns, 

home, school, fun-games-sport, food-drinks-plants, action-

titles-questions. 
  Catalog of Esperanto Stamps 116 pages $3.45 

           CASSETTES and CD's 

Esperanto Pronunciation tape by J. C. Wells. $5. 
Kantu Esperante kun Janico kaj Johano.  $12 

 conversational songs for beginners. $7. 
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Fables of Brothers Grimm in Esperanto. $13. 
Mistero. tape & bklt adventure novel for all ages $17. 
Liza kaj Paulo tape, 12p booklet, drama $10. 
Jen Nia Mondo, excellent, learning tape $9. 
Junul Kurso, excellent learning tape $11.50 
Piratoj De Penzanco Gilbert & Sullivan $17. 
Kajto.  Folk music. cassette $14. CD $18.95 
Video tapes are also available from ELNA. 

Hundreds of tapes at low cost, pins, novels, fiction, short 

stories, plays, essays, books on linguistics, religion, 

philosophy, biography, sci. fiction, geography, travel are 

available from ELNA. 

 

HOW DO LANGUAGES COMPARE? 

To rate languages Sixty questions were asked such as:  Does 

the language have a writing system?  Without a writing 

system it would not be practical.  Is it being used in several 

countries?  Also if a language is so inconspicuous that there 

is little written about it then it would not be practical to use.  

Where would one obtain textbooks etc.?  Have non native 

speakers found it suitable for all uses?  Is the vocabulary 

adequate?  Is it suitable for inter-language, machine 

translation (required in near future)?  Is it suitable to be 

taught in elementary classrooms world wide?  Will it end 

language discrimination?   

   What makes one language easier than another? 
Of course the closer another language is to your own the 

easier it is to learn.  Another factor is how many items have 

to be memorized.  This has been overlooked for years.  To 

find out really how much memorization work is needed 

requires the asking of questions.  The purpose is to find how 

many items must be memorized in each language.  Some 

languages require that one learn hundreds of non regular 

inflections, tones, accents or spellings.  This means that the 

learner is burdened with much more memorization work 

than 
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with other languages.  Even the number of words that must 

be learned varies between languages.  Over forty additional 

questions were used to evaluate the difficulty of each 

language.  These questions determined the number of items 

that had to be memorized such as inflections, irregularities, 

inflections, endings, word roots, genders, declentions, art-

icles, characters, tones, sounds, accents,  opposites, dup-

licates, grammar rules, exceptions, idioms and other items.   
    Most languages have thousands of idioms.  An idiom is 

an expression that is unique to a particular language.  Idioms 

are an important factor.  To the learner of a language just 

knowing the meaning of each word does not suffice. Some 

examples:  "on the lamb, out of date, on pins and needles, on 

duty, on one's own, take a gander, take a hand, take a 

licking, take a powder, take a hike, take the day off, take up 

room, go to pot, kick the bucket, up the creek".  Richard 

Spears Ph D. Professor of Linguistics at NW University lists 

over 8,000 contemporary American English idioms in his 

National Text Book Company's American Idioms 

Dictionary.  (1987)  He lists 1,500 common idioms in his 

Essential American Idioms.  Frederic Wood lists about 

1,200 verbal idioms alone. (1964)  Adam Makkai Ph D. 

Professor of Linguistics at the University of Illinois lists 

5000 idioms in his Dictionary and lists 2,500 "commonly 

used idioms" in his idiom handbook.  1984, 1987)  Tan 

Huay Peng states that there are a few thousand Idioms in 

Chinese and that most school children learn about 250. 

(1986)  Some Spanish idiom books show 2000-3,600 

Spanish idioms.  
    In English  there are a couple hundred "troublesome 

words" that require extra attention of the learner.  Even 

native English speakers often misuse these.  Also there are 

over 130 irregular plurals.  There are also contractions, 

abbreviations and special grammar oddities.  Classifier 

words fall into this category also.   All of the above items 

are factors that determine how difficult a language is.  For a 
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scientific discussion of this and other factors see Important 

Esperanto Research by Wesley Arnold.     
Why is that important?   Humans need to be able 

to understand each other now and in the future more 

than ever before.  To do that this university study was 

made to find which languages are easiest and best suited for 

a common language for the world.  
THE RESULTS OF RESEARCH into the 

suitability and difficulty of languages were astounding.  It 

should be noted that one language scored so much above all 

of the others that it stood out scientifically and empirically 

as the easiest and best.  No other language not even English 

is even close to it.  The questions above provide an 

empirically verifiable level of difficulty showing how 

difficult a language is to learn.  The absolute easiest to learn 

and use language was Basic International Language also 

known as Basic Esperanto which tested out at only 1224 

memorization units.  The full International Language (also 

known as Esperanto) tested out at 12,000 memorization 

units for average adult understanding.  The next closest 

candidates were Malay with 40,000;  Burmese with 64,000;  

and English with 122,520.  The Average difficulty of 

languages evaluated was 201,000 memorization units.  That 

means that the average language was about 200 times as 

difficult as the easiest.  The most difficult languages had 

over 1000 times more memorizations than the most 

efficient.  The column under  "difficulty"  is the number of 

memorization units needed for 90 percent understanding. 
Name     Suitability        Difficulty    Number of 

(higher is better)  (Lower is Countries 

                               better) with pen pals 

Intl. Language  92 1,224   120 

Esperanto  92 12,000   120 

English 32 122,520     50 

 A-Z listing next page 
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Albanian  7 947,000     1 

Arabic 16 338,000    16 

Basque   8 778,000     2 

Bengali 10 231,000     4 

Bohemian Czech 12 1,558,000     1 

Bulgarian  7 588,000     5 

Burmese  9 66,000     1 

Byelorussian  8 796,000     2 

Cantonese 24 605,000     2 

Chinese 24 605,000     5 

Czech 12 1,558,000     1 

Danish  8 260,000     3 

Dutch  9 490,000     3 

Estonian 11 299,000     3 

Finnish 13 951,000     2 

French 17 1,243,000    40 

German 24 573,000    12 

Gouyu 24 605,000     1 

Greek 11 1,830,000     4 

Hindi 12 142,000     6 

Hindustani 12 142,000     6 

Hungarian  8 734,000     3 

Icelandic 10 1,249,000     1 

Irish  8 924,000     1 

Italian 11 451,000     8 

Japanese  9 1,557,000     3 

Korean 11 4,042,000     5 

Latin 12 1,139,000     0 

Lithuanian  6 1,133,000     3 

Luxemburgian    16 573,000     1 

Malay 15 40,000     6 

Mandarin 24 605,000     5 

Old Bulgarian  7 1,847,000     5 

Persian  9 582,000     2 

Polish 11 647,000     3 
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Portuguese 12 464,000     3 

Rumanian  6 1,472,000     3 

Russian 18 902,000    15 

Serbian  6 880,000     4 

Siamese  2 62,000     1 

Slavonic  6 1,883,000     1 

Slovak  6 550,000     5 

Slovene  7 526,000     2 

Sorbian  7 1,462,000     1 

Spanish 20 897,000    20 

Swedish  8 157,000     3 

Ukrainian  7 736,000     3 

Urdu 12 142,000     3 

Welsh  5 854,000     1 

Wu 24 605,000     1 

Languages not shown had a suitability score of four or less 

or information was unavailable about them.  This research is 

ongoing.  For more details on the above see Important 

Esperanto Research with references by Wesley Arnold. 
NOTES ON ENGLISH 

     English is the largest language with over one million 

words and the most widespread.  English has 616,500 words 

plus 400,000 technical terms (Guinness 322).  It is abut 100 

times as difficult as the easiest language.  But English 

suffers some major problems:  It holds the record for the 

most words that are not spelled as spoken. (estimated to be 

over 500,000)  Over half of its words are not spelled as 

pronounced.  It has the worst spelling in the world.  It holds 

the record for the most irregular verbs (Guinness 322).  It 

has over 8,000 idioms.  It has hundreds of words that 

present continuing problems even to native speakers.  It has 

the largest most ambiguous vocabulary of all languages.  

The word set for example has 194 meanings.  The English 

word 'inebriated' with 2,660 synonyms. (Guinness 326).  It 

has words that are too long for common use such as the 

English 
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word praetertranssubstantiationalistically (37 letters).  

English has the most duplicate words.  There are hundreds 

of exceptions to the over 1,400 grammar rules noted by 

Houghton-Mifflin's Correct Grammar program.  The 

Barron's Educational Series on languages lists well over 

1001 extra facts that need to be memorized in English.  

Charles Berlitz states that the average speaker uses about 

2,800 different English words daily.  The Sunday newspaper 

has about 25,000  words.  He states that well read speakers 

can recognize 25,000-50,000 words (Berlitz, 1982, 137).  

Charles Berlitz also states that English has a vocabulary 

more than twice the size of any other language and the next 

in size is German  (1982,  311).  Mario Pei states that every 

(national) language is "laden with idioms"  (1949, 144).  

Charles Berlitz states that one of the big disadvantages of 

English is its "nonphonetic spelling.  One splendid example 

is the phrase 'though a rough cough and hiccough plough me 

through'--in which -ough is pronounced six different ways"  

(1982, 314). 
    Mario Pei states that the Roman alphabet is the most 

widely spread "as well as the one providing the greatest 

possibility of simplicity"  (1949, 92).  The entire of nation of 

Turkey switched from Arabic to Roman writing because the 

Roman offered a more efficient system and also that the 

Roman alphabetic system is among the best for recording 

sounds (1949, 92).  Many other alphabets mostly record 

consonants.  Pei states that no (national) language has 

absolute script for sound correspondence (1949, 93).  

English has many difficulties and often takes average people 

over 10 years to master the speaking and writing.  Many 

students of English even after many years of study still 

make many grammatical errors in speaking and cannot write 

a business letter.   
 "Unfortunately, even the most diligent students with the 

most responsible teachers often cannot communicate 
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effectively with the target population after 10 years of 

studying English" (Yong in Arnold 15)  This last quote is 

from the Teachers of English to Speakers of other 

Languages Quarterly showing the massive failure of English 

in China.  They admit that a conservative estimate for 

learning a first language is 15,000 hours (Lighthorn in 

Arnold 15).  Claude Piron states in his most recent book that 

a mere 32 hours is sufficient for a basic knowledge of 

Esperanto. (Piron in Arnold 14). 
REGARDING ESPERANTO 

 Note it is not Spanish.  Esperanto is more like English than 

any other language but eliminates the irregularities found in 

English. It has been referred to as "Super English."  It is 

around 70% English.  Speakers of French, Spanish, German, 

Dutch, Portuguese, and Italian could recognize about fifty 

percent of Esperanto words. 
    Dr. Pei professor and master linguist at Columbia 

University was fond of remarking that Esperanto is an 

artificial language about the same way that an auto is an 

artificial horse (Richardson 1988, 18).  "Students in high 

school & college generally learn Esperanto in a remarkably 

shorter time" than they would have spent studying a foreign 

national language (Richardson 1988, 29).  Esperanto is one 

of the most expressive languages in world  some people 

learn it in a few days (Richardson, 1988).  
    Edward Thorndike of Columbia University who is a 

noted educational researcher concluded, after a careful 

study that one year of college Esperanto is equivalent to 

four years of a national language.  This is per Columbia 

University, Institute of Educational Research, Language 

Learning summary of a report to the International Auxiliary 

Language Association.  
    In Somero, Finland, pupils were taught one year of 

Esperanto followed by two of German.  A control group 

spent the same three years studying German alone.  At the 
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end of the first year, the test group knew enough Esperanto 

to be taught their geography lessons in that language.  After 

the third year, the Esperanto learners had all but overtaken 

the control class in the amount of German material covered, 

and they spoke and wrote German with more confidence 

and enthusiasm than those who had studied only German  

(Markarian 1964, 8). 
    Richardson quotes Pierre Janton, L'Esperanto, Que Sais-

Je? Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, [no date]  

"Recent experiments in some English schools have shown 

that the average student there can learn as much Esperanto 

in six months as he can learn French in four years."  He goes 

on "The comparison seems to be even more striking for 

Asians, who have a great deal of difficulty learning Western 

languages" (Richardson 1988).  The University of Illinois' 

Bruce Sherwood reported that Japanese speakers claim to 

find Esperanto "five to ten times easier to master than 

English" (Sherwood 1981, 2).  "French linguist Pierre 

Janton tells of Japanese students who, after some eight 

years' study of French, could speak it only with difficulty, 

whereas they spoke fluent Esperanto after two to three years 

(Richardson 1988 118). 
    Other scientific studies are shown in Important Esperanto 

Research with References Facts to Promote the 

International Language by Wesley Arnold. 
 

WORD FREQUENCY STUDIES 

  Tisljar's studies show that:  most Indo-European 

Languages need about 2000 words to cover 80 percent of 

common communication but only 563 words were needed 

with Esperanto.  However he discovered that 265 

morphemes (word roots) gave 90% understanding to 

extensive conversations he had taped.  He stated that 

Esperanto requires about one forth the elements to be 

learned as other languages (Tisljar 4). 
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   A word frequency study done on hundreds of letters from 

about 80 countries in Esperanto showed that 288 

morphemes covered 90% of the words used (Arnold 9). 

    A study using The American Heritage Dictionary Corpus 

of over 5 million words showed that 90% of the most 

common 6000 English words could be covered by about 850 

basic Esperanto morphemes and Esperanto's basic 16 rule 

grammar.  Those 6000 words constitute over 90% of all 

written English (Arnold 9). 

    A word frequency study by Wesley Arnold M. A. of 

Esperanto used on the internet analyzed over 200,000 words 

showed that 90% understanding was achieved by 400-500 

morphemes.  Note, proper nouns, and numbers were not 

counted as they would have to be learned regardless of 

which languages were used (Arnold 9). 

    Vilho Seta'la' found that English requires a basic 

vocabulary of about three times that of Esperanto.  Only 790 

Esperanto roots as compared to 2350 English words from 

ordinary text reached a level where readers needed to look 

up one in every 10 words.  For a level of one in 15 words or 

7% (93% understanding) 965 Esperanto words covered 

3000 English words  (Seta'la' in Arnold 10). 

    What is shown above is scientific proof that a basic 

Esperanto vocabulary can be very efficient.  Need practical 

proof that it works.  Look at Kontakto Magazine or Juna 

Amiko magazine which are world wide publications.  They 

use a basic Esperanto vocabulary very successfully.  

    What is important in the above paragraphs is that children 

and adults can achieve 90% understanding between 

hundreds of languages in significantly less time with basic 

Esperanto than with any other language.  A study showed 

that English required about 100 times the memory work as 

basic Esperanto (Piron 319)(Arnold 25).  Note, other 

languages required even more extra work. 
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IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 

    In the elementary grades, pupils soon find themselves 

putting the language to practical use.  Doris Vallon, 

reporting on 4th 5th and 6th grade classes in some 

California schools, noted that some of the brighter children 

were writing Haiku and Cinquain poems in Esperanto after 

only five weeks, and performing puppet shows and skits.  

Ms. Valloon's 4th grade class. "learned enough Esperanto in 

one and a half school years to correspond with classes in ten 

countries" (Vallon 1968, 8013).  This could have potentially 

been 100 countries. Vallon goes on to state:  They wrote 

one another about family, school, hobbies, music.  They 

learned to read folk tales in Esperanto from many 

countries...They developed poise (talking with) Esperanto 

speaking visitors from many lands...We were overwhelmed 

by the natural understanding they showed of pupils in other 

lands.  The fact that they and their friends abroad had each 

came half way toward understanding by learning a common 

tongue seemed to remove the insidious distinction between 

'native' and 'foreign' that might have arisen if either group 

had been using the language of the other.  The children took 

a new, heightened, personal interest in geography, a subject 

that previously meant little to them (Vallon, 1968). 
   Teachers love Esperanto because it stimulates interest 

in other languages.  Schools have found it ideal as an 

introduction to languages.   Esperanto is the world's most 

modern and most powerful language as well as being 

scientifically designed to be the easiest to learn.  When the 

student learns one root word like "help" he or she can turn 

that one word into many commonly used words with the 

addition of a mere ending, prefix or suffix.  In English we 

have prefixes like re as in renew, ex-president, un-do and 

suffixes like friend-ship, friend-ly, agree-able, sharp-ness, 

help-er.  In Esperanto there are only 18 word endings and 

over 30 common prefixes and suffixes. 
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     "That language is best which is easiest for the majority" 

(Pei 1958, 185). 
   Because of the tremendous language barriers in the 

world most human beings are not able to understand 

most other human beings on this planet.  This has been a 

major contributing factor to many wars, battles, violence, 

and has resulted in thousands of deaths. 
   "Controlled experiments show that because of its logical 

structure, phonemic spelling, and regular grammar 

Esperanto can be learned to a given criterion of performance 

in from 1/20 to 1/5 the time needed for the learning of a 

typical national language" (Hoffman 1992 601). 

    Dr. Mario Pei Professor of Romance Philology at 

Columbia University, respected linguist and author of many 

books states:  Esperanto has been tested in the schools as an 

introduction to the study of foreign languages, and the 

experiment has successfully demonstrated that 

Esperanto-trained youngsters did better in the languages 

they took up later than did the ones who had not had the 

training....A Gallup poll conducted in small European 

countries like the Netherlands and Norway showed that 

Esperanto was second only to English as the people's choice 

for an international language  (Pei 1958,  201). 
    Alfred Petrov has been teaching English for three years to 

under-graduate and graduate students at a university in 

Nagoya, Japan.  Many of his students have studied English 

for up to 10 years; yet, they can't write a scientific paper in 

English.  Nagoya, a city of 300,000 population, has 1000 

members in its Esperanto Club  (Richardson, 1988). 
    By learning Esperanto (International Language) 

people also learn considerable English, French and 

Spanish words.  By using it everyone can still keep and use 

their own native language with all of its richness or 

communication within their native groups.  And 

International Language (Esperanto) provides efficient 

learning and commun 
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ication between any speakers of any language without any 

discrimination. 

    In Interlinguistics  Andre Martinet states "I came to the 

conclusion that, in international contacts, linguistic com-

munication is much easier and more profitable it is 

carried out in a language which is not the native one of 

either interlocutor.  If this is true, a simple quickly-learned 

medium is preferable by far than an exciting national 

language whose native speakers are more inclined to make 

fun of the foreigner's slips than to concentrate on the 

message.  My conclusion is that the problem of a language 

for international communication presents itself as the 

conflict between a planned language, Esperanto, which is 

known to function to the satisfaction of its users, and a 

hegemonic national language, which, as we all know, is, 

today, English. . . . [even the worst enemy of Esperanto 

stated] . . . 'Esperanto, it works'" (Schubert 1989, 5)! 
   For the Elementary Teacher Basic Esperanto offers 

several things that no other language offers. 1.  Teachers can 

begin teaching it within a few hours of beginning study in it 

themselves.  2.  This is the easiest language to learn and (3.) 

teach particularly since the grammar is so simple and it uses 

many international and English words.  4.  It is a very 

practical language unburdened by excessive grammar rules 

or exceptions.  It can be put to use quickly.  5.  It offers the 

elementary student the opportunity to learn more about 

many cultures and countries and other subjects by inspiring 

him or her to do so.  For example when this teacher had 

without much success tried to get a sixth grade class to learn 

about other countries it seemed that nothing worked as well 

as me showing to them and reading letters received from 

pen pals from several countries.  Suddenly there was a rush 

for the encyclopedias in the room.  Many students got up on 

their own and began reading about countries and cultures on 

their own.  6.  The teacher can use this easier international 
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language to help with other subjects (geography, math, 

social studies, reading, writing etc.)  This researcher talked 

to teachers who stated that (7.) this language turned their 

kids on to geography, reading, and global awareness.  8.  It 

is easy to find pen pals from many countries.  Pen pals are 

available from more countries with this language than with 

any other language.  9.  Esperanto offers the elementary 

teacher an excellent tool to teach global awareness and other 

subjects.  10. It offers the elementary student the 

opportunity to write directly to another person or class in 

about 120 countries around the world to ask any questions 

she or he would like to ask directly and to obtain directly a 

reply something that is not possible using English.   Also 

with English it is difficult to even find a source not to 

mention a "free" source as many English pen pal sources 

charge for addresses.  11.  Basic Esperanto increases 

students interest in languages.  12. Everyone wins because 

everyone still gets to use and promote their own languages 

while using this for communication between languages.  

The name Esperanto means "one who hopes" hopes in a 

better future for mankind. Esperanto is not meant to replace 

national languages but rather to supplement them and to 

allow all people to understand each other.  13.  Parents 

should love it because young people are learning something 

useful.  14.  Young people love lt because it gives them a 

"secret" language with which to talk to their friends.   15.  It 

offers teachers an opportunity to introduce languages into 

earlier grades when languages are easier learned.  This also 

stimulates much greater interest in geography, history and 

international awareness and understanding.  16.  Esperanto 

is fun to teach and fun to learn.  17.  One cannot truly 

understand English until one learns another language.   

Helps students better learn English structure and vocabulary.   

Many teachers provide an introduction to languages as a 

basis for better understanding English.  18.  Esperanto turns 

many students on to languages.  19.  Many become 
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to go on to learn other languages.  20.  Writing fluency in 

Esperanto can occur in 1/10 the time of English because 

Esperanto does not suffer the drawbacks of English.  (the 

worst spelling & pronunciation and the most massive 

ambiguous vocabulary of all languages with over 8,000 

idioms)  21.  A pocket dictionary provides virtually 100% 

understanding without years of memorization.  22.  Makes 

possible meeting the need for all humans to be able to 

understand each other.  23.  Gives students a framework for 

learning other languages that actually helps students 

LEARN OTHER LANGUAGES FASTER after learning 

this.  

 

    FOR QUICK COMMUNICATION EFFICIENCY 

between languages:  Research shows that the first 200 

Esperanto words replace over 4000 verbs.  Research also 

shows that a basic Esperanto vocabulary and grammar can 

do the work of over 20,000 words.  This is possible because 

of the large number of synonyms in languages and because 

many words represent a kind of word-shorthand in which 

one word takes the place of two or more other words.  

Examples of word-shorthand are:  enter for go in, exit = go 

out, disembark = go off the ship, capsize = overturn, carnal 

= of the body, glee = great pleasure, inflection = change in 

form, patron = one who uses, perpetual = always, proverb = 

wise saying.  Over 30 common affixes can be used alone or 

will work with most words to form thousands of additional 

meanings without having to learn any new words.  The affix 

mal for example forms the opposite meaning to any root 

word.  Learning this one word permits the creation of 

thousands of words without having to learn thousands of 

words.  
    The vocabulary of Esperanto is based on research and 

designed to provide maximum understanding in a minimum 

of time.  It does this by eliminating thousands of needless 

memorizations required by all other languages.  Esperanto 
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eliminates the memorization of thousands of:  genders, 

irregular endings, irregular verbs, inflections, duplicate 

words, irregular grammar rules, irregular pronunciations,  

irregular spellings, irregular accents, idioms, exceptions and  

hundreds of other irregularities. 

    Most of the vocabulary is known to speakers of English, 

Spanish, French, German and many other languages.  That 

means that much of the memorization work is already done.  

Asian people find it five to ten times easier to learn than any 

other language.  Ease and rapid progress is such an 

important motivator that many learners who have been 

turned off to language learning can be motivated.  Many 

more people who otherwise would not even try can learn a 

second language and become "International Persons".  

Communication using simple words is much preferable to 

the failing efforts of people not knowing another's language.   

    Esperanto makes possible easy translation and sharing of 

the best works from many cultures from hundreds of 

languages into a common language accessible to all humans 

regardless of native language.   

    Esperanto makes inter-language communication easily 

possible in a short time to all humans.  More people can 

learn it because it makes much less demand on time for 

memorization.  It is not meant to replace any language.   

Edward Thorndyke proved 1 year of Esperanto study 

equaled 4 years of college French or German. 

    UNESCO recommends that it be taught in all schools 

world wide.  If this can be made to happen, within a 

generation language barriers would fall and that would be a 

giant step toward world-wide inter-human communication.   

If the UN and European Economic Community would stop 

the endless bickering as to whose national language is to be 

used and just use Esperanto THEY WOULD SAVE 

HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF DOLLARS.  Each page 

translated into 6 languages costs over $100.  This could 
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prevent blindness in many children or make a 3rd world 

family self sufficient.  If Esperanto were adopted millions of 

dollars would be saved, and better inter-language com-

munication and world understanding would result. 

BASIC ESPERANTO 

   A common world language is needed now rather than 

endless bickering about whose national language should be 

used.  If a few people in each community just learned to use 

the most important 288 words, this would open up a 

communication channel all around the world.  Soon the over 

1000 language barriers would no longer pose a major 

problem.  Many language related accidents, deaths, injuries 

and misunderstandings could be prevented.  Business, and 

tourism would also benefit. 
A common world language would yield benefits such as 

savings of human lives;  better world trade, better standards 

of living world wide, better world health, more international 

friendships and better understanding world wide which will 

result in a safer world for all of us.  No longer would taking 

a flight or a cruise put our lives in potential peril. 
    In order to make the above happen, people who have 

given up on learning any language should be encouraged to 

learn at least a basic vocabulary.  This can be called basic 

Esperanto or basic inter-language vocabulary.  This vocab-

ulary along with some affixes and a page of grammar can be 

learned in a few hours time.  If practiced for a few minutes 

daily the average person can become fluent and able to hold 

basic conversations and communicate in emergencies.  

Research and experts show that basic conversational fluency 

can be attained in 1/100 the time and memorization work as 

any other language. 

    Every human should be able to communicate with every 

other human especially in emergencies.  The above provides 

an excellent public relations tool to promote Esperanto.  A 

288 root basic beginning Esperanto vocabulary, that 
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90% understanding of common human communication, is 

the most time efficient language in the world learnable by 

executives, students, intellectuals as well as those not gifted 

in language learning.  This could easily be included in 

school text books of all grades and promoted at universities, 

and tourist offices.  A pocket dictionary provides virtually 

the rest without months and years of time consuming study.  

Persons should be encouraged to continue learning full 

Esperanto.  The above could give Esperanto publicity a very 

needed boost especially when combined with the studies 

showing that Esperanto helps people learn other languages 

faster.  
    Wesley Arnold is working to create low cost Esperanto 

materials that can be given to people around the world.  

Most people of the world have very low income.  If we are 

to promote Esperanto world wide we need to make 

dictionaries and learning materials available to them.   

    The Internet Inter-Language Vocabulary which is a basic 

Esperanto vocabulary will be available on the internet.  The 

idea is to introduce an international vocabulary that can be 

quickly learned and used.  The reason it is not labeled 

Esperanto is to overcome the initial resistance that so many 

people have to learning a "foreign language."  It is easier 

from a salesmanship point of view for people to accept the 

idea of an international easy to learn vocabulary as a great 

idea.  Once they accept that as a good idea they do not have 

as much psychological resistance to the idea of it being a 

"foreign language."  Note there is a noted psychological 

resistance that many people have to learning a "foreign 

language"  (C. Piron).  

    Read about the above and other research and comments 

from experts in the book "Important Esperanto Research 

with references Facts to Promote the International 

Language" by Wesley Arnold 
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                   LEARNING BASIC ESPERANTO 

Welcome!  You are the most fortunate of language students 

because this language is the easiest of all to learn and you 

will learn many words from many languages.  But it is still a 

language and to be fluent you will still have to practice 

several minutes daily.  The following pages provide 

instruction in the most important words first.  Get some 

blank file cards and jot down phrases and words you 

particularly want to remember.  While one is waiting for the 

elevator, or in line, in the bathroom, shower or on hold there 

exists a few moments one could use to advantage to learn a 

new word or phrase.  One may be surprised at how many of 

these learning moments one can squeeze into a day.  

Learning tapes and aids are available.  Contact the publisher 

for more information.  Actively listening to tapes while 

driving, riding, walking or jogging is an even greater way of 

learning.  The more one thinks and speaks (even if only to 

oneself) the faster one will master it.  Better still is to find 

friends to be co-learners.  Practicing and learning with 

friends on the go is a fun way to learn.   Many enjoy 

socializing at a cafe. 
    One can use affixes to help learn new words by using the 

new word with different affixes to form new meanings.  

Here is your first sample of Esperanto. 

Inteligentaj personoj lernas Esperanto.  Esperanto estas la 

moderna, kultura lingvo por la tuta mondo.  Simpla, 

fleksebla, ĝi estas la praktika solvo de la problemo de 

internacia interkompreno.  Eo meritas vian konsideron. 

(Intelligent persons learn Esperanto.  Eo is the modern, 

cultural language for the whole world.  Simple, flexible, it is 

the practical solution of the problem of international mutual 

understanding.  Eo merits your consideration.) 
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ALL NOUNS END IN O.  example HELPO  help 

ALL ADJECTIVES END IN A.  HELPA  helping 

ALL ADVERBS END IN E.    HELPE  helpfully 

 

ALL VERBS ARE ABSOLUTELY REGULAR!  

NO EXCEPTIONS! 

 

Mi ESTAS   I am    Vi ESTAS  you are    Li estas Ken. 

Vi ESTAS  you are  Ni ESTAS  we are     He is Ken. 

Li ESTAS   he is     Ili ESTAS  they are 

Ŝi ESTAS  she is (ŝi is pronounced like she) Ŝi estas Lisa. 

Ĝi ESTAS  it is  (ĝi is like jee in jeep)    She is Lisa. 

 

All verbs end in as in the present tense. 
Vi telefonas.  You telephone.  La viro skribas.  The man 

writes.  Ŝi korespondas.  She corresponds.  Ken helpas Lisa.  

Ken helps Lisa.  Lisa dankas Ken.  Lisa thanks Ken.    
   PRESENT TENSE adds "as" to the root.  Mi havas  I 

have 
 

To form the PAST TENSE just add "is".  Mi havis.  I had   

Vi telefonis.  You telephoned.  La viro skribis.  The man 

wrote.  Ŝi korespondis.  She corresponded.   Ken helpis  Ken 

helped.  Lisa dankis.  Lisa thanked.  Ŝi estis.  She was. 
 

To form the FUTURE TENSE add, "os".  Mi havos  I shall 

have 
Vi telefonos  You will telephone.  La viro skribos.  The man 

will write.  Ŝi korespondos.  She will correspond.   Ken 

helpos  Ken will help.  Lisa dankos.  Lisa will thank.  Ŝi 

estos.  She will be. 
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In general the letters are                 1 UNU, unua 1st 

pronounced as in English except    2 DU, dua 2nd 

for these BELOW. 3 TRI, tria 3rd 

a    like the a in father          4 KVAR, kvara 4th 

e     like the e in get            5 KVIN, kvina 5th 

i     like the ee in need          6  SES, sesa 6th     

o     like the o in note          7  SEP sepa 7th      

u     like the oo in food         8  OK, oka 8th       

aj    like the y in my            9  NAŨ naũa 9th     

aũ    like the ou in out         10 DEK, deka 10th 

ej    like the ay in stay         11 DEK UNU    

eũ    like the o in who         12 DEK DU 

oj    like the oy in boy         13 DEK TRI   

uj    like the ui in ruin         14 DEK KVAR   

c     like the ts sound of ts 15 DEK KVIN 

ĉ     like the ch in chew 16 DEK SES 

g     like the g in go             17 DEK SEP 

ĝ     like the g in gem           18 DEK OK 

j      like the y in yes           19 DEK NAŨ   

    like the s in pleasure     20 DUDEK   

s     like the s in set           23 DUDEK TRI   

ŝ     like the sh in ship         30 TRIDEK   

ũ     like the w in now          40 KVARDEK 

ĥ     like the ch in loch 50 KVINDEK 

Each letter has only 60 SESDEK  

one sound.  70 SEPDEK 

Sources of above were 80 OKDEK 

the Comprehensive  90 NAŨDEK 

English-Esperanto 0 NUL 

Dictionary  100 CENT 

and Step By Step in  101 CENT UNU 

Esperanto by Butler who 102 CENT DU 

recommends for AEIOU 200 DU CENT 

say "Pa, let me go too." 1000 MIL 

3000 TRIMIL 
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The prefix mal when placed in front of any word changes it 

to the opposite meaning.  Just learning this 1 prefix saves 

you from having to learn hundreds of words. 
Adjectives end in -A. 

BONA good  MALbona bad   GRANDA big  

MALGRANDA small  NOVA new  MALNOVA not new   

JUNA young  MALJUNA old    LA JUNA VIRO  the 

young man   LONGA long  MALLONGA short  ANTAŨA 

front  MALANTAŨA behind  ALTA high  MALALTA low  

MULTA many  MALMULTA few  SIMILA similar  

MALSIMILA unsimilar   

 

ĜI ESTAS ALTA  It is tall  Ĝi estas malalta  It is short 

Ŝi estas bona.  She is good.  Li estas malbona.  He is bad. 

Helpo estas bona.  Malhelpo estas malbona.  Helpo kaj (and) 

scio (knowledge) estas bona por ni. (for us)  Li kaj ŝi estas 

ili.  Li estas viro. (man)  Ŝi estas virino. (woman) Ili estas 

personoj. (persons)  Ĝi estas objekto. (object)  Telefono 

estas objekto.  Kio estas tio? (What is that?)  Tio estas 

telefono.  Libro (book) estas objekto.  La telefono estas sur 

(on) la tablo. (table)  La libro estas sur la tablo.  La telefono 

kaj la libro estas objektoj. (objects)  Ken kaj Maria estas 

personoj.  Ken estas la patro de (father of) Kori kaj Lisa.  

Maria estas la patrino de (mother of) Lisa.   Kori estas nur 

(only) ses.  Kori estas knabo. (boy)  Li estas knabo.  Lisa 

estas knabino. (girl)  Ŝi estas knabino.  Lisa estas sep.  Ŝi 

havas birdon. (has a bird)  Note n is added to verb objects 

for clarity and to allow free word order.  Don't worry about 

it now. 

    The suffix -IN makes any word feminine. 
VIRO man  VIRINO woman  PATRO father PATRINO 

mother        KNABO boy  KNABINO girl 

    PATRO KAJ PATRINO father and mother 
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Patro, patrino, knabino kaj knabo estas familio kun (with) 

kvar personoj.  (aj is pronounced as ky in sky.) 

 

Plurals are formed by adding J.  OJ is pronounced as oy in 

toy.  BIRDO bird  BIRDOJ birds   KATO cat  KATOJ cats   

TELEFONO phone  TELEFONOJ phones  TABLO table  

TABLOJ tables 
la telephonoj kaj paperoj the telephones and papers 

Kato estas BESTO (beast, animal)  Birdo estas besto.  

Sed ankaũ (but also) estas la birdo kaj la kato en (in) la 

familio.  Jes (yes) sed la personoj ne estas (are not) bestoj.  

Unu du tri kvar kvin ses.  Kvar personoj kaj du bestoj en la 

familio. La personoj ne estas bestoj kaj la bestoj ne estas 

personoj.  Ken estas la patro de Kori kaj Lisa, kaj Maria 

estas la patrino de Lisa kaj Kori. 
         La numero (number) estas dudek kvar.  
Li iras (goes) al (to) la akvo. (water)  La kato iras al la 

domo. (house)  La viro estas granda. (big)  La infano 

(infant) estas malgranda.  Ni estas en la mondo. (world) 

         Kiu estas tiu?  Who is that? 

         Tiu estas Ken. That is Ken. 

Vi estas...  You are ...  Ĝi estas birdo.  It is a bird. 

Note "a" as an article is not needed so it is ommitted from 

this language. 

Make learning easy, keep asking yourself  

"What is that?"  Kio estas Tio?   Note kio refers to objects.  

Tio estas telefono.  That is a telephone.  Tio estas libro.  

That is a book.  Kio estas tio?  What is that.  Tio estas 

papero. That is paper.  La birdo ne estas kato.  The bird is 

not a cat. 
         Mi ne estas objekto.  I am not a thing (object). 

         Mi estas persono.  I am a person. 

To learn better say, and practice using these words in your 

own sentences several times a day.  Ask "What is that?" and 

"What is it doing?"  Use the language daily. 
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Ĉu (prononuced chew as in chewing gum) is a question 

word meaning do, is, are or does. 
ĈU ŜI SIDAS?  Does she sit? 

ĈU LI STARAS?  Does he stand?   ĈU NI LERNAS?  Do 

we learn? 

          ĈU VI KOMPRENAS?  Do you understand? 

   Jes mi komprenas. 

Ĉu vi havas monon  Do you have money  Ne mi ne havas 

monon. 

Ĉu ŝi vidas?  Does she see.    

Nun mi vidas.  Now I see. 

Ĉu ni havas sufiĉa tempon?  Do we have sufficient time? 

Kiel vi estas?    How are you?   

Kio vi faras?    What are you doing? 

bona amiko  good friend    

amiko aũ malamiko friend or foe 

Kiu estas ŝi?  Who is she?    Ce la tempo.  At the time. 

post la saluto  after the greeting (salute)   

parolas pri rajto  speak about right   

ni ricevas  we receive 

Li pensas  he thinks                   ili uzas  they use  ili rigardas 

they look        pli aũ malpli  more or less  ni scias  we know                   

ŝi vokis  she called 

 

La birdo estas sur la tablo.  The bird is on the table. 

SUB (under)     ANTAŨ (in front) 

MALANTAŨ (behind)  APUD (near) 

   La birdo iras (goes): super la domo (above the house), 

supre (up), malsupre (down) tra (through)   en la aero (in the 

air), laũ la vojo (along the path),  flanka (beside),  al la kato 

(to the cat) for (away from)  kiam (when) tiam (then),  ofta 

(often), malofta (not often),    frue (early) 

us nun (just now)                 alta ol (higher than)  

                   oni kiu pensas    one who thinks 

KIE (kee-e) ESTAS LA BIRDO?   Where is the bird? 
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KIE ESTAS LA LIBRO?  Where is the book?  ĜI ESTAS 

TIE.  It is there.  Eble vi trovos ĝin tie.     Perhaps you will 

find it there.   IO some   

                TRO multoj (too many)  tre granda very big 

ĉio personoj  all persons       ĉiu persono  each person 

ĉi tiu persono this person  (note ĉi indicates closeness) 

ĉi tiu birdo, this bird, estas la plej granda, is the biggest 

Se vi vidas vi scias.                   If you see you know. 

oni ke havas  one that has                li povas   he can 

la sama birdo  the same bird   

scias per vido    know by sight 

afabla viro de la mondo           kind man of the world 

ankaũa grava aspekto          another important aspect  

aũdas la bestoj                          hear the animals 

baldaũ mi korespondas                  soon I correspond 

blanka papero    white paper 

bezonas vorton needs word 

ĉar mi estas certe                   because I am certain 

ĉiam iras ĉirkaũ la domon always go around the house 

devas denove demandi                    must again ask 

inter dekstro kaj maldekstro   between right and left 

diras al mi hodiaũ                      tell me today 

donas la foto al mi                  give the photo to me 

suno donas lumo     sun gives light  

during the day     dum la tago 

eĉ Sinjoro Arnold                      even Mr. Arnold 

tri fojoj trans                       three times across 

tia formo                                 such a form 

laboras ĝis la fino                   work until the end 

hejma loko                               home location 

iam jaroj sekvas                    sometimes years follow 

kial komencas lasu mi studi  why begin let me study 

la kapo havas okuloj                  the head has eyes 

legas la linio                         read the line 

la mano metas                         the hand puts 
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mola nutrao                            soft food 

montras al mi                          show to me 

neniam movas ĉe nokto               never move at night 

li posedas la nomo                  he owns the name 

penas la parto                      try the part 

sono de la piedo                    sound of the foot 

la rakonto prenas                    the story takes 

preskaũ ŝajnas proksima             almost seems near 

tenas via sano                      keep your health 

sen signifo                          without meaning 

tero havas vivon                    earth has life 

Ni volas lerni.                    We are willing to learn. 

ĉi tiu estas la lasta frazo   this is the last sentence 

Ŝi venis al mi.                    She came to me. 

la venonta tago                    the next day 

-EJ (pronounced as ay in play) denotes the place used. 

KAFO coffee  kafEJo cafe     LERNAS learn lernEJo school     

HUNDO dog  hundEJo kennel      PREĜAS pray  preĝEJo 

church   BANO bath banEJo bathroom    KUIRAS cook  

kuirEJo kitchen    laborEJo  workplace 
Li estas malsata.  He is hungry.  Li iras al la kuirejo. 

He goes to the kitchen. 

Ni iras al la kafejo.  We go to the cafe. 

GE- is used to show those of both sexes. 
filo son         gefiloj sons and daughters, children 
frato brother (as in fraternal)      gefratoj siblings 

patro father (as in paternal)         GEpatroj parents 

avo grandfather  avino grandmother geavoj grandparents   

amiko friend  amikino female friend  geamikoj friends of 

both sexes 

KIE VI LOĜAS?  Where do you live? 

MI LOĜAS TIE.  I live there. 

ĜI ESTAS TIE.  It is there. 

UNU STRATO one street  REKTE  straight ahead  OL 

DEKSTRE then right AL LA ANGULO at the corner  
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UNU strato SUDEN one street south  TRIA DOMO OL 

MALDEKSTRE third house on left  UNU LUMO 

NORDEN, one light north east orienten, 

west okcidenten, up supren, down malsupren 

 

  ADJECTIVES END IN a,  ADVERBS END IN e 
     BELA beautiful BELE beautifully 

FINA final  FINE finally LUDA play LUDE playfully   

MOLA soft MOLE softly SANA healthy SANE healthily     

SIMILA similar  SIMILE similarly 

SUFIĈA sufficient  SUFIĈE sufficiently  VARMA warm 

VARME warmly  VERA truthful  VERE truth-fully  VOLA 

WILLING  VOLE willingly  La vera viro parolas (speaks) 

vere.  La bela birdo parolas bele. 

La luda infano ludas (plays) 

   Ĉu ni havas sufiĉa monon?  Vola viroj helpas. 

ĈU VI KOMPRENAS?  Do you understand?   JES MI 

KOMPRENAS. Yes I understand.   LI KOMPRENAS 

PARTE.  He understands partly.  Mi komprenas tute. 

(totally) 

COMPARISONS 

ALTA high  PLI ALTA higher  PLEJ ALTA highest 

ALTE highly  PLI ALTE more highly  PLEJ ALTE most 

highly  La plej alta monto    The tallest mountain 

BELA FLORO pretty flower  PLI BELA FLORO a prettier 

flower       LA PLEJ BELA FLORO  the prettiest flower  

 

AMO ESTAS LA PLEJ GRANDA IO EN LA MONDO 

Love is the greatest thing in the world. 

 

The ending EG shows great size or degree. 
The ending ET shows small size or degree.  Think of 

majorette.  DOMO house  domEGo mansion, domETo 

cottage VARMA warm   VARMEGA hot   VARMETA 

lukewarm 
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SPECIAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR ESPERANTO USERS 

An International Network of thousands of Contacts, helpers 

and special interest groups WORLD WIDE, many with e-

mail addresses and specialities can be helpful.  Over 2000 

are listed in year books and thousands more are available to 

help esperantists.  Since they share a common language they 

can send a message to other esperantists in a few seconds 

around the world.  There are Esperanto Yellow Pages on the 

Internet that list many resources for esperantists world wide.    
    There are world wide travel opportunities, discounts on 

tours, hotels and rent-a-cars and staying in homes of other 

esperantists.  One can meet people from many countries at 

Esperanto conventions where no interpreters are needed.  It 

is especially nice to be able to have a friend for a guide 

whom one understands and not to have to be at the mercy of  

commercial hawkers encountered in the tourist trade.   Local 

esperantists can point out ways to save money, and places 

and things to avoid, or see which are often not even known 

to  travel agents. 

    Especially valuable to children and teachers, pen pals 

around the world can become friends, and answer questions.  

Classes can directly ask questions regarding any topic 

including all school subjects to others around the world.  

This greatly increases global awareness and international 

understanding while building international trust and 

brotherhood.  A 6th grade teacher discovered that the kids 

became greatly motivated to learn about other countries and 

peoples when he showed them letters from people they 

could write to.  Classes writing to classes becomes an 

educational experience and is easy with Esperanto.  

Learning is facilitated in several school subjects.  Esperanto 

can be heard daily on short wave radio around the world. 

    Most important is the opportunity to communicate with 

speakers of over 1000 languages around the world without 

having to spend years learning them. 
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ENJOY A WONDERFUL SUMMER  

VACATION EXPERIENCE 

 

AT SAN FRANCISCO STATE 

UNIVERSITY'S 

BEAUTIFUL CAMPUS 

 

WITH VIEW OF THE PACIFIC 

OCEAN  

 

with PROXIMITY TO THE GOLDEN 

GATE BRIDGE AND DYNAMIC  

SAN FRANCISCO.   

 

ATTEND THE SUMMER 

INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE 

WORKSHOP GET 

FULL UNIVERSITY CREDIT  

 

MEET PEOPLE FROM AROUND 

THE WORLD LEARNING THE 

INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE  
 

Other classes are held at other universities in the USA and 

in many other countries.  



         PRONOUN ADJECTIVES 

MIA mine my  NIA ours  VIA yours  ŜIA hers  LIA his, of 

his  ĜIA its  ILIA theirs  MIA NOMO ESTAS ....  My name 

is .... 
LIA FRATO  his brother   ILIA DOMO  their house  

Sinjoro (Mr.) Arnold estas mia frato.  Ce mia 

flanko estas bela floroj.  At my side are beautiful flowers.  

Nun (now) estas la tempo. (time)  Hodiaũ estas nun.  Nia 

grupo lernas.  Ŝia demando (question)  Mia respondo 

(answer)  

La arbeto estas malgranda.  La arbo (tree) estas pli granda.  

La arbego estas plejgranda.  Ĉu via aũto granda? 

 

All infinitives end in i.  RESTI to rest   HAVI to have,  AMI 

to love, FARI to do   ŜI DEVAS FARI ION.  She must do 

something.  LI POVAS FARI NENION.  He can do 

nothing. 
 

Each new root you learn can be made into many words 

by adding endings or affixes.   
    To make remembering easier think the words in phrases 

several times a day.   

Several times a day will make then stay! 

    Mi devas lerni!  I must learn.  Mi devas ami.  I must love.  

Mi amas lerni.  I love to learn.  Mi lernas ami.  I learn to 

love.  Li devas resti.  He must rest.  Ŝi devas havi.  Ĝi havas 

nenion.  Ni devas fari.  We must do.  Kio estas tio?  Tio 

estas aũto.  Ken estas viro.  Ken is a man.  Maria estas 

virino.  Maria is a woman.  Ken devas lerni.  Amo estas 

bona.  Malamo estas malbona.  Dio (God) estas amo.  Ni 

amas vin.  We love you. 

 

The prefix RE shows repetition.  IRAS goes 
REiras returns,  VENAS comes  REvenas comes back, 

NOVA new, REnovas renew, LEGAS reads,  RElegas 

rereads, VIVI live REvivi relive    

Ĉu vi deziras revivi la nokton? (night)  
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The prefix BO shows relationship by marriage. 
FRATO brother  BOfrato brother-in-law 

FRATINO sister  BOfratino sister-in-law 

PATRO father  BOpatro father-in-law 

PATRINO mother  BOpatrino mother-in-law 

 

The suffix EBL shows possibility.  EBLA possible, 

MOVEBLA moveable,   KOMPRENEBLA understandable, 

LEGEBLA legible 
Ĉu li estas komprenebla?  Jes (yes) li estas komprenebla. 

Sed (but) la birdo ne (no, not) estas komprenebla. 

Ĉu via bofrato sana? (healthy, well)  Ĉu li revenas al via 

domo?  Ĉu la papero estas legebla?  Kiam li reiros al tiu 

lando?  When will he return to that country?  Ŝi reiris tri 

fojoj. (times)   malvarma dum (during) la mateno (morning) 

Kafo ĉe (at) matenmanĝo (breakfast)  Ŝi diras (says, tells) al 

mi ŝia nomo (name) estas Lisa.  Li montras (shows) al mi lia 

aũton.  (Note verb objects add an n for clarity similar to the 

English pronoun whom.  Don't worry about "n" as it will 

come naturally after a while.  This enables free word order)  

Li havas la birdon.  La birdon li havas.  Some n's have been 

omitted to aid in quicker learning.  La besto manĝas la 

floron.  Familia ĉambro (chamber, room) estas granda. 
The command form of verbs is formed by adding U to the 

root.  HELPU! Help!   RESPONDU!  Respond! or Answer!  

ĈU ŜI HELPU?  Is she to help?  BONVOLU RESPONDI!  

Please respond!  IRU ANTAŨEN!  Go forward!   AMU.  

Love!    
 

To express a wish or supposition use the ending -us 

(translated by were, would, had, might, should).  This is 

called the conditional because it is often used to form 

conditonal statements. 
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Ĉu vi volus veni kun ni?  Would you like to come with us?  

Se vi helpus, ni sukcesus.  If you would help, we could 

succeed!  Ĉu mi povus havi kafon?  Could I have coffee?  

Se nur ni havus paco!  If only we had peace! 

 

Birdoj iras en la aero. (air)  Ili iras tra (through) la arboj.  Ili 

turnas dekstre (turn right) tiam ili turnas maldekstre. (then 

they turn left)  La birdo iras supre (above) la arbeto.  La kato 

piediras inter (between) la arboj kaj sub (below) la birdo.  

La kato iras trans (across) la aũto.  Kie (where) estas la 

birdo?  Ĝi estas sur (on) la arbo.  Tie (there) estas la birdo.  

Nun Ĝi iras en (in) la arboj.  EL (from), AL (to), CE (at), 

OFT (often), POST (after), LAŨ (along) la vojo (way, path) 

Ni iras laũ la vojo.  Ni legas (read) ofte.   Vidu!  (look) 

Ĉu vi vidas la birdon?  Kie Ĝi iras?   Ĝi iras .... 

Pardonas min!  Pardon me!  Ĉu ni komencu?  Shall we 

begin?  

Kiel oni diras....?   How does one say....? 

Diru ke denove.  Say that again.  

us nun  just now  antaũ du jaroj  two years ago  

ni helpu unu la alian     let's help one another 

bonan sanon al vi   good health to you 

Ĉu ŝi telefonis?   Has she called? 

Tempo estas mono.   Time is money.  

Ĉu vi deziras manĝi?   Do you desire to eat? 

La kafo estas bona.   The coffee is good.  

Ĉu ĝi estas bona, malbona  is it good, bad 

Jesuo diris amu unu la alian.  Jesus said love one another. 

 Ni deziras pacon. (peace)  Ili bezonas (need) pacon. 

Oni estas kion oni pensas.  One is what one thinks. 

  Faru amon kaj afablo supra ĉio. Make love and kindness 

over all. 

  Amo kaj afablo estas plej grava. (most important) 

MI ŜATAS.... I like.... 

SALUTON  Hello   BONAN TAGON  Good day. 
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BONAN MATENON.  Good morning. 

-NOCKTON night   -VESPERON evening 

 

KOMPRENAS VI?  Do you understand?  JES MI 

KOMPRENAS.  Yes I understand.  Eo aperas bona lingvo.  

Ŝi baldaũ (soon) revenas.   

Ĉu vi deziras iri al via hejmo. (home)  

Dankon!  Thank You! Ni iru (lets go) ĝis!  (until) la revido 

(we see again)   

TEMPO (time) 
KIOMA HORO ESTAS?  What time is it?  1:23 unu du tri, 

4:56 kvar kvin ses, 7:09 sep nul naũ, 8:00 ok horo, 10:00 

dek, 11:00 dek unu, 12:00 dek du, 2:13 du, dek tri, 2:l4 du, 

dek kvar, 2:15 du, dek kvin. 

 

THE SUFFIX -ON- IS USED TO NAME FRACTIONS 

duONo a half, kvarONo a quarter, tri kvarONo 3/4,  The 

time can also be given in half and quarters,  2:30 duono post 

la dua (horo) half past the 2nd hour.  2:15 kvarono post la 

dua  quarter past two, 2:45 kvarono antaũ tria quarter before 

three,  3:10 dek minutoj post tria  ten minutes past three. 

MIA AEROPLANO eliras... My plane leaves at... 

 

Numbers can be made into nouns by adding o,  UNUO a 

unit of one, DUO a couple, TRIO a trio,  DEKDUO, a dozen 
 

The affix OBL is used to form multiples of a number.  DU 

two  duOBLa double   TRI three  triOBLa triple   KVAR 

four  kvarOBLa quadruple   kvinOBLa five tines  sesOBLa 

six fold     dekOBLa ten fold     centOBLa 100 fold    

milOBLa 1000 fold 
La urbo (city) estas malgranda.  La urbo estas en la 

mondo. (world)  La urbo havas multaj personoj kaj objektoj.  

La aũto iras al la urbo.  La viro piediras  
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kun piedoj. (feet)  La viro havas du piedoj.  La granda letero 

estas sur la tablo. 

  Hodiaũ mi skribas.  (Today I write.) 

Kie estas la vorto?               Where is the word?  

Ĝi estas sur la paĝo.           It is on the page. 

Kie estas la loko?            Where is the location? 

Ĝi estas norda de ĉi tie.        It is north of here. 

(Note ĉi indicates closeness)  Ĉi tio (this)  tio (that) 

Ĉi tie aũ tie?                    Here or there?  

Ŝi estas tie.                  She is there.  

Li ankoraũ tenas (still holds) la telefonon.  TEN is the root 

word meaning hold (like tenacious)   Ni ankoraũ devas studi 

eĉ lin. (We still must study even him.) 

eĉ ne unu   not even one     Ĝi estas for.  It is gone.  For! 

(away!)    bona aũ malbona  good or bad   Ni donis iom.  We 

gave a little.      Kial ne?    Why not?  

Mi ne scias kial.                   I don't see why.  

    Ĉar li bezonas monon li laboras ĉio tago.  

    Because he needs money he works every day. 

laboristo laboras en laborejo  worker works in workplace 

   Ĉirkau la laboristo ni trovas aliajn laboristojn. 

      Around the worker we find other workers. 

Ĉe la pordo estas virino.       At the door is a woman. 

Ŝi vokas al ŝia viro.           She calls to her man. 

 Ĉar ŝi vokis li venas.    Because she called he comes.  Li 

montras ŝin la novan domon.  He shows her the new house.  

Ĝi estas pli granda ol la lasta domo.   It is bigger then the 

last house.  En la venonto ili faros pli grandan domon.  In 

the future they will make a bigger house.  Ĉu ĝi estas tro 

granda?  Is it too big?  Rajtas (it is a right) havi grandan 

domon.  Sed sen (but without) mono ni ne havas grandan 

domon. 

Kie vi trovos monon?      Where will you find money. 

Ĉiu devas labori por monon.  Everyone must work for 

money.            Ĉu vi estas kontraũ (against) laboro? 

Rigardu!  Look!  La kato rigardas (looks at) la birdon. 
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        Birdoj estas kontraũ (against) katoj. 

Tiu estas longa vorto.              That is a long word. 

Ordinara vortoj estas mallonga.  Ordinary words are short.  

Ni eble tranĉos la paĝojn.  We possibly could cut the pages.  

Ĝi estos paĝetoj.  They will be little pages. 

Ni uzas (use) la paĝetojn por studi kaj lerni.  Ni metas (put) 

la paĝetojn sur la tablo kaj parolas la vortojn. 

          sono (sound) helpas ni lerni 

Parolu la vortoj ofte.              Say the words often. 

Uzu (use) la vortoj ofte.  Vi trovos vi devas paroli.  You will 

find you must speak.  Se (if) vi parolas vi lernas.  La lasta 

vorto  Metas la libro en la aũto. 

La pinto estas alta  The point is high. 

La skribilo havas pinton.  The pen has a point. 

La pinto estas parta de la skribilo. 

         The point is part of the pen. 

Ni skribas per skribilo.            We write with a pen. 

Nur vi scias.  Only you know. 

Prenu la skribilon.  Take the pen.  Sen skribilo vi ne eble 

skribas.  Without a pen you are not able to write.      mi 

ŝanĝas (change) la vorto post unu vorto 

Via aũto prenas vian monon.  Li parolas pri rajtoj. (rights)  

Ĉu vi pensas pri via posedoj?  Do you think about your 

posessions?  ŝajnas malbona  seems wrong        Li posedas 

malmultan.      He owns little. 

ŝanĝas ĝin   change it 

Tiam amo ankoraũ signifis kompaton.  

Then love still meant compassion. 

ŝatas muziko                    likes music 

Usona urbo  U.S  city     kapti fiŝo capture fish 

sincere instruisto              sincere instructor 

scias la lingvo      know the language 

      You will soon be able to correspond with people in over 

100 countries.  In fact you know enough now that if you 

really wanted to you could actually 
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read and reply to a letter from anywhere in the world. 

(armed with your dictionary of course)  One can't do that in 

any other language as quickly.  

      Kara Lisa,   (Dear Lisa) 

Mia nomo estas Su.  Mi estas knabino el Ĉinio (China).  Mia 

patrino estas instruistino kaj mia patro estas dentisto.  Mi 

havas dek du jaroj.  Mi ne scias anglon (English).  Mi ne 

havas fratinon nur unu birdon kaj unu fraton.  La fraton 

ŝatas kapti fiŝojn el la rivero.   Mi iras al la lernejon por 

lerni.  Mi ŝatas muzikon.  Nia domo estas en urbeto.  Mia 

familio havas kvar personoj la patro, la patrino, la frato kaj 

mi la filino.  Mi ŝatas skribi al geamikoj cirkaũ la tuta 

mondon.  Mi havas amikojn en 80 landoj.  Ĉu vi deziras esti 

mia amikino en Usono? 

   Sincere,     Via Ĉinia amikino  

 

SALUTON!  hello  BONAN TAGON good day 

(MATENON morning, VESPERON evening)   ĜIS LA 

REVIDO!  Until next time! 
How are you?                    Kiel vi statas? 
Fine thanks, and you?          Bone dankon, kaj vi? 
How is your family?           Kiel la familio statas? 
How are things?                     Kiel ĉe vi? 
Good! (OK)  Bone.   (Not) Very Good. (Ne) Tre bone So, 

so.  Sufiĉe bone.          I am glad.  Mi ĝojas. 
My name is...                      Mia nomo estas... 
What is your name?              Kio estas via nomo? 
I am warm (tired, busy) Mi estas varme, laca, okupita 

Let me present  Mr Ms, my friend, husband Lasu al mi 

prezenti Sinjoron, Fraũlinon, mia amiko, edzo 
It is a pleasure to meet you  Estas plezuro koni vin 
Please sit down join us.  Bonvolu sidiĝi esti kun ni. 

Do you speak (understand)?  

Ĉu vi parolas (komprenas)? 
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Please speak slowly.  Bonvolu paroli malrapide. 
I like ... very much.  Mi ŝatas ... tre multe.  
I love ....    Mi amas ....  What Kio  Who  Kiu 
How does one say ...?       Kiel oni diras ... 

What does that word mean?  
Kion tiu vorto signifas? 

It was great pleasure for me.  Estis granda plezuro por mi. 
Just a moment!  Momenton!  Where  Kie 
It doesn't matter  Ne gravas 

Perhaps  Eble              Excuse mi.  Pardonu min. 
Many thanks.   Multan dankon. 
What shall we do?  Kion ni faru?  
Can you inform me about.... 

Ĉu vi povas informi min pri 

You're Welcome   Ne dankinde   
I am ready.     Mi estas preta. 
 

         LA MANĜO  the meal    manĝeto snack 
KION VI DEZIROS?              What would you like? 
KAFO coffee   TEO tea   AKVO water   LAKTO milk 
PANO bread      BUTERO butter    JELEO jelly    

ROSTAPANO toast    OVO egg    BANANO banana  

FRUKTO fruit   SUPO soup     BAKA baked    

TERPOMO potato      FRANCFRITOJ french fries 
BIFA beef  SANDVICO sandwich    TELERO plate   
BIFSTEKO beef steak  FIŜO fish     KOKO chicken     

FORKO fork   KULERO spoon    TRANĈILO knife 
KUKO cake     SALATO salad    TOMATO tomato  

SAŨCO sauce   SALO  salt    DOLĈA sweet 
GLACIO ice      GLACIAĴO ice cream 
RIZO rice    GUSTO taste        DIETO diet 
 See any International Language dictionary for other foods. 

Pardonas min   PLAĈU PORTI AL MI ORANĜON. 

(pardon me)    Please bring me an orange. 
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I like.... Mi ŝatas.... Kafo kun sukero (with sugar) 
Do you like coffee?   Ĉu vi ŝatas kafon? 
Do you want coffee?   Ĉu vi deziras kafon? 
Yes I want coffee.    Jes mi deziras kafon. 
It tastes good!       Ĝi gustas bone! 
God bless you!        LA DIO BENU VIN! 

She is my best friend.  

Ŝi estas mia plej bona amikino. 

It is a better idea!    Ĝi estas pli bona ideo! 
    higher, highest grade  pli alta, plej alta grado 

the highest grade  la plej alta grado  
HELP! Helpu!      FIRE!  Fajro!      THIEF! Ŝtelisto! 
PLEASE  Mi petas  MANY THANKS multan dankon 

EXCUSE ME  Pardonu min   
YOU'RE WELCOME Ne dankende 

With pleasure Kun plezuro  I'm sorry Mi bedaũras 
LOOK OUT!  Atentu!            LOOK! (here)  Rigardu! 
Listen!  Aũskultu!            BE SILENT!  Silentu! 
IT IS (NOT) ALL RIGHT.        (Ne) estas bone. 
WHAT DID YOU SAY?             Kion vi diris? 
I am a teacher, dentist, student, doctor, artist 

Mi estas instruisto, dentisto, studanto, doktoro, artisto 

THAT IS ALL.                  Estas ĉio. 

FINALLY!                      Finfine! 
COME AND SEE US.              Bonvolu viziti nin. 

COME IN.                     Envenu. 
IMPOSSIBLE! Ne eble!         GO AWAY.     Foriru. 
RIDICULOUS!                   Ridinde! 
HOW FAR?                      Kiel malproksime? 
I WANT TO GO TO...            Mi deziras iri al... 
BUS STOP, STATION             Busa haltejo, busejo 
AIRLINE OFFICE                aerlina oficejo 
       PLEASE SHOW ME THE WAY TO.... 
      bonvolu montri al mi la vojon al.... 

     SHOULD I GO STRAIGHT AHEAD ? 

Ĉu mi iros rekte? North South     norden suden 
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East West           orienten okcidenten 
RIGHT LEFT          dekstren, mal dekstren 
FORWARD BACKWARD      antaũen, mal antaũen 
ACCROSS THE BRIDGE            trans la ponto 

opposite, beside kontraũ, apud the school la lernejo 
 

   Let everyone clean in front of their own door 
   and the whole world will be clean. 

   Lasu ĉiu purigi antaũ ilia propra pordo 

   kaj la tuta mondo estos pura. 

To retain new words in memory use them.  Make up your 

own phrases daily.  Use flash cards.  Use spare moments.  

One way to learn some words is to use mental association.  

For example the Eo word "dev" means must.  The English 

word to which it is related is "devoted".  Relate it.  Of 

course some words have nothing close in English example 

"ir". Go way out and make a wild mental picture to learn 

"ir" meaning to go.  Think of a big ear going down the road.  

Ridiculous of course but it works.  Reinforce the recall of 

the word by using it a few times in the next few days.  

Repetition builds up better memory paths in the brain.  More 

associations in the brain make it easier to recall.      

  COLOR koloro  
blue blua       brown bruna        gray griza 
red ruĝa        green verda        yellow flava 
orange oranĝa   white blanka       black nigra    
light hela      dark malhela   light blue hela blua 
 

        CLOTHING vestoj (like vestments) 
to wear PORTAS (as in portable) 

button BOTONO        shoe ŜUO         ring RINGO 

pants PANTALONO      skirt JUPO      shirt ĈEMIZO 

cap-hat ĈAPELO       dress ROBO      coat MANTELO 

sock ŜTRUMPETO       stocking ŜTRUMPO 

undershirt SUBĈEMIZO  slip SUBJUPO 
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It is my opinion that....     Mi opinias, ke... 
In my opinion                 Mia opinie,... 

I AM WARM, (COLD) 

Mi sentas min varme, (mal v) 

I AM BUSY, READY           Mi estas okupata, preta 
I AM HUNGRY, TIRED         Mi estas malsata, laca 
I DESIRE WATER                Mi deziras akvon. 
IN THAT CASE                  En tiu kazo. 

DO YOU UNDERSTAND ME. 

Ĉu vi komprenas min? 

I DO (NOT) UNDERSTAND.      Mi (ne) komprenas. 
I AM SORRY TO TROUBLE YOU. 

Mi bedaũras ĝeni vin. 

I AM OF THE SAME OPINION.    Mi opinias same. 
I WANT TO SPEAK TO THE MANAGER  
Mi deziras paroli al la estro. 

AS YOU KNOW.....           Kiel oni scias, .... 
THE ROOM IS TOO COLD, WARM 

La ĉambro estas tro (mal)varma. 

REALLY!                        Vere! 
I WRITE(SPELL) MY NAME.... 

Mi skribas mia nomo... 

HOW DO YOU WRITE....  Kiel vi skribas .....? 
I MUST HURRY.                Mi devas rapidi. 
WHO IS THAT?                 Kiu estas tiu? 
AS FAR AS I AM CONCERNED     Laũ mi.... 
THAT IS ALL I HAVE.    Tio estas ĉio mi havas. 
IS IT (FAR) NEAR?      Ĉu estas (mal) proksime? 
HOW FAR IS IT?               Kio estas la distanco? 
PLEASE WAIT FOR ME.          Bonvolu atendi min. 
CAN I SMOKE?           Ĉu vi permesas ke mi fumi? 
CHECK THE MOTOR?            Kontrolu la motoro. 

PLEASE CHANGE THE OIL. 

Bonvolu ŝanĝi la oleon. 
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THE WEATHER la vetero 

It is warm.  Estas varme. 
It is cold.  Estas malvarme. 
It is raining.  Pluvas.     It is snowing.  Neĝas. 
It is sunny.  Estas sune.  It is freezing. Glaciigas. 
It is fine.  Estas bele.  It is windy.   Estas ventre. 
 

To change to past or future tense just change verb ending.   

It was warm.  Estis varme. 
It will be warm.  Estos varme. 

It was raining.  Pluvis.   It will rain.   Pluvos. 
It was snowing.  Neĝis.    It will snow.   Neĝos. 
It was freezing.  Glaciigis. It will freeze. Glaciigos.  

 Note the it is omitted. 
It is a beautiful day.   ESTAS BELA TAGO. 
It will be warm and sunny.  Estos varme kaj sune. 
Does it rain often?        Ĉu ofte pluvas? 

How is the weather in your city? 

Kia estas la vetero en via urbo? 

In summer it is warm and sunny. 

En somero estas varme kaj sune. 

It is going to rain.                    Pluvos. 
Does the grass need rain? 

Ĉu la greso bezonas pluvon? 

Does the wind blow?        Ĉu la ventro blovas? 
How fast?  Kiel rapida? 
                          

The suffix ER is used to show a unit of some thing. 
rain PLUVO, raindrop pluvERo, snowflake neĝERo 
 

repeat please  RIPETAS PLAĈI  Please speak more 

slowly.  PLAĈI PAROLAS PLI MALRAPIDE. 
He understands partly.  Li komprenas parte. 
He answers slowly.  Li respondas malrapide. 
She reads silently.  Ŝi legas silente. 
Where can I rent an auto?  Kie mi povas lui aũto? 
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CERTAINLY, RIGHT                Certe, Prave 
YOU ARE TOTALLY RIGHT.       Vi tute pravas. 
REPEAT IT, PLEASE.           Ripetu tion, mi petas. 

WHERE CAN I FIND A PORTER? 

Kie mi povas trovi portiston? 

WHEN IS THERE A FLIGHT TO 

Kiam estas flugo al 

Which is the right direction? 

Kiu direkto estas korekta? 

ARE YOU FREE?                      Ĉu vi libera? 
WHEN DOES THE TRAIN FOR...LEAVE? 

Kiam foriras la vagonaro al...? 

ARRIVAL, DEPARTURE                alveno, foriro 
MY TRAIN LEAVES IN TEN MINUTES. 
Mia vagonaro foriros post dek minutoj. 

DOES THE TRAIN STOP AT....? 

Ĉu la vagonaro haltas en..? 

WHERE DOES THE TRAIN STOP? 

Kie haltas la vagonaro? 

WHERE IS THE TRAIN STATION? 

Kie estas la vagonara haltejo? 

HOW LONG DOES IT STOP IN... 

Kiel longe ĝi haltas en 

EXPERIENCE TEACHES               Sperto instruas. 
PLEASE SHOW ME ON THE MAP. 
Bonvolu montri ĝin al mi sur la mapo. 

MAY I PARK HERE FOR ONE HOUR 

Ĉu mi povas lasi la aũton ĉi tie dum unu horo. 

I wish to leave my car here for the night. 

Mi deziras lasi la aũton ĉi tie dum la nokto. 

WHERE IS THE POST OFFICE? 

Kie estas la poŝtoficejon. 

I WANT TO SEND THIS BY AIRMAIL. 

Mi deziras sendi tion per aerpoŝto. 

BY SURFACE MAIL                   per ordinara poŝto 
ENOUGH                  sufiĉa 
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IT IS (LATE) EARLY.         Estas (mal) frue 
IN THE MORNING, NOON        Matene  Tagmeze 
IN THE AFTERNOON           Posttagmeze 
EVENING                     Vespere 
MIDNIGHT           Meznokte 
LAST NIGHT                  Pasintnokte 
I'D LIKE TO ADD THAT...    Mi volus aldoni, ke... 
TALK TO ME ABOUT...        Parolu al mi pri... 
WHAT DO YOU WISH?          Kion vi deziras? 
WHERE IS THE WASH ROOM   Kie estas la lavejo? 
LADIES' ROOM, MENS    necesejo por virinoj, viroj 
BAGGAGE ROOM              pakaejo 
POLICE OFFICE              policejo 
WHAT IS YOUR NUMBER?   Kio estas via numero? 
HOW MUCH IS THE TRANSFER?  Kiom estas la 

ŝanĝbileto? 
WHAT IS THE TICKET PRICE?  Kiom prezas la bileto? 
WHAT TOWN IS THIS?       Kiu urbeto estas ĉi tiu? 
WHEN WILL IT ARRIVE?     Kiam ĝi alvenos? 
SPEAKING OF...           Parolante pri... 
I AM HERE ON BUSINESS.   Mi estas ĉi tie pro 

komerco. 
I AM A BUSINESS MAN.     Mi estas komercisto. 
HOW LONG?                Kiel longe? 
I (DON'T) THINK SO.      Mi opinias, (ne) jes. 
HANDLE THIS CAREFULLY.   Portu tion zorge. 
CAN I GO BY WAY OF...?   Ĉu mi povas veturi tra...? 
THAT DEPENDS.            Tio dependas. 
YOU ARE HURTING ME.      Vi dolorigas min. 
I FEEL (WORSE) BETTER.  Mi sentas min pli 

(mal)bone. 
I WANT TO BUY...        Mi deziras aĉeti... 
I (DON'T) DO LIKE THAT.  Mi (ne) ŝatas tion. 
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La kato vidis la birdon.  The cat saw the bird.  The direct 

object is something that the verb acts upon. (birdon) Note 

that it added an "n" for clarity.  This means that the direct 

object can be placed anywhere and everyone knows exactly 

what is the subject and what is the direct object.  However 

in English this is confusing.  In English we must rely on 

word order.  Don't worry about adding n's now.  It will come 

automatically in time.  So if you see an "n" added here or 

there you will know that it is the direct object. 
Ni havas nur etajn momentojn.   We have only little 

moments.  Note that adjectives of the direct object also take 

an "n". 

Vi meritas paũzon.         You deserve a break. 

 

    The following affixes allow the creation of hundreds of 

new meanings without having to memorize hundreds of 

words.  The most used ones are "in, il, mal, ist, ig, et, ej, iĝ, 

ec, eg, em, uj, ul, ebl." 
-aĉ This suffix denotes something disgusting  AĉA 
   vile rotten, KAFAĈO Bad coffee,  VETERAĈO 

   lousy weather 

-ad denotes frequent action =ing, DANCADO dancing, 
    PAROLADO yak yak 

-a concrete idea,  NOVAOJ news, MUZIKAO 
   piece of music, DOLCAO sweet item 

-an member or inhabitant, ANO member, URBANO 
   urbanite, GRUPANO group member 

-ar set of, collection, ARO collection, 
    BIRDARO flock of birds, FLORARO cluster of 

    flowers 

bo- in law, bofrato brother-in-law 
dis- scattering disa dispersed, distribio distribute 
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-ebl possibility, = able, = ibla, EBLA possible, 
    UZEBLA useable 

-ec  abstract quality, ECO a quality, AMIKECO 
    friendship, KLARECO clarity, liber free 

    libereco freedom 

-eg  great in degree, EGA greatly BOATEGO huge 
    boat, GRANDEGA tremendous 

-ej  place characterized by, EJO place, KAFEJO cafe, 
    LERNEJO school 

ek-  beginning of an action, or momentary,  
    EKBRILI flash, EKRIGARDI to glance 

eks-  former, ex, EKSPREZIDANTO ex-president 
-em  tendency, EMO inclination, LAŨTEMA loud, 
    PLUVEMA rainy 

-end that must be done, SOLVENDA must be solved, 
    TROVENDA must be found 

-er  small part of a whole, ERO a unit, 
    SUKERERO grain of sugar 

-estr leader, ESTRO leader, URBESTRO mayor 
-et  small, ETA tiny, INFANETO baby, RUĜETA 
    redish   [a foul word 

fi-  shame, FI! Shame!  FIA shameful  FIVORTO  
ge-  both sexes,  GEFILOJ children, GEAVOJ 
    grandparents 

-id  offspring of, IRELANDIDO irish, KATIDO kitten 
-ig  to cause something, = make IGI to cause, 
    KLARIGI clarify, FACILIGI facilitate (With  

    intransitive verbal roots igi forms transitive verb 

    and takes an object.)  BLANKIGI to make white 

-iĝ  to become something, iĝ to become, PLENIĜI to 
    become full, NASKIĜI be born (With a transitive 

    verbal root iĝ forms an intransitive verb.)  Ni 

    vekas (wake) la infanon.  La infano vekiĝas 

    (wakes). Verbs in iĝi are intransitive and take no 

    direct object.  BLANKIĜI to become white, 

    RUĜIĜI to redden, blush 
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-il   tool, ilo tool, skribilo writing instrument 
-in   female of, ina feminine, virino woman, ino female 
-ind  worthy of,  INDA worthy, ADMIRINDA 
     admirable, RESPEKINDA respectable 

-ing  holder of, POTINGO potholder  GLASINGO 
     glass holder 

-ism  shows a practice or doctrine. homamismo 
     humanitarianism 

-ist  shows who does what is shown by the root word. 
     SCIENCISTO scientist, HOMAMISTO 

     humanitarian (One who cares about his fellow 

     human beings) ARTISTO artist, DENTISTO 

     dentist, MUZIKISTO musician  

mal-  opposite, MALA opposite, MALPURA dirty, 
     MALALTA low not high 

mis-  mis-, wrongly, MISUZI misuse, MISKOMPRENI 
     misunderstand 

-obl  multiple, MULTOBLE multiple, TRIOBLA triple 
-on-  denotes fractions, ONO a fraction of, TRIONO 
     a third 

-op-  used to name a collective, DUOPE two at a time 
pra-  remoteness of relationship or time PRAPRAAVO 
     great-great-grandfather, PRATIPO prototype, 

     PRAHOMO caveman 

re-   repetition, REE again, RELEGAS reread 
     RENOVI renew 

-um   special, no fixed meanng BUTIKUMI go 
     shopping, 

 

   NICE WORDS ATTAIN MORE THAN FORCE. 
     Afabla vortoj atingas pli ol forto. 

 GENTLENESS GAINS MORE THAN VIOLENCE 

       Gentileco recivos pli ol perforto 

I AM A FRIEND OF....        Mi estas amiko de.... 
IT WAS A GREAT PLEASURE  Estas granda plezuro 

por mi. 
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I (DON'T) KNOW.                    Mi (ne) scias. 
THERE IS NOTHING HERE BUT CLOTHING 

Estas nenio ĉi tie sed vestoj. 

WHICH ROAD IS FASTER?   Kiu vojo estas pli rapida? 
When is there a flight to...  Kiam estas flugo al... 
IS THIS SEAT TAKEN?    Ĉu tiu loko estas okupita? 
WHERE IS A REPAIRMAN?      Kie estas riparisto? 
CAN YOU REPAIR...             Ĉu vi povas ripari... 
PLEASE ADJUST THE...       Bonvolu alĝustigi la... 
TELEPHONE THEM                     Telefonu ilin. 
THE TELEPHONE RINGS.          La telefono sonas. 
NO ANSWER                          Ne respondo 
THE LINE IS BUSY.        La telefono estas okupita. 
MAY I SPEAK TO...            Ĉu mi povas paroli al... 
HELLO KEN SPEAKING.           Hulo Ken parolas. 
HOLD THE LINE, PLEASE.   Atendu ĉe la telefono, mi 

petas. 
PHONE CALL FOR YOU    Estas telefonvoko por vi 
THE OPERATOR WILL CALL YOU. La telefonisto 

vokos vin. 
I WILL CALL BACK LATER.  Mi revokas vin poste. 
WHAT IS THIS ABOUT?              Pri kio temas? 
SHE IS NOT IN.                     Ŝi ne estas ĉi tie. 
WRITE IT DOWN, PLEASE.  Skribu tion, mi petas. 

I WANT TO MAKE LOCAL CALL. 
Mi deziras fari lokan vokon 

LONG DISTANCE CALL TO NUMBER  

 longdistanca voko al numero... 
CAN YOU HELP ME.           Ĉu vi povas helpi min. 
CAN YOU TELL ME.           Ĉu vi povas diri al mi. 
ARE YOU SURE THAT...       Ĉu vi estas certa, ke... 
WHAT NONSENSE!                Kia sensencajo! 
NOT AT ALL!                   Tute ne! 
HOW MUCH MUST I PAY?      Kiom mi devas pagi? 
REALLY!                      Ĉu vere? 
HAVE YOU LOST YOUR MIND?  Ĉu vi perdis la 

saĝon? 
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A loyal friend is a most beautiful treasure. 
Amiko fidela estas trezoro plej bela. 

 

Make love and kindness the standard of human conduct. 

Faru amon kaj afableco la normo de homa konduto.      

         Ni deziras paco.         We want peace. 
I am looking for my friends  Mi serĉas miajn amikojn 

My mailing address is....  Mia poŝta adreso estas.... 

To which window should I go? 

Al kiu fenestro devas mi iri? 

I have a reservation for today. 

                          Mi havas sidloko por hodiaũ 

I (DON'T) LIKE THIS ONE.      Mi (ne) ŝatas ĉi tiun. 

PLEASE SEND....               Bonvolu sendi.... 

PLEASE COME BACK LATER.  Bonvolu reveni poste. 

I LIKE MY FOOD SIMPLE. 

Mi ŝatas mia manĝaĵon simpla. 

SHOULD I TURN SOUTH? 

Ĉu mi devus turniĝi suden? 

HAVE YOU FINISHED?            Ĉu vi finis? 

PLEASE (OPEN) CLOSE THE WINDOW.   

         Bonvolu (mal)fermi la fenestron. 

Someone stole my money.  Oni ŝtelis mian monon. 

I want to see a doctor.  Mi deziras viziti doktoron. 

PUT IT ALL IN THE CAR.  Metu ĉion en la aũton 

STOP AT THE LIGHT.           Haltu ĉe la lumo. 

I CANNOT FIND ALL MY BAGGAGE.   

         Mi ne povas trovi ĉiujn miajn pakajojn. 

OF COURSE.                   Kompreneble. 

Plaĉu telfonas min.                      Please call me.  

Ĉu vi estas malsata?                    Are you hungry? 

        kartoj & kasedoj estas pli bona 

       cards & cassettes are much better 

My dear friend be careful!   Mia kara amiko zorgu! 
One is what one thinks.  Oni estas kion oni pensas. 
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En mia mano mi havas libron. 

In my hand I have a book. 

Jesus said love one another.  Jesuo diris amu unu la alian. 
 

TO BE A SUCCESS THINK SUCCESS. 

Ĉu vi sukcesos, pensu sukceson. 

Dimanĉo Lundo Mardo Merkredo Jaũdo Vendredo Sabato 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Saturday 

 

The most important words in human relations 

 La plej grava vortoj en homa rilatoj 

I admit I made a mistake.  Mi diras mi faris misfaron. 

I like your actions.   Mi ŝatas via agoj. 

What is your opinion?  Kio estas via opinio? 

     Please                  Mi Petas.   

   THANK YOU.              DANKON. 

The most important word  La plej grava vorto   
        WE                         NI  

The least important word  La plej malgrava vorto   

        me                      mi    

 

HAVE YOU CONSIDERED....      Ĉu vi konsideris.... 

IS IT RAINING, SNOWING?      Ĉu pluvas, neĝas? 

 HOT, COLD, FAIR            varmege, malvarme, bele 

When do I take the medicine.  Kiam mi prenu la medicinon. 

ONE COPY OF EACH PHOTO   Unu kopio de ĉiu foto 

WHERE IS THE BOOKSTORE?      

Kie estas la librovendejo? 

I WANT A (DARKER) LIGHTER COLOR 

                    Mi deziras pli (mal) helan koloron. 

WHAT COLOR IS THAT?         Kio koloro estas tio? 

Please give me the bill.  

Bonvolu doni al mi prezpaperon. 
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I want to go shopping.  Mi deziras iri por aĉetadi. 

When does it (open) close?  Kiam ĝi (mal) fermiĝas? 

I want a cup of coffee.  Mi deziras tason de kafon. 
 WITH MILK AND SUGAR       kun lakto kaj sukero. 

I SHALL TAKE IT WITH ME.  Mi prenos ĝin kun mi. 

I DID NOT ORDER THIS.    Mi ne demandis por tion. 

I would like to have a drink  Mi ŝatus havi trinkajon. 

ON THE OTHER HAND...          Aliflanke... 
THE QUESTION IS...           La demando estas... 

MAYBE SO, BUT...             Eble, sed... 
I DON'T BELIEVE THAT.        Mi ne kredas tion. 

IT'S POSSIBLE THAT...        Tre povas esti, ke... 
WHAT AM I TO DO?             Kion mi faru? 

Where is the bus stop?  Kie estas la bus haltejo? 

I wish to take out my baggage. 

Mi deziras preni la pakajojn. 

AS I JUST SAID...            Kiel mi us diris,... 
HOW DOES ONE GO THERE?       Kiel oni iras tien? 

CAN YOU STOP HERE?        Ĉu vi povas halti ĉi tie? 

I WANT A TICKET.            Mi deziras bileton. 

DO I HAVE A RESERVED SEAT?  Ĉu mi havas via 

propra seĝon. 

BON VOYAGE!                 Bonan vojaĝon! 

I WANT TO GET OFF           Mi deziras eliri 

AT THE NEXT STOP.           ĉe la venonta haltejo. 

WHERE IS IT NOT NOISY?      Kie ne estas bruo? 

I WILL TAKE A ROOM FOR TONIGHT. 

                   Mi prenos ĉambron por hodiaũ nokto. 

I WANT TO SEE THE ROOM.   Mi ŝatas vidi la ĉambron. 

I LIKE FOOD NOT TOO FAT.  Mi ŝatas manĝajon ne tro 

grasa.   SWEET, TOUGH          dolĉa, malmola 

THAT IS NONSENSE.          Tio estas sensenco. 
I WANT SOME....             Mi deziras iom da.... 

MAY I HAVE SOME...       Ĉu mi povas havi iom da... 

A LITTLE (LESS) MORE, PLEASE  Iom (mal)pli, mi 

petas. 
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 The best way to get something done is to begin. 
  La plej bona vojo por faros ion, estas komenci. 

 

 The longest journey starts with a single step. 
  La plej longa vojaĝo komencas kun unua paŝon. 

 

IF IT IS TO BE IT IS UP TO ME. 

SE ĜI ESTI, ĜI DEPENDAS AL MI 

 

Each morning I am given a new day 1440 minutes to do 

with whatever I want.  I can waste it or use it for good.  

What I do with this day is important because I have given 

one day of my life for it.  When tomorrow comes today will 

be gone.  I hope I will not regret the price I paid for it.  

Matene mi ricevas novan tagon, 1440 minutoj por fari kio 

mi deziras.  Mi povas malŝpari aũ uzi ĝi por bono.  Kio mi 

faras kun ĉi tiu tago estas grava ĉar mi donis unu tago de 

mia vivo por ĝin.  Kiam morgaũ venas, hodiaũ foriros.  Mi 

esperos mi ne bedauri la prizo mi pagis por ĝin. 

 

Have you something better?  Ĉu vi havas pli bonan? 

LARGER, smaller      PLI GRANDAN, mal grandan 

CHEAPER       malaltprezan 

I like meat cooked     Mi ŝatas viandon kuirita 

RARE MEDIUM WELL DONE  malmulte meze plene 

ON THE CONTRARY             Male,  Kontraũe 

It is (over), undercooked 

Ĝi estas (tro), ne sufiĉa kuirita   

PLEASE HURRY.               Bonvolu rapidigas. 
PLEASE BRING ME A MENU. 

Bonvolu doni al mi menuo. 

Give us table near a window  Donu al ni tablon ĉe fenestro. 

TO YOUR HEALTH!                Je via sano! 

FOR THE MOST PART...           Plejparte... 

LET'S HAVE ANOTHER!            Ni havu unu plian! 
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      AS A PERSON THINKS SO ONE WILL BE. 

      Kiel persono pensas do oni estos. 

 

Franklin's Maxims:  (Proverboj) 

SILENCE.  Speak only what will benefit others or yourself. 
Silenteco.  Parolu nur tiu benos alioj aũ vin. 

ORDER.  Let all things have their places.  Let each part of 

your business have its time.   
Ordo.  Lasu ĉio havi ilin lokojn.  Lasu ĉiu parto de via afero 

havi ĝin tempon. 

RESOLUTION.  Resolve to perform what you ought.  

Perform without fail what you resolve.   
Decideco.  Decidas fari kio vi devi.  Faras sen malsukcesi 

kio vi decidas. 

FRUGALITY.  Make no expense but to do good to others or 

yourself; that is; waste nothing.   
Ŝpareco.  Ne elpagas sed por fari bonon al alia aũ vi; Tio 

estas; malŝparas nenion. 

INDUSTRY.  Louse no time.  Be always employed in 

something useful.  Cut off all unnecessary actions.  

Laboremeco.  Malŝparas ne tempon.  Ĉiam laboras en ion 

utila.   Fortondas ĉio nenecessa agojn. 
CLEANLINESS.  Tolerate no uncleanliness in body, clothes 

or habitation.   
Pureco.  Lasu ne malpureco en korpo, vestoj, aũ domo. 

TRANQUILITY.  Be not disturbed at accidents, common or 

unavoidable, or at trifles.   
Kalmeco.  Ne malkalmigas vin ĉe (akcidentoj), ordinara aũ 

ne avertebla, aũ ĉe malgravaoj. 

 

     vintro, prentempo, somero, aũtuno, sezono 

     winter, spring, summer, fall, season 

 

SEEK OPPORTUNITIES! serĉu por oportunoj! 
Words for who, what, where, how, how much, and whose 

are called correlatives and have been efficiently systemized. 
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First the indefinite is formed as follows:  

ia means some QUALITY,  ial means some REASON, 
iam means some TIME,    ie means some PLACE, 
iel means some MANNER,  ies means someone's 

possession, 
io means some THING,      iom means some QUANTITY, 
iu means some INDIVIDUALITY (usually someone). 
 

The K is used to form QUESTIONS 
Kia what kind;  Kial why;  Kiam when;  Kie where;  Kiel 

how, as;  Kio what thing;  Kiom what quantity;  Kiu who;  

Kies  whose. 
T forms the DEFINITE 

Tia that kind, such; Tial therefore;  Tiam then;  Tie there; 

Tiel so, in that way;  Tio that thing;  Tiom that quantity;  

Tiu that person 
Ĉ is added to mean all, or every. 

Ĉia each kind;  Ĉial for every reason;  Ĉiam always;  Ĉie 

everywhere; Ĉiel in every way;  Ĉio everything;  Ĉiom all 

of it;  Ĉiu everyone 
NEN is added to mean no or none 

NENio nothing;  NENiom none;  NENiu no one;  NENie 

nowhere   
      ACTIVE AND PASSIVE COMPOUND VERBS 

You can get by in most situations WITHOUT learning the 

following.  Something is ACTIVE when it does the action.  

He turned.  Something is passive when it is acted upon.  The 

book is turned.  Simple forms of verbs usually are (and 

should be) used most of the time where possible.  But 

sometimes the compound forms are needed to communicate 

meaning. 

   In the compound verb forms, a form of est is always used.  

The second verb becomes an adjective and is called a 

participle.  The active participles are formed by adding 

anta, inta, onta to the verb root.  The passive participles are 

formed by adding ata, ita and ota.   
        The present perfect tense is formed with estas. 
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ACTIVE 

Li estas turnanta.  He is turning. 

Li estas turninta.  He has been turning. 

Li estas turnonta.  He is going to turn. 

 

PASSIVE 

La libro estas turnata.  The book is being turned. 

La libro estas turnita.  The book has been turned. 

La libro estas turnota.  The book is going to be turned. 

The past perfect tense is formed with estis. 
ACTIVE 

Li estis turnanta.  He was turning. 

Li estis turninta.  He had turned. 

Li estis turnonta.  He was going to turn. 

 

PASSIVE 

La libro estis turnata.  The book was being turned. 

La libro estis turnita.  The book had been turned. 

La libro estis turnota.  The book was going to be turned. 

 

The future perfect is formed with the form estos. 
 

ACTIVE 

Li estos turnanta.  He will be turning. 

Li estos turninta.  He will have turned. 

Li estos turnonta.  He will be going to turn. 

PASSIVE 

La libro estos turnata.  The book will be turned. 

La libro estos turnita.  The book will have been turned. 

La libro estos turnota.  The book will be going to be turned. 

 

Again we see simplicity.  Only six endings for all of the 

complex tenses.  All absolutely regular.  No exceptions. 

It is not necessary for beginners to learn these forms.  "it" & 

"anto" are used most.  examples: falita floro  fallen flower;  

korespondanto one who corresponds 
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The 16 rules of grammar below have no exceptions.  1.  

The definite article remains same for all cases, sexes and 

numbers.  No indefinite article is needed.  2.  All nouns end 

in o, j forms all plurals, accusative adds n, other cases 

formed by using de in genitive, al in dative and per in 

ablative.  3.  All adjectives end with a, number & case same 

as with nouns.  Comparative formed by pli, superlative by 

plej.  ol is the conjunction used with comparative.  4.  The 

basic numerals (do not vary for case) are unu, du, tri, kvar, 

kvin, ses, sep, ok, naũ, dek, cent, mil.  Tens and hundreds 

are formed by junction of numerals. (257)  Ordinals are 

formed by addition of a. (4th = kvara)  Multiples, fractions 

and collectives formed by -obl-, -on-, and -op- respectively.  

Distributives are expressed with po.  Adverbials add e.  5.  

The personal pronouns are mi, vi, li ŝi, ĝi, ni, ili, oni; 

possessives formed by adding a; no change with sex or 

number. 6.  Verbs do not change with person or number; are 

formed by adding: i infinitive, as present, is past, os future, 

us conditional mood, u imperative; participles with 

adverbial or adjectival sense add: ant active present, int 

active past, ont active future, at passive present, it passive 

past, ot passive future; passive formed by form of verb esti 

and a passive participle preposition of passive is de.  7.  

Adverbs end in e, have same comparison as adjectives.  8.  

Prepositions, all govern the nominative.  9.  All words are 

pronounced as spelled.  10.  Accent is always on the next 

to last syllable.  11.  Simple junction forms compound 

words, chief word at end. 12. Ne is omitted if another 

negative word is present.  13.  N forms accusative (direct 

object).  14.  prepositions have a definite-constant meaning 

except je which is flexible.  15.  New words which majority 

of languages have taken from one source undergo no change 

except to conform to Eo's simple efficient spelling and 

pronunciation).  16.  The final vowel of noun or article may 

be dropped, and replaced by an apostrophe. 
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    The endings and affixes gives you the potential to create 

thousands of words without having to learn those words as 

is required in other languages.  This results in a great 

savings of time which spares the you thousands of hours in 

tedious memorization work.  Most of the words in this 

language and many of the affixes can also be combined to 

form new words.  Examples:  am means loving and can be 

added to almost any word (katama cat loving) Sen 

(without), Metr (meter), mez (middle).  Thousands of 

words can be formed with specific meanings that are quite 

useable and concise if and when that particular word is 

needed all without having to memorize that word in 

advance.  Over 50,000 practical meanings can be formed by 

800 basic roots. 
    With Esperanto one can often say in one word what takes 

several words to say in English.   

     The following pages show that important documents and 

literature can be translated into basic E-o with few 

additional words. 

PARTS OF THE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF 

HUMAN RIGHTS 

...RECOGNITION OF THE...EQUAL RIGHTS OF ALL 

MEMBERS OF THE HUMAN FAMILY IS THE 

FOUNDATION OF FREEDOM, JUSTICE AND PEACE 

IN THE WORLD.  Respekto-Scio de egalaj rajtoj de ĉiuj 

membroj de la homara familio estas la baso de libero, justo 

kaj paco en la mondo...  HUMAN RIGHTS SHOULD BE 

PROTECTED BY RULE OF LAW, homaj rajtoj estu 

defendataj de rega de la leĝo  ALL HUMAN BEINGS ARE 

BORN FREE AND EQUAL IN DIGNITY AND RIGHTS... 

Ĉiuj homoj estas denaske liberaj kaj egalaj laũ memvaloro 

kaj rajtoj.    AND SHOULD ACT TOWARDS ONE 

ANOTHER IN A SPIRIT OF BROTHERHOOD.  kaj devus 

konduti unu al alia en spirito de frateco.  EVERYONE HAS 

THE RIGHT TO LIFE, LIBERTY AND SECURITY OF 

PERSON.  Ĉiu havas la rajtojn je vivo, libereco kaj persona 

sekureco. 
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No one shall be held in slavery  Neniu estu tenata en 

nevolalaboro...  NO ONE SHALL BE SUBJECTED TO 

TORTURE OR TO CRUEL, INHUMAN... TREATMENT  

neniu suferu dolora trakto aũ kruelan ne homan traktadon.  

ALL ARE EQUAL BEFORE THE LAW...Ĉiuj homoj estas 

jure egalaj...AND...TO EQUAL  ROTECTION...kaj...egalan 

defendo per leĝo  NO ONE SHALL BE SUBJECTED TO 

ARBITRARY ARREST, DETENTION...  Neniu suferu 

neleĝa [areston] malliberigon.  EVERYONE IS 

ENTITLED ... TO A FAIR AND PUBLIC HEARING  Ĉiu 

rajtas je justa kaj publika procezo 

EVERYONE CHARGED WITH AN OFFENCE HAS THE 

RIGHT TO BE PRESUMED INNOCENT UNTIL 

PROVED GUILTY ACCORDING TO LAW IN A 

PUBLIC TRIAL  Ĉiu [akuzita] pro punebla faro rajtas, ke 

oni supozu lin nefareco, ĝis oni provos laũleĝe lian nefareco 

en publika proceso.     NO ONE SHALL BE SUBJECTED 

TO ARBITRARY INTERFERENCE WITH HIS PRIVACY, 

FAMILY, HOME OR CORRESPONDENCE...Neniu suferu 

neleĝajn gennojn en sian privatecon, familion, hejmon aũ 

korespondadon 

    EVERYONE HAS THE RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF 

MOVEMEMT AND RESIDENCE WITHIN THE 

BOARDERS OF EACH STATE.  Ĉiu havas la rajton libere 

moviĝi kaj loĝi interne de la limoj de kiu ajn ŝtato.  

EVERYONE HAS THE RIGHT TO OWN PROPERTY.   

Ĉiu rajtas proprieti havaon.  EVERYONE HAS THE 

RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF THOUGHT, CONSCIENCE 

AND RELIGION;  THIS RIGHT INCLUDES THE RIGHT 

TO CHANGE HIS RELIGION OR BELIEF...Ĉiu havas la 

rajton je libereco de penso, bonapensado kaj religio; tiu ĉi 

rajto enhavas la liberecon ŝanĝi sian religion aũ kredon.  

EVERYONE HAS THE RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF 

OPINION AND EXPRESSION;  THIS RIGHT 

INCLUDED FREEDOM TO HOLD OPINIONS 

WITHOUT INTERFERENCE AND TO SEEK, RECEIVE 
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IMPART INFORMATION AND IDEAS THROUGH ANY 

MEDIA AND REGARDLESS OF FRONTIERS.  Ĉiu havas 

la rajton je libereco de opinio kaj parolado; ĉi tiu rajto 

enhavas la liberecon havi opiniojn sen genoj de aliaj, kaj la 

rajton peti, recevi kaj havigi informojn kaj ideojn per kiu ajn 

vojo kaj sen konsidere pri la landlimoj. 

EVERYONE HAS THE RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF 

PEACEFUL ASSEMBLY AND ASSOCIATION.  Ĉiu 

havas la rajton je libereco de pacema kunvenado kaj kun 

kunigo. 

EVERYONE HAS THE RIGHT TO TAKE PART IN THE 

GOVERNMENT OF HIS COUNTRY, DIRECTLY OR 

THRU FREELY CHOSEN REPRESENTATIVES.  Ĉiu 

homo rajtas partopreni en la regadon de sia lando, aũ pere de 

libere elektitaj representantoj.  EVERYONE AS A 

MEMBER OF SOCIETY, HAS THE RIGHT TO SOCIAL 

SECURITY. Ĉiu, kiel ano de la socio, havas rajton je socia 

sekureco... 

EVERYONE HAS THE RIGHT TO WORK, TO FREE 

CHOICE OF EMPLOYMENT, TO JUST AND 

FAVORABLE CONDITIONS OF WORK AND TO 

PROTECTION AGAINST UNEMPLOYMENT.  Ĉiu havas 

rajton je laboro, je libera elekto de sia laboro, je justaj kaj 

bonaj laborkondiĉo kaj je protekto kontraũ senlaboreco.  

EVERYONE WITHOUT ANY DISCRIMINATION, HAS 

THE RIGHT TO EQUAL PAY FOR EQUAL WORK.  Ĉiu, 

sen ia [diskriminacio], rajtas ricevi egalan monon pro egala 

laboro.  EVERYONE WHO WORKS HAS THE RIGHT 

TO JUST AND FAVORABLE REMUNERATION 

ENSURING FOR HIMSELF AND HIS FAMILY AN 

EXISTENCE WORTHY OF HUMAN DIGNITY, AND 

SUPPLEMENTED, IF NECESSARY, BY OTHER 

MEANS OF SOCIAL PROTECTION.  Ĉiu, kiu laboras, 

rajtas ricevi justan kaj bonan mono, kiu certigu por li mem 

kaj por lia familio ekziston por homa valoreco, kaj kiun 

havu alia subteno, laũ necese, aliaj helpoj de social protekto. 
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EVERYONE HAS THE RIGHT TO REST AND 

LEISURE, INCLUDING REASONABLE LIMITATION OF 

WORKING HOURS AND PERIODIC HOLIDAYS WITH 

PAY.  Ĉiu havas rajton je ripozo kaj libertempo, kaj sufiĉan 

limigon de la laborhoroj kaj periodajn liber semajnon kun 

mono.  EVERYONE HAS THE RIGHT TO A 

STANDARD OF LIVING ADEQUATE FOR THE 

HEALTH AND WELL-BEING OF HIMSELF AND OF 

HIS FAMILY, including food, clothing, housing and 

medical care and necessary social services, and the right to 

security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, 

widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in 

circumstances beyond his control.  Ĉiu havas rajton je 

vivnivelo sufiĉa por la sano kaj bonekzisto de si mem kaj de 

sia familio, kun nutrao, vestaoj, loĝejo kaj medicina bezonoj 

kaj necesaj sociaj servoj, kaj la rajton je sekureco en okazo 

de senlaboreco, malsano, malkapablo, morto de edzo, 

maljuneco aũ alia manko de la vivhelpoj pro kondiĉoj ekster 

sia povo. 

EVERYONE HAS THE RIGHT TO 

EDUCATION.  Education shall be free, at least in the 

elementary and fundamental stages.  Elementary education 

shall be compulsory.  Technical and professional education 

shall be made generally available and higher education shall 

be equally accessible to all on the basis of merit.  Ĉiu havas 

rajton je edukiĝo.  La edukado estu senpaga, en la elementa 

kaj baza niveloj.  La elementa edukado estu deviga.  La 

teknika kaj porprofesia edukado estu ĝenerale habebla, kaj 

pli alta edukado estu egale havebla por ĉiuj laũ ties meritoj. 

  Education shall be directed to the full development of the 

human personality and to the strengthening of respect for 

human rights and fundamental freedoms.  It shall promote 

understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, 

racial or religious groups, and shall further the activities of 

the united nations for the maintenance of peace.  Edukado 

celu la plenan kreskas de la homa personeco kaj plifortigon 

de la respekto al la homaj rajtoj kaj bazaj liberecoj. 
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Gi kreskigu komprenon, toleron kaj amikecon inter ĉiuj 

nacioj, [rasaj] aũ religiaj grupoj, kaj antaũenigu la agadon de 

Unuiĝintaj Nacioj por tenas de paco. 

 

    The following are some quotes from the Bible on the 

theme of love.  Again these are presented to demonstrate 

that most common communication can be communicated by 

basic Esperanto with just a few extra words. 

     "The message you heard from the beginning [was] that 

we are to love one another."  La vortoj, kiun vi aũdis de la 

komenco, ke ni amu unu la alian.   I Johano 3:11. . . We love 

one another because love is from God and everyone who 

loves is a child of God and knows God.   

WHOEVER DOES NOT LOVE DOES NOT KNOW GOD  

 

BECAUSE GOD IS LOVE.  Ni amu unu la alian; ĉar la 

amo estas el Dio; kaj ĉiu kiu amas, naskiĝas el Dio;  kaj 

kion konas, kiu ne amas, tiu ne konas Dion, ĉar Dio estas 

amo.  I Johano 4:7 
  NO ONE HAS EVER SEEN GOD, IF WE RECIPRO-

CATE (LOVE ONE ANOTHER), GOD LIVES IN 

US AND HIS LOVE IS MADE PERFECT IN US.  Dion 

neniu iam vidis; se ni agas simile nin amas, Dio restas en ni, 

kaj Lia amo pliboniĝas en ni.   I Johano 4:12 

 

GOD IS LOVE AND ONE WHO ABIDES IN 

LOVE ABIDES IN GOD, AND GOD ABIDES IN HIM.  

Dio estas amo kaj kiu restas en amo tiu restas en Dio, kaj 

Dio restas en li.   I Johano 4:16 

 

A NEW COMMANDMENT I GIVE YOU; LOVE 

ONE ANOTHER.  Novan ordonon mi donas al vi, ke vi 

amu unu alian. Sankta Johano 13:34 

 

AND I WILL ASK THE FATHER, AND HE 

WILL GIVE TO YOU ANOTHER HELPER...WHO IS 
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    Kaj mi petos la Patron, kaj Li donos al vi alian 

helpanto...tiu estas La Spirito de la Vero.  Johano 14:16  

     IF I SPEAK THE LANGUAGES OF MANKIND BUT 

DO NOT HAVE LOVE I MAKE THE SOUND OF A 

NOISY GONG, BUT IF I HAVE NOT LOVE I AM 

NOTHING.  I may give away everything I have and even 

give my body to be burned but if I have not love, it does me 

no good.  LOVE IS PATIENT AND KIND; LOVE IS NOT 

JEALOIUS, OR CONCITED, OR PROUD; LOVE IS NOT 

ILL-MANNERED, OR SELFISH, OR IRRITABLE; LOVE 

DOES NOT KEEP A RECORD OF WRONGS; LOVE IS 

NOT HAPPY WITH EVIL, BUT IS HAPPY WITH THE 

TRUTH.  THESE THREE REMAIN FAITH, HOPE AND 

LOVE AND THE GREATEST OF THESE IS LOVE.  Se 

mi parolus la lingvojn de homoj kaj sed ne havus amon, mi 

fariĝus soni de bruega sonorilo ....sed ne havus amon, mi 

estus nenio.  Kaj se mi  disdonus mian tutan havon por nutri 

la malsatulojn, kaj se mi lasus mian korpon por forbrulo, sed 

ne havus amon, per tio ne neniom profitus.  Amo longe 

suferas, kaj bonfaras; amo ne tro ŝatas; amo ne tro parolas 

pri mem, ne aĉagas sin,  ne kondutas nebone, ne celas por si 

mem, ne koleriĝas, ne pripensas malbonon, ne ĝojas pri 

maljusteco, sed kunĝojas kun vereco, ...Restas do nun fido, 

espero, amo tiuj tri; kaj la plej granda el ili estas amo.  1 

Korintanoj 13:1-13 

THE PAY OF SIN IS DEATH BUT THE GIFT OF GOD 

IS ETERNAL LIFE IN CHRIST JESUS.  La pago de 

malbonago estas morto; sed la donaco de Dio estas senfina 

vivo en Krist Jesuo.  Romanoj 6:23 

YOU ARE THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD.  Vi estas la 

lumo de la mondo.  YOUR LIGHT MUST SHINE 

BEFORE PEOPLE SO THAT THEY WILL SEE THE 

GOOD THINGS YOU DO AND GIVE PRAISE TO YOUR 

FATHER IN HEAVEN.  Via lumo devas lumi antaũ homoj, 

por ke ili vidu viajn bonajn farojn, kaj donas bonan vortojn 

pri vian Patron, kiu estas en la ĉielo.  Mateo 5:12,16 
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DO NOT SAVE RICHES FOR YOURSELF ON EARTH 

WHERE INSECTS AND RUST CONSUME AND 

THIEVES COME IN AND STEAL BUT LAY UP 

TREASURERS IN HEAVEN... BECAUSE WHERE 

YOUR TREASURES ARE SO WILL YOU HEART BE 

ALSO.  Ne retenas al vi valorojn sur la tero, kie insektoj kaj 

rusto manĝas, kaj kie ŝtelistoj eniras kaj ŝtelas.  Sed retenas 

vi valorojn en la ĉielo...car kie estas via trezoro, tie estos 

ankaũ via koro.   Mateo 6:19 

WHAT YOU DESIRE THAT OTHERS DO TO 

YOU, YOU ALSO MUST DO TO THEM.  Kion vi deziras, 

ke la homoj faru al vi, vi ankaũ  devu fari al ili.  YOU WILL 

KNOW THE TRUTH AND THE TRUTH WILL MAKE 

YOU FREE. Vi scios la veron, kaj la vero vin liberigos.  

WHO AMONG YOU IS WISE AND 

UNDERSTANDING SHOULD PROVE IT BY HIS GOOD 

LIFE, GOOD DEEDS....  Kiu inter vi estas saĝa kaj 

komprena elmontru per bona vivado, bonajn farojn....  

James 3:13  REWARDS ARE WITH ME TO REPAY TO 

THOSE ACCORDING TO THEIR DEEDS.  Premioj estas 

kun mi por repagi al ĉiu laũ lia faro.  Apokalipso 22:12 

     End of literature quotations. 

 

Esperanto is ready now and it is needed now.  Perhaps it 

should be part of everyone's education.  The symbol of 

Esperanto is the green star.  Esperantists proudly wear the 

green star of the international esperantist.  They can be 

understood all over the world.  If you have the courage 

and determination to become fluent in the world's greatest 

language you can proudly wear your star of achievement.  

Those of us in the Esperanto movement warmly Welcome 

you.  Feel free to contact us.  You will discover us to be 

friendly warm and happy people.  Learning Esperanto can 

be especially fun if done with a friend or group of friends 

while on the go. 
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The following special basic inter-language 

vocabulary of basic Esperanto offers THE MOST TIME 

EFFICIENT AND COST EFFICIENT SOLUTION to the 

problem of communication between languages.  It is not 

meant to replace anyone's language.  
This vocabulary is the quickest most inexpensive 

way to communicate with speakers of other languages next 

to using interpreters.   But interpreters are expensive and not 

always available.  Interpreters also often make mistakes.  

Speakers are in 120 countries and hundreds have e-mail 

addresses. 

     Every human should be able to communicate with every 

other human especially in emergencies.   This vocabulary 

makes it possible in the shortest time (10 minutes a day) and 

at the lowest cost (a few dollars). 

 

INTER-LANGUAGE VOCABULARY 

The INTER-LANGUAGE root word to ENGLISH list 

follows in 5 groups.  The HIGHEST UTILITY ROOTS 

are shown with underlining and capitalization and bold.  

These should be learned first for 80%-93% understanding.  

Capitalizing and bold indicates an additional approximately 

300 HIGH UTILITY root words. Learning these can 

provide 85%-95% understanding. Bold only shows 

additional roots that are very frequently used.  Roots 

underlined only shows frequently used roots.  Other listed 

roots not underlined or capitalized are roots less commonly 

used.  [Brackets indicate a roughly similar English word as 

an aid to memorization.  If there is no definition the 

meaning is the same as the word in bracket.]  add: o to form 

noun, a to form adjective, as to form present tense verb, is 

to form past tense os future, and e to form all adverbs.  Add 

j to form plural.   
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abel bee 
abon subscribe 
AĈET buy 
acid acid, sour 
ADRES 

[address] 
aer [air] 
AFABL kind 
    [affable] 

AFER [affair] 
 business matter 

afisx poster 
AG act 
AĜ [age] 
agent agent 

AGRABL 

[agreeable] 

pleasant 
ajn -ever 
AKCEPT 

[accept] 
akir acquire, get 
akompan 

accompany 
akr(a) [accurate] 
       sharp 

akt act, deed, 
  document 

aktiv [active] 
aktual current, 

     present 

AKV water 

[aqua] 
AL to  
alfabet alphabet 
alĝustig 

[adjusting] 

    adjustment  

ALI(A) [alias] 
    other, else 

aliĝ [allegiance] 

join        (align) 
almenaŭ at least 
ALT [altitude] 
     high, tall 

altir  [attraction] 
AM love [amour] 
amar bitter 
amas [mass]    

pile 
ambaŭ both 
AMIK friend 
    [amicable] 

ampleks extent 

range 
amuz fun  

[amuse] 
ANGUL [angle] 
     corner 

anim soul 
ANKAŨ also 
ANKORAŨ still, 
      yet 

anonc announce, 

ad 
ANSTATAŨ 

  [instead] 
ANTAŨ front, 
  before  

-e ahead [ante] 

aparat 

[apparatus] 
APART [apart] 

separate 

particularly 
aparten belong 
apenaũ scarcely, 
    hardly 

APER [appear] 
   come in sight 

apog support 

april April 
aprob  [approve] 
APUD beside 
   nearby 

aranĝ arrange 
arb-o tree 
   [arboreal] 

argument 

[argument] point 

arĝent silver 
ark arch, bow 
ART [art] 
artikol article 
asekur insurance 
   [a secure] 

asert assert state 

asoci association 
ASPEKT look 
 [aspect] seem 

atak [attack] 
ATEND wait 
    [attend] 

ATENT 

[attention] 
ATING achieve 
   accomplish 

     [attain] 

AŨ or 
AŨD hear 

[audio] 



aũskult listen 
  [auscultate] 

AŨTO [auto] 
aũtomat 

automatic 
  [automat] 

aũtoritat 

[authoritative] 

  authority 

AŨTUN   

[autumn] 
aŭgust August 
aŭtoro author 
AV grandparent 
avantaĝ 

advantage 
avar miserly, 

mean 
avert warn 

[avert] 
azen ass, donkey 
babil chatter, 

babble 
bala sweep 
BALDAŨ soon 
ban bath  
banan banana 

bank [bank] 
bar dam, bar, 

boom 
barb beard 

barel barrel 

basen [basin] 
baston 

stick(wood) 
     [baton] 

bat beat, strike 

BATAL [battle] 
BAZ basic [base] 
BEB baby  

[babe] 
BEDAŬR regret 
BEL beauty 

[belle] 
ben bless 
    [benediction] 

bend tape, band 

strip 
benk bench 
ber berry 
BEST animal 
    [beast] 

BEZON need 
bibliotek library 
bicikl bicycle 
bier beer 
bif [beef] 
BILD picture 
bilet ticket [bilet] 
BIRD [bird] 
biskvit biscuit, 
    cracker 

bit bit 
BLANK white 
   [blank] 

blov [blow] 
BLU [blue] 
BOAT [boat] 
bol [boil] 
bomb bomb 
BON(A) good, 

well 
   [bon-appetit] 

bord edge, shore 

bot boot 
botel [bottle] 
bov beef, cow 
BRAK arm 

[brake] 
branĉ  [branch] 
bret shelf 
brik brick, bar of 
BRIL bright  
   [brilliant] 

bros [brush] 
BRU noise 

[bruit] 
brul burn  
BRUN [brown] 
brust [breast] 
bufed buffet 
buked bouquet 
bulb [bulb] 
bulk roll 
bulten-ej bulletin 
   board 

bus [bus] 
BUŜ mouth   
buter butter 
butik stoe 
  [boutique] 

buton [button] 
ĈAMBR room 
  [chamber] 

ĉapel hat   [cap] 
ĉapitr chapter 
ĉarm charm 
ĈAR as, because 
ĉar-o [cart]  
ĉas chase 
ĈE at, by  



ĈEF [chief] 
ĉek [check] 
cel goal, aim 
ĉemiz shirt 
    [chemise] 

ĉen chain 
CENT [cent] 
    hundred 

CENTR [center] 
central power 

station 

cerb brain 
CERT(A) 

[certain] 
ĉes cease 
ceter remaining 
ĉeval horse 
ĈI-TIE here 
ĈI-TIO this 
ĈI-TIU this one 
ĈIAM always  
ĈIEL sky 

[ceiling] 
cifer figure 
cigared cigarette 
ĈIO all, 

everything  
ĈIRKAŨ 

[circuit] 
    around 

CIRKL [circle] 
citron lemon 
ĈIU everyone 
ĉokolad 

chocolate 
ĈU did 
DA quantity of 

damaĝ [damage] 
danc [dance] 
danĝer [danger] 
DANK [thank] 
dat date 
DE from [de] 
   of, since  

decembro 

 December 
DECID [decide] 
defend [defend] 
DEK ten [dek] 
deklar declare 
DEKSTRA 

right- 
 not-left [dexter] 

delikat [delicate] 
DEMAND ask 

question  

[demand] 
DENOVE [of 

new] 
   again  

dens dense 
dent tooth 

[dental] 
depend [depend] 
DESEGN 

[design] 
detal detail 
DEV(AS) must 
   [devoted] 

DEZIR [desire] 
DI God [divine] 
diabl devil 
difekt damage 

diferenc differ 

difin define 
digest digest 
DIK [thick] 
dimanĉo Sunday 
DIR say, tell 
  [directions] 

DIREKT [direct] 
disk [disk] 
diskrimin  
  discriminate 

diskut [discuss] 
disput dispute 

DISTANC 

 [distance] 
DIVERS various 
DIVID [divide]  
DO so 
doktor [doctor] 
dokument 

document 

DOLĈ [dolce- 
   sweet] 

dolor pain, hurt 
  [dolor] 

DOM house 
   [domicile] 

domaĝ look after 
DON give 

[donate] 
donac give 
DORM sleep 
  [dormant] 

dors back 
dosier dossier 

drat wire 
DU [dual] two   
-on half [duo] 



dub doubt 
DUM while  
dung employ 
EBEN even 

[even] 
     flat 

EBLE maybe 

[possIBLE] 

perhaps 
EĈ even 
EDUK [educate] 
EDZ marry, 

spouse 
efektiv actual 
efik effect 
EGAL equal 
   [egalitarian] 

ekonomi 

economy 
ekskurs excursion 
ekspozici 

exposition 
EKSTER outside            

[exterior] 
ekvilibr balance 
[equilib--rium] 

ekzakt [exact] 
ekzamen examine 
EKZEMPL  
    [example] 

ekzerc [exercise] 
EKZIST [exist] 
EL out [el, elan] 
     from 

elekt elect 
ELEKTR 

[electric] 

element element 

EN [en] in 
ENERGI 

[energy] 
erar error 
ESPER hope 
   [esperance] 

esplor explore 
esprim express 
EST is, be 
  [established] 

ESTIM esteem 
esting extinguish 
ESTR leader   
event event 
eventual 

contingent 
evident evident 

evit evade 

evolu evolve 
fabel [fabel] 
fabrik factory 
FACIL easy 
  [facilitate] 

faden thread 
fajf [fife] whistle 
FAJR [fire] 
FAK specialist 

department, 

[facet] 
faks [fax] 
FAKT [fact] 
faktur invoice 

FAL [fall] 
fald fold 
fals false 
fam fame 

FAMILI 

[family] 
FAR make, do 
farb paint 
FARM [farm] 
februaro 

February 
FELIĈ [felicity] 
    happy 

FENESTR 

window 
   [fen-estration] 

FER-o iron 

[ferrous] 
feri holiday 
FERM close 
    [firmly] 

FEST party 

[festivity] 

celebrate 
fid [fidelity] trust 
fidel faithful 
fikci fiction 
fiks [fix] in place 
FIL son [filial] 
film [film] 
FIN [final] 

finish, 
   end 

financ finance 

FINGR [finger] 
firma firm 
FIŜ [fish] 
fizik physics 
flag [flag] 
FLANK side 
   [flank] 



FLAV yellow  
   [flavin] 

fleks [fleks]  

bend 
FLOR flower 
     [floral] 

flu flow current 
FLUG [fly] 
FOJ times 
folio leaf, sheet 
fond found 
font source 
FOR [for] off, 

away 
forges forget 
fork [fork] 
FORM [form] 
formik ant 
forn stove 
FORT [fort] 

strong, 
   force 

forum forum 
fos dig 

FOT(O) [photo] 
frakas smash 
fram [frame] 
FRAP [frap] hit 
FRAT brother  

[frat] 
FRAŬL [frau] 
unmarried person 

FRAZ sentence 
   [phrase] 

FREMD(a) 

strange 
frenez [frenzied]  

mad, insane 
freŝ fresh 
fromagx cheese 
frost freeze 
frot rub  [frotage] 
FRU early  
frukt [fruit] 
fulm lightening 

fum smoke 

[fumes] 
fund bottom 
    fundament  

    foundation 

funkci [function] 
fu bungle 
gaj  gay (happy) 

gajn gain 
gant glove 

ĝarden garden 
GAS [gas] 
gast [guest] 

entertain 
GAZET paper 
 [gazette] 

magazine 

ĜEN trouble   
ĜENERAL 

  in-g [general]  
ĝentil [gentle] 

polite 
GENU knee 
ĜI it  
ĜIS until   
GLACI ice 

[glacial] 
GLAS [glass] 
glit slide [glide] 

glob [globe] ball 
GLU [glue] 
ĜOJ [joy] 
gorĝ throat 
grad degree 

[grade] 
grajn grain 
gram [gram] 
gramatik 

grammar 
GRAND great 

[grand] big  large, 
   size 

gras [grease] fat 
gratul 

congratulate 
GRAV [grave] 
     important 

gren grain 
GRES [grass] 
GRIMP climb 
GRIZ [grey] 
GRUP [group] 
ĝu enjoy 
gust taste [gusto] 
ĝust just 
gut [gutta] drip, 

drop 
gvid guide 
HALT [halt]  

stop 
HAR [hair] 
harmoni 

[harmony] 
HAŨT skin   
HAV [have] 
haven harbor 



hazard hazard 

HEJM [home] 
hejt heat 
hel bright 

[heli]light- 
HELP [help] 
herb herb 
hierarki hierarchy 

HIERAŨ 

   yesterday 

   [heretofore] 

HISTORI 

[history] 
hobi hobby 
HODIAŨ today   
hok hook 
HOM human 

[homosapien 
honest honest 
honor honor 
hont shame 
HOR [hour] 
horloĝ clock 
  [hourlog] 

hospital hospital 
hotel [hotel] 
HUND [hound] 

dog 
IAM sometime-s, 
    once 

IAM sometime-s, 

   once, EVER 

IDE [idea] 
ideal ideal 
ILI they, them  
ilust ilustrate 
imag imagine 

imit imitate 
impost tax 
impuls impulse 
imun immune 

indik indicate 

individu 

[individual] 
industri industry 
INFAN child 
    [infant] 

INFORM 

[inform] 
ink ink 
inkluziv inclusive 

insekt [insect] 
insign badge 
insist  insist 

INSTRU 

[instruct] 
instrument 

     [instrument] 
insul island 
inteligent 

   [intelligent] 
INTENC 

[intention] 
INTER [inter] 
  between, among 

INTERES 

[interest] 
INTERN 

[internal] 
interpret interpret 
invad invade 

invit [invite] 
IO something 
iom any, some 

  iom a little 

IR(AS) go  
IU some- 
   one (person)   

ja indeed 
jak jacket 
JAM already 
januar January 
JAR [year] 
jaũd Thursday 
jele jelly 
jen behold 
JES [yes] 
et throw [jet] 
juĝ [judge] 
juli July 
JUN [young] 
juni June 
jup skirt 
ĴUS [just] just 

now 
just fair [just] 
urnal newspaper 

juvel jewel 
kadr cadre, frame 

kaf [coffee] 
KAJ and  
kajer exercise 

book 

kalandr calender 
kalkul calculate 
kalm [calm] 
KAMP field 

[camp] 
KANT sing 

[cantor] 
KAP head [cap] 



kapabl capable 
kapr goat 
KAPT catch 
   [capture] 

KAR [cherish] 

dear 
karb coal 

KART [card] 
kaŝ [cache] hide 
kased [casette] 
kat [cat] 
KAŨZ [cause] 
kav hollow 

[cave] 
    tub 

kaz case 
KE that 
kel cellar 

KELK a few 
kemi [chemical] 
KEST [chest] 
KIA what kind of 
KIAL why  
KIAM when  
KIE where  
KIEL how  
kies whose 

kilo [kilo] 
kilogram 

kilometr 

KIO what  
kiom how much, 

how many 

kis [kiss] 
KIU who  
KLAR [clear] 
KLAS [class] 

klin incline 
kling blade 

klopod endeavor 
klub club 
KNAB boy   
-ino  girl 

kok chicken 

[cock]  
kol [column] 

neck 
kolbas sausage 

KOLEKT 

[collect] 
koler angry  
KOLOR [color] 
kolomb pigeon, 

dove 

kom comma 

komb comb 
KOMENC start 
   [commence] 

koment comment 

komerc 

  [commercial] 
   business 

komfort  
   [comfort]c-able 

komis 

commission 

komitat committe 

kompani 

[company] 
KOMPAR 

  [compare] 
kompat 

compassion 
kompil compile 

kompleks 

complex 
KOMPLET 

  [complete] 
KOMPREN 

    [comprehend] 

KOMPUT  
    [compute] 

KOMUN 

[common] 
komunik 

 [communicate] 
KON [know] be 
   acquainted with 

koncern 

[concern] 
kondiĉ 

[condition] 
       stipulation 

KONDUK drive 
    [conduct] 

kondut behave 
    [conduct]  

KONEKT 

[connect] 
konfes confess 
kongres congress 
konkret concrete, 
    not abstract 

konkur compete 
    [concorse] 

konsci conscious 
konsent consent 
konserv keep, 
     preserve 

konsider 

[consider] 



konsil council, 

advise 
konsist consist 
konstant constant 
konstat ascertain 

KONSTRU 

    [construct] 
konsult consult 

kont [account] 
kontakt [contact] 
KONTENT   
   [content] 

satisfied 

KONTRAŨ 

against 
   opposite 

[kontra 

   contrary] 

kontrol check, 
    supervise 

konven be 

suitable 
konversac  
  conversation 

konvink convince 
KOPI [copy] 
     imitation 

KOR [core] heart 
korb basket  
   [corbeil] 

kord [cord] 
KOREKT 

[correct] 
KORESPOND  
   correspond 

KORP body 
   [corpse] 

kort court 
KOST [cost] 
kostum costume 
koton cotton 
kovert envelope 
KOVR [cover] 
krajon [crayon] 
     pencil 

kre [create] 
KRED [creed] 

belief 
kredit [credit] 
KRESK 

[increase] 
krev burst 

KRI [cry] 
krim crime 
KROM besides 
kruc cross 

kruel [cruel] 
KRUR leg 
  [cursorial] 

kub [cube] 
kudr sew 

KUIR cook  
kuk cake [cook] 
kuler spoon 
   [culinary] 

kulp guilty 
KULTUR 

[culture] 
KUN [cum] with 
   together   

kupon coupon 
KUR [cursor] run 
kurac treat 

medically 

kuraĝ courage 
kurb curve 

[curb] 
kurs course 
kurten [curtain] 
kuŝ [cushy] 

recline 
kusen cushion 

kutim costom 
kuv tub 

kuz cousin 
kvadrat square 

kvalit [quality] 
kvankam 

although 
kvant [quantity] 
KVAR four 
    [quarter] 

kvazaŭ as though 

kverel quarrel 

KVIN five 

[quinate] 
LA [la] the 
LABOR [labor] 
LAC(A) tired 
  [lackadaisical] 

lag [lake] 
LAKT [laktose] 
    milk 

lamp lamp 
lan wool 

LAND [land] 
    country 

lang tongue 

LARĜ [large] 

wide 
LAS [let] 



LAST [last] 
latun brass 

LAŨ along   
laud praise 
laũt [loud] 
LAV wash [lave] 
lecion lesson 
led leather 
LEG [legible] 

read 
leĝ [legal] law 
legom vegetable 

LERN [learn] 
lert clever 
LETER [letter] 
lev lift, raise 
LI he, him  
LIBER [liberty] 
      free 

LIBR [library] 
      book 

LIG [ligate] to 

tie 
lign wood 
likv [liquid] 
LIM [limit] 
LINGV language 
     [lingual] 

LINI [line] 
lip [lip] 
LIST [list] 
LIT bed 
liter [letter] of 
  alphabet 

literatur 

[literature] 
litr [liter] 

log lure 

LOĜ [lodge] live 

at 
LOK [location] 
LONG [long] 
lu rent (livery) 
LUD [ludicrous] 
   game, play 

LUM [luminous] 
    light 

LUN moon 

[lunar] 
lund Monday 
magazen 

container 

maj May 
MAL 

[malpractice] 

opposite affix  
malgraux in spite 

of 
MAN [manual] 
   hand 

MANĜ [mangle] 

eat 
manier manner 
MANK 

[manikin] 
      lack 

mantel [mantle] 
     coat 

MAP [map] 
MAR sea 

[marine] 
mard 

[mardigras] 
   Tuesday 

MARK [mark] 
marŝ march 
mart March 
martel hammer 

MAŜIN 

[machine] 
mastr master 
MATEN 

morning 
     [matinal] 

material 

[material] 
matur mature 

mebl furniture 

medi 

environment 

medicin science 
    of[medicine] 

MEM [memoir]  

himself, self 
membr member 
MEMOR(I) 

    [memory] 
    remember  

menci mention 

mend order 
mens mind 

mensog lie 

menton chin 

menu menu 

merit [merit] 
merkred 

 Wednesday 
mesaĝ message 
MET [mete] put 
metal [metal] 
METOD 



[method] 
metr [meter] 
MEZ [mezzo] 
    middle   

MEZUR 

[measure] 
MI [me] I    
miel honey 

miks [mix] 
MIL thousand 

[mil] 
milion [million] 
MILIT war 
   [military] 

minac menace 
minus [minus] 
MINUT [minute] 
MIR marvel 
  [miraculous] 

mis [mis] 
MODERN 

 [modern] 
modest modest 

mok mock 

MOL(A) soft   
MOMENT 

  [moment] 
MON [money] 
MONAT 

[month] 
MOND world 
MONT 

[mount]ain  
MONTR show  
mord bite 
  [mordacious] 

MORGAŨ 

  tomorrow 
MORT death 
   [mortality] 

MOTOR [motor] 
MOV [move] 
MULT [multi], 
    many 

MUR [mural] 

wall 
mus mouse 

muskol muscle 

mu fly 

muze museum 

muzel muzzle 

MUZIK [music] 
NACI [national] 
nadl needle 
naĝ swim  
najbar neighbor 
najl nail 
NASK birth  
NAŨ nine 
NATUR nature 
naŭz disgust 

naz [nose] 
NE [negative]no, 

not 
nebul fog 
NECES 

[necessary] 
NEĜ snow  
nek nor 
NENI- [ninny do 

nothing] none 
NEP grandson 
nepr absolutely 
nerv nerve 

neũtral [neutral] 
nev nephew 
NI we  -a our 
NIGR black 

[negro] 
nivel level 
nod node, knot 
NOKT [night] 
NOM [name] 
nombr number 

of 
NORD [north] 
norm [norm] 
normal normal 
NOT [note] 
NOV [new] 
novembr 

November 
NU well 
NUB cloud 

[nimbus] 
nud nude 

nuks nut 
NUL zero [null] 
NUMER 

[number](itself) 
NUN now  
NUR only  
NUTRAĴ food 
   [nutrient] 

obe obey 
OBJEKT 

[object] 
observ observ 
odor [odor] 
OFIC [office] 
oficial official 



OFT [often] 
OK [octagon] 

eight 
OKAZ happen 

by 
  chance 

[occasion] 

Okcident west 
    [occident] 

oktobr Oktober 
OKUL eye 

[okulist]  
OKUP-it 

[occupied] 

occupation, field 
OL than 
OLE [oil] 
ombr shadow 
ombrel umbrella 
OND wave 
ONI [one] person 
ONKL uncle 
operaci operation 
OPINI [opinion] 
oportun 

[opportun- 
   ity] convenient 

OR [ore] -o gold 
oranĝ [orange] 
ORD [order] 
ordinar ordinary 
ordon  order 
OREL ear [aural] 
ORGANIZ 

  [organize] 
orient east 

[orient] 

original orginal 
ornami ornament 

ost bone 
OV egg [ova] 
PAC [peace] 
pacienc patience 
paf  shoot [puff] 
-il     gun 

PAG [pay] 
PAĜ [page] 
pak [pack] 
PALP [palpate] 

feel 
PAN [panada] 

bread 
pantalon pants 
   [pantaloon] 

PAPER [paper] 
par pair 
paralel parallel 
PARDON 

[pardon] 
park park 
PAROL speak 
   [parol] 

PART [part] 
PAS [pass] 
paŝ step 
past paste 
PATR [paternal] 
 parent, father 

pec [piece] 
PEN try 

[penetrate] 
PEND hang 
   [pendant] 

PENS think 

    [pensive] 

pentr paint on 
PER [per] by 
PERD loss 
   [perdition] 

perfekt perfect 
PERIOD 

[period] 
permes permit 
persist [persist] 
PERSON 

[person] 
PET request  
   [petition] 

PEZ weight, 

heavy   
PIED [pedi-cure] 
    foot  

pik prick 
pilk ball 
pingl pin 
PINT [point] 
pir pear 

plac public 

square 

PLAĈ [placate] 
     please 

plafon ceiling 
PLAN [plan] 
PLANK floor 
   [plank] 

PLANT [plant] 
plastik [plastic] 
plat flat 
PLEJ most   
PLEN [plenty] 

full 



plend complain 
plet tray 
PLEZUR 

[pleasure] 
PLI more 
plor cry 
PLU further 
plug plough 
plum feather 
plur several 
plus plus 
PLUV [pluvial] 

rain 
po apiece 
poem poem 
poent point 

poez poetry 

polic [police] 
POLITIK 

[politics] 
polur polish 
polv dust 

[pulverize] 
pom apple 

pont bridge 
   [pontine] 

POPOL people 
  [population] 

POPULAR  
   [popular] 

POR [for] 
PORD [portal] 

door  
pork [pig] 
PORT wear, 

carry 
    [portable] 

poŝ [pocket]  
POSED own 
   [posses] 

POST [post] 

after, 
    later,  behind 

POŜT [postage] 
postul demand 
pot [pot] 
POTENC power 
   [potential] 

POV able, can  
PRAKTIKput 

into 
    p- [practice] 

pozitiv [positive] 
prav be right 
precip main 
preciz precise 
prefer [prefer] 
preĝ [prey] 
preleg lecture 
prem press 
premi prize 
PREN take 
PREPAR 

prepare 
PRES [press] 

print  
PRESKAŨ 

almost   
preskrib prescribe 
PRET ready 

[pret- 
    tension] 

preter beyond 
PREZ [price] 

PREZENT intro- 
  duce [present] 

prezid preside 
PRI about 

[primary] 
princip principle 
printemp spring 
privat [private] 
PRO [pro] for 
PROBABL  
    [probable] 

PROBLEM  
   [problem] 

procez process 
PRODUKT 

  [product] 
profes profession 
profit [profit] 
PROFUND deep 
   [profound] 

program program 
progres progress 
projekt project 
PROKSIM near 
   [proximity] 

promen walk 
promes promise 
propon offer 
   [proponent] 

protekt protect 
protest protest 

prov [prove] 
proviz provide 

proz prose 

prun plum 

prunt lend, 

borrow 



pruv prove 

PUBLIK 

[public] 
pulvor powder  
   [pulverize] 

pump [pump] 
pun [punish] 
punkt [point] 
pup doll 

PUR [pure] 
puŝ [push] 
rab rob 

rad [radial] 

wheel 
radik root 
    [radical] 

RADIO [radio] 
rajd [ride] 
RAJT [right] 
   entitled to 

RAKONT story 
   [recount] 

RAND edge 

[rand] 
     rim 

rang rank grade 

RAPID [rapid] 
raport [report] 
rat [rat] 

rav delight ravish 

raz razor shave 

real real 
redakt edit 
REG control 
    [regulate] 

REGION 

[region] 

REGISTAR  
   government  

    [registrar] 

regul regular 
reĝ king 
reklam [reclame] 
   advertisement  

rekomend  
   [recommend] 

rekompenc 

reward 
REKORD 

[record] 
REKT straight 
    [rectitude]   

relativ [relative] 

religi [religion] 
RENKONT [re- 
  know] meet   

respekt [respect] 
RESPOND 

answer 
   [respond] 

REST [rest] 

remain, 
      stay 

restoraci 

restaurant 

ret net 

[reticulate] 
rev day dream 

revu review 
rezerv reserve 

REZULT 

[result] 
ribel rebel 

RIĈ [rich] 

RICEV [receive] 
RID (rid of)laugh  
rifuz refuse 

RIGARD look- 

at 
     [regard] 

rikolt harvest 

RILAT [relate] 
RIMARK 

observe 
rimed means 
  resources 

RING [ring] 
ripar [repair] 
ripet [repeat] 
RIPOZ [repose] 
    rest 

ritm rhythm 
RIVER [river] 
riz rice 
rob dress [robe] 
rok [rock] 
rol role 

roman novel 

ROMP break 
   (in-two)  

ROND [round] 
rost roast 
roz rose 
rub [rubbish] 
rubrik rubric 

RUĜ red [rouge] 
rul [roll] 
sabat [sabbath] 
  Saturday 

sabl sand 
af sheep 



saĝ [sage] wise 
al shawl 

ŜAJN seem 
sak [sack] 
sal [salt] 
salajr salary 

salat [salad] 
salon salon 

salt jump 

[salacious] 
SALUT [salute] 
SAM [same] 
SAN healthy 
    [sanitary] 

ŜANC [chance] 
sandvic 

[sandwich] 
SANG blood 
    [sanguine] 

ŜANĜ [change] 
sankt sacred 

sap soap [sapon- 
       aceous] 

arg charge load 
SAT [satiated] 
ŜAT like, prefer 
saũc [sauce] 
SAV save 
scen scene 
SCI [science] 

know 
SCIENC 

[science] 
SE if  
SED but 
SEĜ seat  
SEK [sec] dry 

sekret secret 
sekretari 

secretary 
seks [sex]  
sekund [second] 
SEKUR [secure] 
SEKV follow 
   [secund] 

SEM [semen] 

seed 
SEMAJN week 
     [semi] 

SEN without 

[sans] 
SENC [sense] 
    meaning 

SEND [send] 
sens faculty 
SENT feeling  
   [sentiment] 

SEP seven 

[septet] 
septembr 

  September 
serĉ seek [search] 
erc jest 

seri series 

SERIOZ serious 
serpent snake 
SERV [serve] 
     service 

SES [six] 
sezon [season] 
ŜI [she] her 
SID [sit] 
SIGN [sign] 
SIGNIF [signify] 

      mean 

silent [silent] 
silk silk 

simi monkey 

SIMIL(A) like 
    [similar] 

SIMPL [simple] 
SINCER 

[sincere] 
SINJOR Mr. 

[sinor] 
ip ship 

ŝir shear tear 
SISTEM 

[system] 
SITUACI  
    [situation] 

SKAL [scale] 
skatol box 
SKRIB write 
    [scribble] 

sku shake 

[scutch] 
ŜLOS lock 

[sclero] 
ŝmir [smear] 

spread 
nur rope 

soci [society] 
soif thirst 

ŝok [shock] 
SOL [solo] only 
soldat soldier 

solid [solid] 
solv [solve] 
SOMER 

[summer] 



SON [sound] 
sonĝ dream 

sovaĝ savage 
ovel shovel 

SPAC [space] 
ŝpar [spare]  save 
SPEC sort 

[species] 
SPECIALspecial 
spegul reflect, 

mirror 
SPERT [expert] 
   experience 

spez turnover 

spic spice 

spir breath  
   [respire] 

spirit [spirit] 
SPORT [sport] 
ŝpruc [spray] 
rank cupboard 

ŝraũb screw 
STACI station 
tal steel 

stamp stamp 

STAR [star] 

stand 
stat [status] 
ŜTAT [state] 
STEL star 

[stellar] 
tel steal 
tof stuff fabric 

stomak stomach 
ton  ston 

top stop, plug 

clog 

STRANG 

[strange] 
STRAT [street] 
streĉ [stretch] 
ŝtrump 

[stocking] 
STUD [study] 
student student 

stult stupid 

ŝtup [step] 
ŜU [shoe] 
SUB [sub] under 
SUBIT sudden 
substanc 

substance 

SUD [south] 
SUFER [suffer] 
SUFIĈ 

[sufficient] 
sugest [suggest] 
SUKCES 

[success] 
suker [sugar] 
ŝuld debt, owe 
     [shoulder] 

ultr shoulder 

SUM [sum] 
SUN [sun] 
sup [soup] 
SUPER [super] 
  above, over 

supoz suppose 
SUPR top (as 

super- 
   visor) [supra] 

SUR [sur] on 
surd deaf 

surpriz [surprise] 
vit sweat 

TABL [table] 
tablojd tabloid 

tabul board, 

plank 
TAG day 
tajp type 

TAMEN 

however 
tapi rug 

tarif tariff 

tas [taste] cup 
task task 

taŭg be fit 
te [tea] 
team [team] 
teatr theater 

tegment roof 
    [tegular] 

TEKNIK 

[technical] 
tekst text 
TELEFON  
   [telephone] 

teler plate 
televid [TV] 
TEM [theme] 
TEMP time 
    [temporal]  

TEN hold 
   [tenacious] 

tend tent 

teori [theory] 
TER earth 
   [terrestrial] 

tern sneeze 



terur terrible 
TIA such 
TIAL therefore   
TIAM then  
TIE there 
TIEL in that way 
ties that one's 

TIM [timid] fear 
TIO that 
tiom that many 

TIR pull [tire] 
TIU that one 
toler [tolerate] 
tond cut with  
    scissors 

tondr thunder 

tord [toroid] 

twist 
TRA [track] thru 
tradici tradition 

TRADUK  
    [translate] 

traf hit the goal 

trafik [traffic] 
trajn train 
trakt treat deal 

with 

tram tram 

TRANĈ cut 
   [trenchant] 

trankvil trankquil 

TRANS [trans] 
      across 

TRE very  
trem tremble 

TRI three [tri] 
TRI three 

TRINK [drink] 
TRO too-much  
tromp cheat 

deceive 

TROV [trove] 

find 
TRU hole [thru] 
trup troop 

tualet toilette 

tub [tube] 
tuj immediately 
tuk cloth, napkin 
  [tuck] 

tur tower 

turism tourism 

turist tourist 

TURN [turn] 
tus cough 
tuŝ [touch] 
TUT [total] 
ung [ungual] 
    fingernail 

universal 

universal 
universitat 

   university 
UNU one [unit] 
URB [urban] city 
urĝ [urge] urgent 
urs bear 

util [utility] 
     useful  

UZ [use] 
vagon [wagon] 
   train car 

valid valid 

valiz brief case 

VALOR [valor] 
     value 

vapor vapor, 

steam 
varb recruit 

VARM [warm] 
vast vast 
vegetal 

[vegetable] 
vek [wake] 

awake  
vel sail 

VEN [venue] 

come  
VEND [vender] 
vendred friday 
venen poison 
     [venom] 

venk victory, win 
     [vanquish] 

VENONT next  
VENT wind as 

air 
      [vent] 

VER true, real 
     [veracious] 

VERD green 
     [verdant] 

verk work 
verm worm 

vers verse 

verŝ pour 
VESPER 

[vesper] 
    evening  

VEST [vest]   
-oj clothes  



VETER 

[weather] 
VETUR 

[venture] 
  travel by vehicle 

VI you 
VIAND meat 
     [viand] 

vic row 

[vicisitude] 
VID [vide] see 

(as 
     vision) 

vigl [vigil] 

vigilent 
      alert 

vilaĝ vllage 

vin wine 

VINTR [winter] 
VIR [virile] man 
-in woman 
viŝ [viscous] 

wipe 
vitr glass 

VIV live 

[vivacious] 
     (as revive) 

VIZAĜ [visage] 
     face 

VIZIT visit 
VOĈ [voice] 
VOJ [voyageur] 
   road, way  

VOJAĜ 

[voyage] 
     journey 

VOK call [vocal] 
VOL [will] (as 
     volunteer) 

VOLV wrap 

wind 
VORT [word] 
vost tail 

vulp fox 

vund [wound] 
zon zone, belt 

ZORG care 
zum buzz, hum, 

        zoom 

  

Your ideas are 

welcome.  

 

                 ESPERANTO (Eo) GROUPS in USA 
For the entire USA the BEST source of information is 

ELNA. ESPERANTO LEAGUE FOR NORTH 

AMERICA P.O. Box 1129, El Cerrito, CA 94530; (510) 

653 0998; e-mail elna@netcom.com;  fax (510) 653 1468; 

answering machine; (800); 828 5944 
Alaska Eo Society P.O.Box 240557 Douglas, AK 99824 

also for Alaska John M. Weeks P.O. Box 93029 Anchorage 

AK 99509; (907) 364 3309 
Eo Society of Arizona 1345 W. Escarps St Mesa AZ 85201  
(602) 962 0130 

East Valley E Group 1620 N Sunset Dr. Tempe AZ 85281; 

(602) 945 7980 

ASU E-o Club Angelina TAREMI 2151 East Southern 

Ave. Apt 2023, Mesa AZ 85204 
Eo Association of Los Angeles, 1112-7th St. #811, Santa 

Monica CA 90403 
San Diego Eo Club Box 288002, San Diego CA 92128; 



(619) 528 0880 
Inland Empire Eo Group 22797 Barton Rd. #117 Grand 

Terrace, CA 92324; (714) 689 5576   (619) 949 1958 

Orange Co Eo Assn 12291 Harbor Blvd., Garden Grove 

CA 92640; (714) 750 4333 
Eo Soc. of Ventura Co 5968 Joshua Trail Camarillo CA 

93012 
E Circle of Santa Barbara 5140 San Lorenzo Dr., Santa 

Barbara CA 93111; (805) 967 5241 e-mail 72644.2450 
San Francisco E Regional Org. 410 Darrell Rd 

Hillsborough 94010; (415) 342 1796 
League of East Bay Eo-ists, Box 324 Berkeley, CA 94701-

0324; (510) 222 0187 
Eo Society of Sacramento, P.O.Box 277164 Sacramento, 

CA 95827; (916) 363 5733 
Western Colorado E-o Center c/o Martha Evans 342 Hill 

Ave, Grand Junction, Co 81501 
E-o Assn 4825 W Moorhead Cir. Boulder CO 80303 
Connecticut Guilford E Club, Guilford High School, 

Guilford CT 06437  (203)458 2158 
Denver E-o Group 995 Humholt #205 Denver CO 80218 
D.C. Washington E-o Society 5840 Cameron Run Terr 

#714, Alexandria VA 22303 
Florida E-o League 2049 Larchmont Way, Clearwater FL  

34624 
Hawaii Honolulu E Study Group, P.O. Box 3833, Honolulu 

HI 96789 
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E-o Idaho, David Baron Box 37 Eagle ID 83616 
Chicago E-o Society P.O.Box 64896 Chicago IL 60664; 

(312) 271 8673 
East Central E Club 118 Kenwood #354, Champaign IL 

61821 

E-o Klubo de Indiana, p/a William Rieske 1109 E. First St. 

Greenfield, IN 46140  
Iowa Eo League  3501 University Ave, Iowa City  IA 

50311 
Baltimore Maryland Eo Club 3218 Shelbume Rd. 

Baltimore MD 21208 
Eo Society of Michigan PO box 3011 Southfield MI 48037 

e-mail wesarnold@aol.com 

Twin Cities E-o Club, 1422 Como Ave. St. Paul MN 

55108 
E-o Club of Minneapolis 1528 Laurel Ave #3 St Paul MN 

55104 
St Louis Eo Assn 6136 Elizabeth Ave., St Louis MO 63139 
Montana E-o Society 330 Lindley P1 Bozeman MT 59715 
Missoula E Soceity P.O. Box 7301, Missoula MT 59807 
Nebraska International Language Assn. RFD 1 Box 29 

Wilber NE 68465; (402) 821 2027 
Nevada Information Center About Eo P.O. Box 13413 

Reno, NV 89513; (702) 746 0204 
New Hampshire E Awareness Foundation 39 Colorado 

St, Keene NH 03431 
Eo Society of New England P0 Box 655 Concord MA 

O1742 
E-o Society of New York  777 U.N. plaza #1 New York, 

NY 10017; (212) 687 7041 
North Carolina E-o Society 5400 Belsay Drive, Raleigh, 

NC 27612 
Eo Assn of Ohio 1144 Kingsdale Terr. Columbus OH 

43220; (614) 451 4969 e-mail 71021,503 
Portland E-o Soc 11850 SW 5th St. #5, Beaverton OR 

97005 
Eugene Oregon E Club 2065 Law Ln., Eugene OR 97401 



Eo Society of Pennsylvania 1844 Arthur St., Philadelphia 

PA 19152; (215) 722 2878 
E-o Society of Puerto Rico Dr. Thomas Sarramia Box 

22916 U of Puerto Rico, San Juan PR 00931 
E-o Klubo de Norda Teksaso, Srn Methodist U., 

Department of Chemistry, Dallas TX 75075 
Texas E-o Study Group 1400 Blue Bell Rd. #913 Houston 

TX 77038-3041 
Rio Grande Valley Eo-ists, 8F Indiana Ave. #7167, 4110 N 

Hwy. 77, Harlingen TX 78552; (210) 423 3056 
Utah Eo Club Box 21346 Salt Lake City  UT 84121 
E-o Society of the Carolinas & Virginia Route 5 Box 303, 

Boone, NC 28607; (704) 264 2297 
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Seattle Eo Soc 14833 39th Ave. NE, Seattle WA 98155 

(206) 365 5509 
E-o Soc of Wis. 1958 N. 38th St Milwaukee WI 53208 
Intermountain E-o Group (Rocky Mountain Sts (AZ, 

CO,ID,MT,NM,UT,WY) PO Box 112 Coram MT 59913 
Southern New England E-o Society 446 S. Quaker Lane, 

West Hartord, CT 06110; (203) 231 1944 
E-o Language Toastmasters Club P.O. Box 60860 

Sacramento CA 95860 
American Association of Teachers of Esperanto, 5140 

San Lorenzo Dr. Santa Barbara, CA 93111-2521 
 

      WORLDWIDE SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS 

Good Will International Society of Friendship and Good 

Will  9538 Summerfield St. Spring Valley, San Diego 

County, CA 91977-2852 has members in 165 countries and 

board of directors from 80 countries, offers discounts on 

study aids, books, 1,200 hotels around world, discounts on 

rent a car, Promotes: advancement of international under-

standing, better human relations, peace, International 

Friendship Week, Universal Women's Week, Universal 

Family Week, Universal Children's Week,  Human Rights 

Month.  
 

Esperanto Travel Service 578 Grand Ave. Oakland CA 

94610 bargains for Esperantists 
Agriculture Internacia Ligo de Agrikulturaj Specialist E-oj 

P.K. 66, BG-1303 Sofia Bulgaria 
Art Universal Artista Ligo de E-istoj PL 24, FI-41161 

Tikkakoski Finland 
Athiests Atiesta Tutmonda Eo-Organizo PO Box 65972, 

1050 Connecticut Ave. NW Washington DC 20035-5972 
Autos Internacia E-o Klubo Automobilista, Lovetandsvej 

31, DK-2700 Bronshoj, Denmark 
Athiests Ateista Tutmonda Eo Organizo p/a Ralph Dumain, 

1352 G. St. S.E. Washington D.C. 20003 
Bahai Bahaa Eo Ligo  p.k. 500133, DE-60391 Frankfurt , 



Germany 
Bible Internacia Asocio de Bibliistoj kaj  Orientalistoj 

Piazza Duomo 4, IT-48100 Ravenna, Italy 
Biology Nomenclature Asocio por la Enkonduko de Nova 

Biologia Nomenklaturo Hertendreef 12, BE-2920 

Klamthout, Belgium 
Birds Ornitologia Rondo E-lingua Pf 61 H-4010 Debrecen 

Hungary 52 10-398  
Blind Ligo Internacia de Blindaj E-oj Zwaansmeerstraat 48, 

NL- 
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1946 AE Beverwijk, Netherlands 

Bicycle Biciklista E-oa Movado Internacia Ivo Miesen, 

ioemerweg 102, NL-6221 TX Maastricht, Nederland 
Builders Konstruistoj, Tutmonds Asocio de Konstruistoj 

Esperantistaj RN 83, rue de Tiefenbach, FR-68920 

Wintzenheim (Colmar) France 
Cat Lovers Kat-amantoj Rondo Kato Pentti Tormala, 

Tuomarinkartano, FL-06100 Porvoo, Finnland 
Catholics Internacia Katolika Unulo E-ista. Via Berni 9 IT-

00185 Rome RM Italy (has over 1300 world members) 
Chess Esperantaak Ligo Internacia. Jaromir Canial, Okruzni 

867, CZ-73401 Karvina, Chile 
Children Children Around the World 3876 Belmont Ave 

San Diego CA 92116  helps children  communicate with 

each other,  & learn about each others' customs and 

countries and provides educational tapes and materials. 
Christians Kristana E-O Ligo Internacia  Koningsmantel 4 

NL 2403 HZ Alphen a/d Rijn, Netherlands 
Collectors, Stamps etc E-o Ligo Filatelista Amika Rondo de 

E-antaj Kolektantoj, Paulsson Skytteholmsvagen 29 I SE-

171 44 Solina Sweden 
Computers Komputila Rondo Jurgen wulff, Bornkamp 12, 

DE-22043 Hamburg 70, Germany 
Correspondence Koresponda Servo Mondskala 121 bis 

Boulevard Napoleon III F-06200  Nice, France 
Correspondence-Under age 17 Geonkloj E-o-oj p/a F-ino 

Pearl Bellis, 18 Jervis St. Hanley, Smoke-on Trent, Britan 

ST1 2DX 
Cybernetics, Systems Tutmonda Asocio pri Kibernetiko, 

Informatiko kaj Sistemiko Burg Reigerstr 84, NL-3581 KW 

Utrecht Netherlands 
Ecology Asocio Verduloj E-oistaj Manfred Westermayer, 

Kandelstr. 62, DE-79194 Gundelfingen, Germany 
Economics Internacia Komerca kaj Ekonomia, Roland 

Rotsaert, Visspaanstr. 97, BE-8000 Brugge Belgium 
Ekumenismo Tutmonds Ekumena Ligo Odos Rodo 5 

GR11252 Athina, Greece 



Evangelism Kristana Esperantista Ligo Internacia 

Koningsmantel 4, NL-2403 HZ Alphen a/d Rijn Netherland 
Handicapped Internacia Asocio de Handikapitaj E-istoj 

Soukenicka 58 CZ-274 01 Slany Chile 
Intellectuals Espermenso. Jerry Bryson 1665 Westhill Rd. 

Richmond VA 23226 
Journalism Tutmonda E-ista Jurnalista 
Asocio. S. Maul Pferseer Str. 15, DE-86150 Augsburg 

Germany 

Law E-o Jura Asocio Ian Jackson 9Alban's Ave. Chiswick, 
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London, England W4 5LL 

Library Tutmonda E-Oa Bibliotekista Asoc 228 Chapworth 

London E107HL England 
Lifestyles Movado sen Nomo Frankrijklei 140, BE-2000 

Antwerpen Belgium 
Math Internacia Asocio de E-istaj Vorderdimbach 11, AT-

4371 Dimbach Austria 
Medicine Universala Medicina E-O Asocio Sabu Yamazoe 

2-11-11 Bunkyo-tyo Maebasi-si  371 Japan 
Mensa  M. H. Stanley, Postbus 25142, NL-3001 HC 

Rotterdam Netherlands 
Miners Internacia Minista E-o Societo KWK   Knurow ul 

Dworcowa 1, PL-44-220 Poland 
Mormons Por-Esperanta Mormon P Kern, rue   Haute 

Colline 28, Beaufays, BE-4052 Belgium 
Music Muzika E-o Ligo. Milin kamak 58, BG-1421 Sofia 

Bulgaria 
Rock-Pop-Music FR-31450 Donneville, France 
Nature Internacia Naturista Organizo E-ista prof Fenyvesi 

Ervin, Ujvidek utca 58, HU1145 Budapest, Hungary 
Nature Protection Interkuracista Asocio. Kwang Myong-

shi, 2dong 50-5, Kyonggi-do Korea 
Ornithology Ornitologia Rondo E-lingva D-ro Tibor Papp 

Trombitas u. 12, Debrecen HU-4031 Hungary 
Peace Mondpaca Esperantista Movado.  Clement Tholet, 

rue Saivelette 102, BE-4671 Saive Belgium 
Pedagogs Internacia Celado por Edukado Moderna per 

Esperanto Henri Menard 1 rue Galissonniere FR-44330 Le 

Pallet, France 
Philology Internacia Unuigo de la Esperantistoj-Filologoj  

V. Oljanov, ul Bojanski vodopad 241 E, BG-1404 Sofia 

Bulgaria 
Philosophy Filozofia Asocio Tutmonda R. Cons Mafra 682 

BR-88010-100 Florianopolis SC Brazil 
Photo, Film, Recording Internacia Ligo de E-o Foto-kino-

magnetofon-amatoroj p/a BEA 1303 Sofia Bulgaria 
Postal,Tele-communications Internacia Potista kaj 



Telekomunikista E-o Asocio, Postenska kutija 25, BG-1000 

Sofia Bulgaria  
Quakers Kvakera Esperantista Societo Webbs Cottage 

Woolpits Rd, Gt Saling, Braintree Essex CM7 5DZ Britian 
Radio Amateurs Internacia Ligo de E-istaj  Radio-

Amatoroj  HA7PW L. Matusinka, Gyozelem u 2, HU-2730 

Albertirsa Hungary 
Radio Listeners E-o DX Club Kafkastr 48/5M  D-8000 

Munchen 83 FR Germany 
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Railroad Internacia Fervojista E-o Federacio Dr Romano 

Bolognesi Via Misa 4 IT-40139 Bologna Italy (2300 

members) 
Religions Asocio de Studado Internacia pri Spiritaj kaj 

Teologiaj Instruoj  Ch. Lavarenne, "Le Presbytere, FR-

09800 Balague, France 
Rotary Rotaria Asocio de Eo-istoj. Marc Levin, 30 Rue 

Mal. de Latttre de Tassigny, FR 69009 Lyon, France 
Science Internacia Scienca Asocio E-ista  R. Hauger, 

Ringstrasse 13, CH-8172 Niederglatt, Switzerland 
Scouting Skolta Esperanto Ligo. Hector R. Campos Grez, 

Casilla 231, Curico, Chile or David Withey, 21 Brookfield 

Ave. Waterloo, Liverpool, L22 3YE Britain 
Solidarity Monda Fonduso de Solidareco Kontraŭ la 

Malsato 15 rue Victor Dury, FR 75015 Paris France 
Speleology Liptova Eo Club, Skolska 4, SK 03101 

Liptovsky Mikulas, Slovakia 
Spiritualism Spirita Eldona Societo, C P 3133, BR-20001-

970 Rio de Janerio RJ Brazil 
Stamps Esperanto Ligo Filaelista Paulsson 

Skytteholmsvagen 29.l, SE-171 44 Solna, Sweden 
Stenografers Tutmonda Parolspuro Asocio Lockfinke 16, 

DE-42111 Wuppertal 1 German 
Teachers Internacia Ligo de E-istaj Instruistoj, Marija 

Belosevic Sveti Duh 130, HR-41000 Zagreb, Kroatio 
Tourism Internacia Asocio Monda Turismo. CO M. 

Sklodowskiej-Curie 10, PL-85094 Bydgoszcz Poland  
Translation Internacia Traduk-Reto pere de Eo Daniel 

Durand, Les Nids, FR 49190 Saint Aubin de Luigne, France 
Vegetarian Tutmonda E-ista Vegetarana Asocio. p/a Lilia 

Fabretto, Via Pietro Cartoni 12/12 IT-00152 Rome, Italy  
Workers Sennacieca Asocio Tutmonda 67 Ave. Gambetta 

F-75020 Paris France (has over 2000 members worldwide) 
Writers Esperanta Verkista Asocio. Volkerakstraat 38 I 

NL-1078 XT Amsterdam Netherlands 
UN-Esperanto UEA United Nations Office 777 United 

Nations Plaza New York, NY 10017 



UNESCO Monda Kunagado por Eduko, Scienco kaj 

Kulturo Pascal Lecaille, B.P. 3019, FR-69394 Lyon Cedex 

03, France 
Yoga Betty Larson Falkenbergvej 6 DK-3140 Alsgarde 

Denmark 
Young Peoples Magazine Juna Amiko p/a ILEI pf 193, 

HU-1368 Budapest Hungary 
Young Peoples Club Kastora Klubo de Esperanto.  Barbara 

Chmielewska, ul. Pulawska 3-11 PL-02-515 Warszawa 

Poland 
    More information about these and other groups is 

available 
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from ELNA (Esperanto League for North America with its 

magazine Esperanto USA is the best source of information 

in the USA.  They also have a FREE 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE. 
        It is not necessary to speak Esperanto to use it.  For 

many reading or corresponding is all they want to do.  There 

are many more readers than speakers.  In addition to the 

groups mentioned in this book there are hundreds more 

groups of esperantists around the world.  The Universal 

Esperanto Association, is the largest single group boasting 

nearly 50,000 members in 120 countries, helps esperantists 

to contact others around the world.  Thousands of delegates 

provide help to esperantists around the world not only for 

travel needs but also for scientific and specialist information 

services.  Conventions are held in a different country each 

year.  About 6,000 people from over 60 countries 

attended the World Esperanto Convention in Warsaw 

Poland.  No interpreters were needed.  NO money was 

spent on translations.  Later many toured Europe. 
 

         INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION ADDRESSES 

Albania E-o League Poste restante, Tirana 
Argentina Esperanto League Paraguay C.C. 407, AR-2600 

Venado Tuerto 
Armenia Esperanto Asocio,  str. Abovjan 3, AOKS, AM-

375001 Erevan 
Australia Esperanto Assn. P.O Box 313 Sunnybank, QLD 

4109 
Austria Esperanto Federation Funfhausgasse 16-18, AT-

1150 Wien 
Belgium Esperanto Federation 21 rue du Brillant BE-1170 

Bruxelles 
Benin Esperanto Assn. B P 04-421 Cotonou 
Bharato Esperanto Federation 30/19 Baruipara First Bylane 

Howrah 711 104 
Belorusio, Asocio E-o de la, 40 let Pobedi 6-2, BY-230026 

Grodno  



Bosnia, E-o Ligo de Bosnio kaj Hercegovino Danijela 

Ozme 7/IV, BA-71000 Sarajevo 
Brazil Esperanto League C.P. 03625, BR 70084- 970 

Brasilia 
Esperanto Assn. of Britian 140 Holland Park Ave, London 

W11 4UF 
Bulgaria Esperanto Assn. p.k. , ,BG 1000 Sofia 
Cameroon p/a Jean-Marie Mboge Mbele, B.P. 1816 Douala 
Canada Esperanto Assn. P O Box 2159 Sidney B C  V8L 

3S6 
Cambodia Chhim Sokha, Sahakporn Rusi St., Sangkat Sras 

Chork, Khan Doun Penh, PO Kesto 174, Phnom Penh 
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Chile E-o Asocio Casilla 13828 Santiago 21 
China Esperanto League PO Kesto 825, CN-100037 Beijing  
Columbia Esperanto League.  Apartado Aereo 35-12 

Bogota 1 
Cuba Esperanto Assn. Pf 5120 CU-10500 La Habana  
Czechoslovakia Esperanto Assn.  p.k. 1069,  CZ 11121 

Praha 1 
Denmark Esperanto Assn. Skellet 12, DK-6000 Kolding 
Estonia Esperanto Assn.  Olevimagi 12/14 EE-0101 Tallinn 
Finnland Esperanto Assn. Pengerkatu I8 A 86 FI-00500 

Helsinki 
France Union for Esperanto 4bis, rue de la Cerisaie FR-

75004 Paris 
Germany Esperanto Assn. Immental str. 3, DE 79104 

Freiburg 
Greece Esperanto Assn. Agiu Meletiu 54, GR-112 52 

Athens 
Hungary Esperanto Assn. pf. 193, HU-1368 Budapest 
Iceland Esperanto Assn. Pk 1081 IS-121 Reykjavik 
Iran Saheb-Zamani, 46 Azar-shahr, Iran-shahr Shamali, 

Tehran 15-846 
India Federation Esperanto de Bharato 30/19 Baruipara 

First Bylane, Howrah - 711 104 
Ireland, Esperanto Assn of, 9 Templeogue Wood, Dublin 

6W 
Israel Esperanto League P.O.K. 1289 IL-61012 Tel-Aviv 
Italy Esperanto Federation. Via Villoresi 38 IT-20143 

Milano 
Ivory Coast Esperanto Assn. 09 B.P. 1808 Abidjan 09 
Japan Esperanto Institute Wasedamati 12-3, Sinzyuku-ku, 

Tokyo-to 162 
Kartvelia E-o Asocio P k 147 GE-38004 Tbilisi-4 
Kataluna Esperanto Asocio Apartat 290, ES-08200 

Sabadell, Katalunio 
Kultura Associo Esperantista p/a Ramon Manau Torres, C/. 

Montseny 5 1-ro, ES-08208 Sabadell, Katalunio 

Eũska Esperanto-Asocio Zapateria 29, ES-01001 Vitoria-



GAsteiz, Eũska 
Korea E-o Assn. CPO Kesto 4258, Seoul 100-642 
Kroatia E-o Asocio Amruseva 5/1 HR-41000 Zagreb 
Latvia E-o Assn. p/k 150, Riga LV 1050 
Litova E-o Assn. ab. k. 167, LT-3000 Kaunas 
Luksemburg E-o Assn 1 rue de Kehlen, LU-8394 Olm 
Madagaskar Malagasa E-o Assn.  Vata Paositaly 
3170 Antananarivo-101 

Makedonia E-o Ligo. P.F. 242, 91000 Skopje 
Malajzia E-o Asocio Raja Zainal Abidin bin Zahid, 71 

Jalan Setiakasih, Bukit Damansara, MY 50490 Kuala 

Lampur 
Malta E-o Society P.O. box 142 Valletta CMR 01 
Mexico E-o Federation Apartado Postal 10576, MX 06000 

Mexico DF 
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Mongolia E-o Asocio C P O 1136 Ulan-Bator 
Montenegra E-o Ligo Ul. Njegoseva 6 YU-81000 

Podgorica 
Netherland E-o Asocio Ineke Emmelkamp 

Coranthijnestraat 69, NL 9715 RG Groningen 
Nepala E-o Asocio P O Box 3565, Durbar Marg, 

Kathmandu 
New Zeland E-o Asocio P.O. Box 8140, Symonds Street, 

Auckland 1 
Nikaragva E-o League Eddy Silva Molina, Clinica Santa 

Maria (3 cuadras al sur, Bo San Jose Oriental, Managua 
Norway E-o Ligo  Olaf Schous vei 18 N-0572 Oslo 
Pakistan E-o Asocio 2-Asgher Mall Road, Rawal Pindi 
Peru E-o Asocio Apartado 23 Lima 18 
Poland E-o Asocio Wiejaka 11-1.2C PL-00-480 Warszawa 
Portugal E-o Asocio Rua Dr. Joao Couto 6 r/c A, PT-1500 

Lisboa 
Quebec Kebekia Eo Societo same as Canada 
Rumanian E-o Asocio Bd V. Parvan 4 Universitate, R-1900 

Timisoara 
Russia E-o Unio a/k 34 RU-105318 Moskva 
Serbia E-o Ligo Terazije 42, YU-11000 Beograd 
Singapore E-o Asocio Tanjong Pagar, P O Box 0634 SG-

9108 Singapore 
Slovakia Esperanto-Asocio Sobotske nam 6, SK-05801 

Poprad (092) 23539, 32419 
Slovenia E-o Ligo p/k 401 Tavcarjeva 2, SI-61001 

Ljubljana 
Srilanka E-o Centro 71 Pagoda Para Nugegoda DK 
South Africa E-o Asocio 75 Bronkhorst St. Groenkloof 

0181 
Spain E-o Federation. Rodriguez San Pedro 13 3" 7 ES-

28015 Madrid 
Sweden E-o Federacio. Esperanto Centro, Vikingagatan 24, 

SE 11342 Stockholm 
Swiss E-o Societo CP 237, CH 6830 Chiasso 1 
Tajland E-o Instituto G.P.O.Box 1846 TH-10501 Bangkok 



Tajvana E-o Asocio Lin Wen-Jung, Arbaro 2f, no 22, Lane 

177 RD. Shi Yuan Hsin Chuang, Taipei Xian 
Tanzania E-o Asocio. C. Mashauri P O Box 23390 Dar-es-

Salaam 
Togoland Union for Esperanto  B.P. 12096,  Lome 
Turkish E-o Asocio p.k.1328 Sirkeci TR-34438 Istanbul 
Ukrainia E-o Asocio p.k. 83 UA-282001Ternopil 
Uruguay E-o Societo Casilla de Correo 1040 UY 11000 

Montevideo 
USA E-o League for N America P O Box 1129 El Cerrito 

CA 94530 
Uzbeka Esperanto-Asocio E. Perevertajlo, ab kesto 140, 
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Postamt, UZ-700000 Taskent 

Venezuela E-o Asocio Apartado 47675 Caracas 1041A  
Vietnam Pacdefenda E-o Asocio 105A str  Quan Thanh, 

Hanoi 
Zaire E-o Asocio B P 9511 Kin 1 Kinshasa 
Zimbabva Einstituto  Oliver Mazodze, P.O. Box 1283, 

Masvingo 
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In late 1995 an analysis was done on the 1000 most 



frequently used English words on the internet.  The 

1000 words came from 343,945,617 total words by 

Rick Walker from one year of internet Usenet 

newsgroup messages.  The analysis showed that only 

397 Esperanto morphemes were required to form the 

783 most used English words.  The remaining items 

were:  proper nouns such as names of persons;  letters 

of the alphabet, parts of addresses, technical 

abbreviations or duplicate words.  

      The analysis shows that Esperanto only requires 

about one half of the number of words to be 

memorized than English for the most common 1000 

English words. This analysis agreed with one done on 

the 1000 most common words based on the 5 million 

word American Heritage Dictionary Corpus.  Both 

analyses done by Wesley Arnold M.A.  This shows that 

Esperanto is most suited for internet usage.  


